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I. INTRODUCTION

Privately held wealth and its unequal distribution, and perhaps especially the transmission of such wealth across generations, have long been thought to pose particularly pernicious influences in a liberal democratic state. Thus, some form of a wealth transfer tax—most commonly an estate or an inheritance tax—has typically been a part of real-world and theoretically supported comprehensive tax systems. As our ideas about the role of other taxes have shifted, both in practice and in theory, our intellectual allegiance to a system of wealth transfer taxation in the United States has remained more or less fixed. The present estate tax is similar, in its essential form, to the initial estate tax implemented in 1916, and scholarly support for some type of wealth transfer tax, although far from universal, remains strong. Recently, some


scholars have even called for a confiscatory estate tax, or an abolition of inheritance altogether.\(^3\)

But times have changed since 1916. Our political-philosophical ideas have evolved. The federal income tax has grown from a relatively small surcharge on the highest incomes into a massive, broad-based tax system.\(^4\) Corresponding to this expansion in breadth, we have shifted, both in theory and in practice, from an income toward a consumption tax model.\(^5\) Over three-quarters of a century of experience with both estate taxes and nominal income taxation has strengthened our understanding of the possibilities and limitations of tax systems, all during a period of continued inequality of wealth, income, and consumption.\(^6\)

---


\(^6\) I detail some of this movement, and make citations to the extensive literature on the income-versus-consumption debate, in Edward J. McCaffery, *Tax Policy Under a Hybrid Income-Consumption Tax*, 70 Tex. L. Rev. 1145 (1992) [hereinafter McCaffery, *Hybrid*] I discuss the consumption tax in much greater detail, infra parts VB and VC. For now, the reader unfamiliar with the literature can best consider the consumption tax model in terms of the oft-cited Haug-Simons definition of income \(Income = Consumption + Savings\). This celebrated definition is little more than an accounting identity, it tells us that sources equal uses, or, equivalently, that all income is either spent (consumed) or not (saved). The definition also highlights the importance of which a broad-based tax can become a consumption model. Simply subtracting savings from both sides of the above identity yields \(Consumption = Income - Savings\). We can, and in fact largely do, have a consumption tax model when we subtract savings from income; think, for example, of the treatment of IRAs or qualified pension plans. See McCaffery, *Hybrid*, supra, at 1150-55 (discussing consumption ideal and present hybrid), and citations therein.

\(^6\) See Edward N. Wolff, *Changing Inequality of Wealth*, 83 Am. Econ Rev 552 (1992). Wolff’s data suggest that there has been a slight decline in wealth inequality over the 20th century, but that this decline is almost entirely traceable to discrete periods of poor macroeconomic performance, such as the Great Depression and the stock market declines of the 1970’s. Wolff’s data also suggest that large *inter vivos* gifts contribute significantly to wealth inequality. Id. at 557; infra part IV A 1. see also Stephen R. Minzer, *A Theory of Property* 380-95 (1990) (discussing role of gratuitous transfers in producing unequal wealth); Henry J. Aaron & Alicia H. Munnell, *Reassessing the Role for Wealth Transfer Taxes*, 1994]
Meanwhile, the estate tax does not, in fact, appear to be working. It does not raise significant revenue. It is and has always been riddled with large exceptions, exemptions, and exclusions. Most striking is the fact that the tax has never been and is not now popular. At the same time, a more sophisticated tax scholarship has given us a wider range of policy options than our untutored imaginations put forth eight decades ago. These changes, in theory and in practice, make the case for the estate tax more uneasy than initial intuitions might otherwise suggest.

What is most surprising in my analysis is that unease over the estate tax arises specifically on liberal grounds. The linkage between liberalism and some form of wealth transfer tax has been so strong that severing this connection seems deeply counterintuitive, and thus highlights the wisdom of rethinking basic theoretic approaches, not just to issues of taxation, but also to social theory in general. Indirectly, at least, this Article is an exercise in how tax policy analysis and political theory can learn from each other.

My argument over tax policy shall be political and interpretive. By “political,” a term I am borrowing in this regard from John Rawls, I mean a style of analysis that eschews any reliance on formal, essentialist concepts like “income” or “consumption,” or on “metaphysical” notions, such as of the natural rights to individual earnings or entitlements. A political theory of tax takes seriously the idea that legal and economic rights and institutions are human-made; that tax rules are, so to speak, up for grabs. By “interpretive,” I mean a style of social theory that looks for norms in society’s actual practices and beliefs. Interpretive theories have played a major role in judge-centric, common law fields such as torts or contracts or constitutional law,
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...and Rawls himself takes a decidedly interpretive turn in grounding his "political conception of justice" on "certain fundamental ideas seen as implicit in the public political culture of a democratic society." Interpretivism, however, has generally been absent from contemporary discussions of tax policy. The political and interpretive work hand in hand. The political freedom to seek new answers makes more important the grounding of such answers on the at least implicit ideas and conceptions of a modern democratic society, and calls for a more careful and sensitive reading of our actual practices. Careful and sensitive interpretation, in turn, helps to lead politics to reasonable answers.

At first blush, some may think that a political, interpretive theory, however well suited to other legal domains, is hopelessly out of place in the area of tax. Explicitly rejecting this view, or even detailing what I mean by a political, interpretive theory, is beyond the scope of this Article, except insofar as these points emerge implicitly, by example. Indeed, estate taxation offers an especially rich illustration of a political-interpretive theory of tax, responding crisply to at least two prominent objections. One such objection is that we cannot turn tax over to unbridled democratic politics, because the people will be predictably base and self-interested, as James Madison foresaw clearly enough in the Federalist No. 10. The principal response to this objection, of course, is that the procedural and epistemic safeguards placed on a political conception of justice—paradigmatically, Rawls' original position and veil of ignorance devices—are set up to correct for precisely this kind of narrow self-interest off a base of existing advantages. But we do not even need Rawls' devices in the case of estate taxation, because Madison's fear has not come to pass. Part of what makes the estate tax such a fascinating example is that neither envy nor any "soak the rich" populism can explain the tax's unpopularity and its practical evisceration, here and in other democratic societies; our experience with estate taxation seems to reflect exactly the opposite—some form of anti-envy. The majority of citizens and our well-evolved practices are opposed to levying a tax exclusively on the wealthiest elite. Part of the current project is to figure out why.

A second objection is that interpretivism is unpromising in regard to tax because tax is too complex and the people are too ill informed for our implicit...
practices to mean much of anything at all. (That these implicit practices mean simply that the people only want others, besides themselves, to pay tax is another way of putting the first point.) But the estate tax example overcomes this objection as well, at least in a prima facie way. There is nothing particularly confusing or confused about the people's opposition to the very idea of estate taxation, or about the absence of any popular clamor for more revenue on account of estate taxes. In the case of estate taxation at least, we have good reason to let the political-interpretive project go forward, to see where it leads. I shall aim for an interpretation that "fits" with our settled practices and with a reasonable, democratic conception of justice. The ultimate proof of the wisdom or attractiveness of this approach will come later, in the pudding, so to speak, of the practical recommendations that emerge.

My argument follows three basic steps: (1) The current gift and estate tax does not work, is in deep tension with liberal egalitarian ideals, and lacks strong popular or political support. (2) While the failure of the status quo may suggest a stronger wealth transfer tax as an alternative, such an answer suffers from two distinct problems: (a) a stronger tax is neither practical nor popular, and (b) given the many imperfections of the real world and the likely consequences of a strengthened transfer tax, such as reduced work, reduced savings, and increased inequality in consumption, a stronger wealth transfer tax may not be preferable even on ideal liberal grounds. (3) Motivated by the first two points to think through matters more deeply, we can arrive at alternative tax systems that both comport better with liberal first principles and fit well with the implicit spirit of our actual practices and beliefs, without any form of estate tax at all.

This argument leads naturally to a proposal for comprehensive tax reform, specifically a progressive consumption-without-estate tax. By responding to our objective preferences for work and savings while giving institutional form to our suspicions over the large-scale private use of wealth, such a tax system indeed fits best with liberal principles and with the often-inchoate spirit of our actual practices. To those who would immediately object that the private possession of wealth alone is a distinct liberal concern, not reached by a progressive consumption-without-estate tax, I hasten to add that the altered tax regime changes the very meaning, and hence the risks and dangers, of the "private possession" of wealth. The meaning of this phrase is not a constant, but rather depends on the legal rules in place. A liberal society's reasonable concerns over possession alone reduce largely to dual concerns over possession qua potential or actual use; the ability to use one's wealth, the threat of doing so, or the actual ongoing use of wealth as consumptive investment is what ought to concern the liberal. But a progressive consumption-without-estate tax, designed under a political theory of tax, changes matters by redefining property rights. In the end, it appears that our practices may be moving toward a better place, on strictly liberal grounds, than any answers that our most rarefied
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political theory alone could produce.

This Article proceeds as follows. Part II presents the traditional liberal egalitarian case for wealth transfer taxation, focusing on the work of John Rawls, and then lays the foundation for the liberal case against such taxation. Part III begins by briefly describing the current gift and estate tax law, and then analyzes how the law raises scant government revenue and adversely affects capital formation. Part IV moves to a dynamic, behavioral focus, aiming to complete the liberal case against the status quo by examining how the current regime affects inter vivos giving, work-leisure, and savings-consumption choices, as well as by canvassing the law’s general distributive consequences. Both Parts III and IV contain analytic strands questioning the wisdom and efficacy of any move toward stronger, tighter, or confiscatory wealth transfer taxes.

Turning to the Article’s second major theme, Part V situates the discussion in a general, comprehensive theory of tax. The central idea here is that the case against wealth transfer taxation has implications for our broadest theories of tax. In particular, both normative and interpretive reasoning support the reform proposal for a progressive consumption-without-estate tax. Normatively, this plan comports reasonably with the dictates of liberal egalitarianism—a point that emerges most strongly when we see the necessity, or at least wisdom, of taking an objective, political view of tax.14 Interpretively, the proposal fits closely with the often-inchoate tendencies of our actual practices, as these have emerged over the better part of the twentieth century. Part V develops the case for this proposal. Part VI then completes the argument by criticizing two reasons to do nothing. Finally, Part VII provides a brief conclusion.

II. THE LIBERAL EGALITARIAN CASE FOR (AND AGAINST) WEALTH TRANSFER TAXATION

Over the years, proponents of estate taxation have advanced many reasons for the estate tax, including revenue raising,15 “backing up” the income tax system,16 and breaking up large concentrations of wealth.17 I discuss these

14. In referring to an “objective” view, I am borrowing the term and ideas of T.M. Scanlon. See T.M. Scanlon, Preference and Urgency, 72 J. PHIL. 655, 658-60 (1975). I have already commented above on what I mean by a “political” view. The connection is this: Scanlon’s argument is that we do not simply accept subjective valuations, but take an objective view of the relative urgency of wants. In rejecting a thoroughgoing, preference-based utilitarianism, Scanlon opens the door for strictly political arguments. I develop this theme more fully throughout the rest of this Article, especially in Part V.

15. Ascher, supra note 2, at 91-93; Eisenstein, supra note 2, at 238-57; see also infra part III B.

16. Gutman, supra note 2, at 1185-86, 1189-97. Other commentators have offered slight variants on this theme. See, e.g., Henry J. Aaron & Harvey Galper, A Tax on Consumption, Gifts, and Bequests and Other Strategies for Reform, in OPTIONS FOR TAX REFORM 106, 111-12 (Joseph A. Pechman ed., 1984); Graetz, supra note 2, at 284.

17. Michael J. Boskin, An Economist’s Perspective on Estate Taxation, in DEATH, TAXES AND FAMILY PROPERTY, supra note 2, at 56, 65 (“[A]ny attempt to reduce (substantially) inequality in the distribution of wealth via estate and gift taxation is doomed to failure.”) I see a much less ambitious
rationales, all of which are of questionable justificatory strength when held up against the reality of the existing legal regime, in passing. In contrast, support for the estate tax has drawn its greatest strength from philosophical foundations and intuitions, recently advanced by such liberal egalitarian political theorists as John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, and Bruce Ackerman. I proceed directly to these philosophical arguments to set out the liberal case for wealth transfer taxation.

There are, of course, important differences among liberal theorists, for example with regard to how strongly they orient themselves toward a rights-based, deontologic position, as opposed to allowing consequentialist considerations to shape the institutions of justice. Liberal theorists also differ in the extent and nature of their solicitude for actual practices. For most purposes, however, I shall call them, collectively and generally, "liberal egalitarians." An important point of commonality is that all liberal egalitarians see intra-generational uses of wealth in a different light than inter-generational transmissions. While they uphold a range of principles, they all tend to emphasize equality of starting points and fairness in socioeconomic institutions. Liberal egalitarians typically are willing to allow intra-generational outcomes to diverge considerably, as persons make different choices in the use of their initial endowments in just transactional settings.

Inter-generational transmissions of wealth, however, pose other, more troubling problems for the liberal egalitarian. Ackerman, for example, argues at some length that such transmissions fatally interfere with the equality of starting points. Liberal egalitarians who call for confiscatory estate taxation role for these taxes: preventing extreme concentrations of wealth from being passed from generation to generation.

18. See also Donaldson, supra note 1, at 539-50 (criticizing popular justifications for current gift and estate taxation).


21. See generally Bruce A. Ackerman, SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE LIBERAL STATE (1980) [hereinafter SOCIAL JUSTICE]. For additional views of other liberal theorists, see generally James S. Fishkin, Justice, Equal Opportunity, and the Family (1983); Munzer, supra note 6; Haslett, supra note 3.

22. See Will Kymlicka, CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 50-94 (1990) (discussing "liberal equality" as philosophical school characterized by Rawls).

23. For another statement of this political-philosophical approach, see generally Eric Rakowski, EQUAL JUSTICE (1991). For a discussion of wealth transfers, see id. at 149-66.

24. Ackerman puts the case in general language that is perhaps more evocative than any specific examples can be:

[I]n the end there will be a great disparity in personal histories. Some will have used the transactional system to gain enormous wealth; others will die with nothing but their name. Some with few material possessions will exercise great moral leadership... others will amass material fortunes to find themselves the objects of widespread contempt. Still others are solitary and poor—some brutish, some wise.

25. Id. at 202-27.
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tend to follow this line of argument.\textsuperscript{26} This sort of objection has even led the libertarian Robert Nozick to back off from his earlier claim that bequests represent a fair use of resources, a “right” of the donor that raises no distributive concerns, given an initially fair starting point.\textsuperscript{27} Nozick now concedes that we should place some limits on the power to make bequests.\textsuperscript{28}

This liberal egalitarian perspective led Rawls to suggest a rather precise tax system in \textit{A Theory of Justice}. It is helpful to have this tax plan before us, because it represents the best concrete form of the liberal egalitarian ideal, and it highlights the strongest case for wealth transfer taxation. Rawls' system entails a proportionate, or, equivalently, a flat-rate consumption tax, coupled with a steep, although not confiscatory,\textsuperscript{29} bequest or inheritance tax. The flat-rate consumption tax follows the pattern of solicitude toward intra-generational outcomes. It is significant that Rawls qualifies his support for this aspect of the plan with the assumption that “income is fairly earned”; Rawls sees these general taxes primarily as a way to raise revenue, and he presumes that fairness in market outcomes has already been achieved.\textsuperscript{30} Rawls advocates bequest or inheritance taxes, on the other hand, “not to raise revenue . . . but gradually and continually to correct the distribution of wealth and to prevent concentrations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and fair equality of opportunity.”\textsuperscript{31} Rawls also explicitly allows for inheritance, subject to his general principles of justice: “[I]nheritance is permissible provided that the resulting inequalities are to the advantage of the least fortunate and compatible with liberty and fair equality of opportunity.”\textsuperscript{32} This interesting qualification opens the door to consequentialist arguments, or at least a consideration of consequentialist effects, not readily made under the more rights-oriented liberal egalitarian approaches, such as those set forth by Ackerman or by recent scholars calling for confiscatory inheritance taxes.\textsuperscript{33}

As the selective quotations from Rawls indicate, the liberal egalitarian case

\textsuperscript{26} See, e.g., Ascher, supra note 2, at 88–91; Haslett, supra note 3, at 137–55
\textsuperscript{27} ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA 150–53, 155–58 (1974)
\textsuperscript{28} ROBERT NOZICK, THE EXAMINED LIFE: PHILOSOPHICAL MEDITATIONS 30–33 (1989) Nozick’s new plan is actually similar to one proposed much earlier in the century by the Italian financier Ernest Rignano, which involved higher levels of accession taxes on more remote descendants See KIESLING, supra note 2, at 157–59 (discussing Rignano-type plans); John K. McNulty, Fundamental Alternatives to Present Transfer Tax Systems, in DEATH, TAXES AND FAMILY PROPERTY, supra note 2, at 85, 87–89 (discussing Rignano’s plan).
\textsuperscript{29} THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 277–79. Rawls reiterates virtually all of his tax-related proposals in his widely circulated manuscript, John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement 130–31 (1990) [hereinafter Justice as Fairness] (unpublished manuscript, on file with author), where he makes clear his correct understanding that “consumption” and “expenditure,” and “proportionate” and “flat-rate,” are equivalents.
\textsuperscript{30} THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 278–79; see also id. at 279 (discussing tax systems under nonideal theory).
\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 277.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 278.
\textsuperscript{33} See generally Ascher, supra note 2 (calling for end to inheritance or for “confiscatory” transfer taxes); Haslett, supra note 3 (same).
for some form of wealth transfer tax is intimately linked with the "fair equality of opportunity" ideal. This principle, technically first set forth as a part of the second aspect of Rawls' second principle of justice, holds that people of equal abilities and aptitudes "should have the same prospects of success regardless of their initial place in the social system, that is, irrespective of the income class into which they are born." Rawls does not claim, either in the passages setting forth fair equality of opportunity or in his sketch of an ideal tax system, that the institutions of society should be set up to ensure that individuals in fact be born into the same "income class." Rather, Rawls has the comparatively more modest concern that unequal income classes should not adversely affect important life opportunities or "prospects of success." Rawls clearly is concerned, however, that unfettered rights to inherited property can interfere with even this more flexible and modest notion of fair equality of opportunity. In setting out an equal-opportunity ideal that is distinct from equality of outcome or result, and in seeing some form of wealth transfer tax as a central institutional embodiment of the equal-opportunity ideal, Rawls is well within a characteristically American liberal egalitarian tradition.

It is also interesting to note that in his recent Political Liberalism, which is on several levels a refinement and extended commentary on A Theory of Justice, Rawls clarifies what might have been only implicit in his earlier work: The fair-equality-of-opportunity norm does not yield determinate institutional answers. Rawls concludes that the entire fair-equality-of-opportunity principle does not rise to the level of a "constitutional essential": "[W]hile some principle of opportunity is surely such an essential, for example, a principle requiring at least freedom of movement and free choice of occupation, fair equality of opportunity (as I have specified it) goes beyond that and is not such an essential." In generally discussing the principles "covering social and economic inequalities," Rawls now states that "[t]hese matters are nearly always open to wide differences of reasonable opinion; they rest on complicated inferences and intuitive judgments that require us to assess

34. See THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 60–75.
35. Id. at 73; see also id. at 83–90, 299–303.
36. Id. at 73.
38. POLITICAL LIBERALISM, supra note 8.
39. Id. at xv-xvi. Rawls writes:
   Indeed, it may seem that the aim and content of these lectures mark a major change from those of Theory. . . . But to understand the nature and extent of the differences, one must see them as arising from trying to resolve a serious problem internal to justice as fairness, namely from the fact that the account of stability in part III of Theory is not consistent with the view as a whole. I believe all differences are consequences of removing that inconsistency. Otherwise these lectures take the structure and content of Theory to remain substantially the same.

39. Id.
40. Id. at 228.
complex social and economic information about topics poorly understood." 41
The cursory musings on tax structure in A Theory of Justice are absent from
Political Liberalism; Rawls now sweeps tax aside with the single reference that
"[m]any if not most political questions do not concern ... fundamental
matters, for example, much tax legislation and many laws regulating
property." 42 Rawls seems to have realized that the transition from ideal theory
to real prescription is even more difficult than he had envisioned at the time
of A Theory of Justice; he now distances himself from those "hunches" put
forth two decades earlier. 43 Alternatively, Rawls may have come to appreciate
the unavoidably political nature of questions of tax, as I shall discuss
throughout this Article.

The subtle transition in tax philosophy from A Theory of Justice to
Political Liberalism, admittedly an issue to which Rawls devotes little space
in either work, sets an appropriate stage for this Article. I am pursuing the
particular questions concerning wealth transfer taxation in depth, in part to see
how "complex social and economic information" speaks to questions of tax
design under liberal first principles. Far from taking exception to Rawls or to
liberal egalitarianism more generally, I explore how we might better implement
a liberal vision in practice. My claim is that the result of this essentially
normative inquiry may be counterintuitive to first impressions derived from
liberal theory alone. At a minimum, this possibility illustrates the wisdom of
Rawls' caution in addressing questions of social and economic inequalities; 44
it also helps show how a thoroughly political social theory can lead to some
surprising results.

Specifically, I level five distinct though related criticisms of the general
liberal egalitarian support for the estate tax. Each of these arguments accepts
the moral and ethical bases of liberal egalitarianism, say of the Rawlsian
variety, but questions the fit between liberalism in theory and wealth transfer
taxation in practice. I aim to establish that alternative comprehensive tax
systems that do not incorporate any form of an estate tax can both better
protect prior liberties and improve the welfare of the lower classes; that
reasonable citizens acting under conditions of mutual freedom and equality
would concur; and that, in fact, actual citizens have concurred.

41. Id. at 229.
42. Id. at 214.
43. See THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 278 (arguing that setting practical lines in limiting
matters such as inheritance "is a matter of political judgment guided by theory, good sense, and plain
hunch, at least within a wide range"); see also id. at 279 (excluding other tax details from his theory of
justice).
44. POLITICAL LIBERALISM, supra note 8, at 228-29, see also DWORKIN, MATERI OF PRINCIPLE,
supra note 20, at 207 ("Obviously any practical program claiming to respect both these principles [of
meritocracy and equal opportunity] will work imperfectly and will inevitably involve speculation,
compromise, and arbitrary lines in the face of ignorance"); But cf. Bruce Ackerman, Political
Liberalisms, 91 J. PHIL. 364, 371-75 (1994) (criticizing Political Liberalism for backing off of claims
concerning economic and social inequality).
First, the current income-plus-estate tax system undercuts its own best theoretical support. Liberal egalitarianism is concerned with, among other goals, mitigating unequal starting points. The actual gift and estate tax regime, however, encourages frequent, large, *inter vivos* gifts, systematically excluded from the income tax base, and it thus can dramatically undermine the pursuit of equal opportunity and level playing fields.\textsuperscript{45} When combined with the sizable gaps in our major intra-generational tax, the nominal income tax,\textsuperscript{46} the existing tax system results in large intra-generational wealth disparities and even encourages the inter-generational transmission of this disparate wealth. I illustrate this point both by discussing the doctrinal features of the income and estate tax regimes that facilitate this counterproductive result, and by attempting to establish the facts of significant *inter vivos* wealth transmission. Further, the current, and indeed any, wealth transfer tax encourages consumption, or the personal use of wealth. But consumption by the very wealthy turns out to be a particular liberal problem, as I argue more fully below. In encouraging *inter vivos* gifts and large-scale consumption by the rich, the current estate tax is illiberal.

Second, no feasible wealth transfer taxation system, under both practical and political constraints, can support the liberal egalitarian ideal. This point extends the factual first point into a more theoretical, though practically situated, impossibility theorem. I illustrate this argument in several ways. I point out the doctrinal difficulties in moving toward a confiscatory tax, underscoring the exceptions allowed and their potentially severe consequences. I discuss the unpopularity of stronger, more widespread wealth transfer taxation in the United States, along with the recent repeals of estate or inheritance taxes in Australia, Canada, Israel, and California. I also discuss emerging theories and evidence on why and how people save, which suggests that the majority of savings may be inter-generational in character, indicating that a strong wealth transfer tax system runs counter to deep-seated human motivations. Finally, I point out that any wealth transfer tax encourages *inter vivos* giving, consumption, or both.

These first two arguments are narrowly practical. The third and fourth arguments question the wisdom of a wealth transfer tax on purely liberal grounds, even if such a tax were practically feasible; for these arguments, we can posit an improved estate tax. The third argument is that even such an improved tax is inappropriate in a nonideal world. Neither of the background conditions of the liberal egalitarian, equal-opportunity model—equal initial entitlements and just social institutions—materialize in the real world. The fact of ongoing inequalities ironically makes the role of wealth transfer taxation

\textsuperscript{45} See infra part IV.A.1.

\textsuperscript{46} As I discuss further in Part V, what we persist in calling an income tax is in fact a complex income-consumption hybrid. See generally McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5.
more complex and more contestable than it might at first appear. Once we have moved away from simple merit-based assumptions, such as the idea that one is entitled only to whatever she has personally “earned,” any middle ground becomes a bit uneasy. As noted above, the current, ineffective system of wealth transfer taxation may exacerbate intra-generational inequality by encouraging large *inter vivos* transmissions and increased consumption by the rich. A confiscatory wealth transfer tax, on the other hand, would result in even greater inequality in consumption, as well as diminished savings. These effects might predominantly harm the lower classes both by interfering with prior liberties, as large-scale consumption by the rich may well do, and by lowering general standards of living, as diminished capital would almost certainly do. In contrast, allowing inheritance might improve the fate of the least-well-off class, especially if certain safeguards on the use of wealth were put into place, without interfering with liberal principles such as the fair equality of opportunity. The practical liberal egalitarian ought to look for alternatives to wealth transfer taxation, as well as at the possibility of a better balance between intra- and inter-generational norms.

Fourth, it is possible to make out a strong argument against wealth transfer taxation sounding in *ideal* theory. The traditional liberal egalitarian tax scheme, as envisioned by John Stuart Mill and Rawls, rests largely on an individualist or subjectivist ethic. This tax scheme presumes that individuals are entitled to their “earnings,” but views the private possession of “unearned” wealth as uniquely and particularly inimical to, or at least in severe tension with, liberal egalitarian values. While my third argument questions the role of a wealth transfer tax in a world where the factual basis for “earnings” has come into doubt, my fourth argument is that, even if wealth is indeed “fairly earned,” society may nonetheless have objective, political reasons for opposing estate taxation. Simply put, and finessing metaphysical questions over desert and entitlement, liberal society likes earnings and savings, both of which

47. Dworkin appears to have seen this point most clearly, or at least (characteristically) put the matter most eloquently:

[A liberal's] theory of economic justice must be complex, because he accepts two principles which are difficult to hold in the administration of a dynamic economy. The first requires that people have, at any point in their lives, different amounts of wealth *insofar* as the genuine choices they have made have been more or less expensive or beneficial to the community.... The second requires that people not have different amounts of wealth just because they have different inherent capacities to produce what others want, or are differently favored by chance. This means that market allocations must be corrected in order to bring some people closer to the share of resources they would have had but for these various differences of initial advantage, luck, and inherent capacity.

DWORKIN, MATTER OF PRINCIPLE, supra note 20, at 207. Dworkin continues to note the practical difficulties of implementing any liberal program balancing these two principles. *Id* at 207-08

48. See JOHN STUART MILL, PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 808-13 (J M Robson ed., 1965) (1848) (advocating proportionate income tax with base-level exemption) Rawls does qualify his opinion in *A Theory of Justice* with the comment, “It does not follow that, given the injustice of existing institutions, even steeply progressive income taxes are not justified when all things are considered.”

THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 279.
contribute to a certain metaphoric "common pool," and only or at least especially suspects use, particularly the large-scale, rapid dissipation of capital by the wealthy. Earnings and savings each represent goods to the liberal majority, whereas use represents an individual imposition on the collective and is therefore not a liberal good. Put conversely, claims of inequality are most compelling vis-à-vis the use of resources; the justice of earnings is logically and ethically distinct from the justice of use. Furthermore, large-scale use may distort the allocation of resources and interfere with the fair value of prior liberties; it is the use and not the mere concentration of wealth that threatens reasonable liberal values. But because any wealth transfer tax is a tax on possession alone that encourages use and penalizes earning and saving, especially by the very wealthiest citizens, it is perverse on strictly objective, political grounds.

On this view, wealth transfers from the wealthy may even be, ironically, the preferred liberal result. Because liberal society likes earnings and savings on objective political grounds, but does not like excessive private use, it must allow the rich to pass on their wealth: Something has to give. This argument leads to the strongest condemnation of the reigning liberal tax policy wisdom, which has consistently advocated progressive income and wealth transfer taxes. By getting our reasonable political judgments wrong—by taxing work and savings while condoning, even encouraging, large-scale use—the status quo impedes the liberal project. Even under the most basic, static conception of progressive redistribution, an income-plus-estate tax is a poor option because it compels liberal society to choose between progressivity and objective goods, i.e., work and savings. In contrast, a consistent, political focus on use changes the very meaning and hence the dangers of private "possession," responding to the liberal egalitarian's equal-opportunity concern over the mere ownership of resources. The real threats to liberty and equality from private possession alone turn out, on closer scrutiny, to relate to possession qua potential or actual use, each of which can be addressed—indeed, can best be addressed—in a tax system without an estate tax.

Both the third and fourth arguments cast a different light on popular resistance to estate taxation, which informed the first two arguments. Now it appears—mirabile dictu!—that the people just might be right in opposing the estate tax, on liberal grounds. I now arrive at my fifth argument: The best feasible liberal tax system features no wealth transfer tax at all. The plan that I believe best responds to liberal egalitarian ideals, as mentioned above, is a progressive consumption-without-estate tax. Such a plan can include a special rate structure on inherited wealth that, in principle, will achieve some of the effects desired by advocates of wealth transfer taxation and begin to blur positivist distinctions between tax forms. Whereas any estate tax encourages use and punishes thrift, a progressive consumption tax appropriates "private" wealth at precisely the moment when an individual is about to use it
excessively for personal purposes. The proposal thus goes a long way toward redefining the very concept of possession that has concerned liberal egalitarians; it takes away the unfettered right to rapid, large-scale use of "private" funds. We can also insist that the "private" wealth accumulation that is encouraged by the plan be invested in socially approved or regulated vehicles, designed to address the dangers of consumptive investment. We could design these vehicles, akin to pension plans or the government regulation of the nonprofit, charitable sector, so as not to lose all of the efficiency gains of private capital, while making literal the public claims on the wealth. The proposal thus looks to forge a convergence between liberal egalitarian theory and our actual practices; it is grounded both in independent normative analysis and interpretive theory.

The five arguments can now be summarized and related as follows. (1) The current estate tax is porous, ineffective, and counterproductive on purely liberal grounds. (2) No stronger version is popular or practical, in part because (3) the liberal theory supporting an estate tax does not fit in a nonideal world where individual earnings lack presumptive, decisive moral weight, and in part because (4) our objective, political values, even under ideal conditions, lead liberal society to approve of work and savings and only or at least especially to disapprove of the wanton private use of resources, and any wealth tax is perverse on these scores. (5) Therefore, our practices have been moving, at least inchoately, toward a progressive consumption-without-estate tax. If we more consciously and consistently implemented what our practices suggest, we would have a better liberal egalitarian system than any featuring a wealth transfer tax. By meeting our objective values and changing the very meaning and hence the dangers of the private possession of wealth, we achieve in the end a happy convergence between liberal egalitarian theory and our actual practices.

III. THE ESTATE TAX: LAW, EFFECTS, AND CONSEQUENCES

This Part sets out the basics of the current gift and estate tax law and then discusses its possible economic effects on revenue and capital formation. This discussion of the law and its effects begins the extended examination of our actual practices that will provide much of the substance underlying both the ultimate critique and the alternative positive program.

A. The Law

Most people do not have to think about the complex gift and estate tax regime that now exists in the United States. Taxes potentially begin to apply only when the sum of includable lifetime gifts and testamentary bequests
exceeds $600,000 per donor. Gifts that fall within the "annual exclusion rule" of up to $10,000 per donee per donor per year do not count against the total. Most transfers to a spouse, payments for educational or medical needs, and charitable gifts are also excluded. Until a married couple accumulates an estate approaching $600,000, they hardly need to consider gift and estate taxes at all. Once a couple reaches this threshold, the husband and wife need proper planning to ensure that each uses his or her exemption amount, for a total household threshold of $1.2 million. For couples near this level, there are various tactics for avoiding the sting of the tax, ranging from simple use of the annual exclusion gifts to more sophisticated strategies. When all is said and done, only about 1% of decedents leave an estate with any estate tax liability.

Yet it is also true that, for couples or individuals well over the relevant thresholds, the estate tax can be quite a large burden indeed. Rates begin at 37% and rise rather quickly to 55%. There is a fairly substantial "phase-out" range in which the estate tax rate hits 60%, and the net effect for the very wealthy is a flat rate of 55% above the exemption level. Some key statistics illustrate the burden of the estate tax on the very rich. In 1991, the estate tax raised $9.1 billion. More than half of this amount, almost $4.7 billion, came from taxpayers with gross estates over $5 million, even though such estates represented only 1420 of the 24,761 taxable returns (less than 6%). Table 1 shows the average estate tax paid by a taxable estate in each of three high wealth ranges:

49. In terms of the statute, one derives this number from the rate schedule set out in I.R.C. § 2001 (1994), plus the "unified credit" provided by I.R.C. § 2010, and the unification of the gift and estate tax evidenced by I.R.C. § 2502. There has been some discussion lately about lowering this threshold level.
50. Id. § 2503(b).
51. Id. § 2056 (estate tax); id. § 2523 (gift tax). The reason for the qualification to "most" transfers is the rather technical rules governing partial interests in property conveyed to a spouse.
52. Id. § 2503(e). The educational exclusion extends to qualified tuition payments only. Id. § 2503(e)(1).
53. Id. § 2055 (estate tax); id. § 2522 (gift tax).
54. The reason that proper planning is necessary is that without it, the surviving spouse will simply inherit from the other spouse and will be left with only her or his own exemption amount.
56. See Barry W. Johnson, Estate Tax Returns, 1989-1991, in INTERNAL REVENUE SERV., STATISTICS OF INCOME BULLETIN, Spring 1993, at 76, 76-81. The report notes that 2.3% of U.S. decedents had gross estates that exceeded $600,000 in 1989 and thus filed an estate tax return. Id. at 76. More than half of these, however, paid no tax, largely because of the marital deduction. See infra note 62 and accompanying text.
57. I.R.C. § 2001(c).
58. See Johnson, supra note 56, at 88-91 tbl. 1.
The figures for average estate taxes paid are clearly significant, even to the very wealthy families who are the only ones paying them.

Once comfortably within the estate tax’s reach, a person has only limited techniques for avoiding the tax. To have a real example before us throughout our discussions, let us consider the case of H. Ross Perot, whose personal net worth is estimated at $3 billion. If a taxpayer of Mr. Perot’s wealth is at all concerned with the tax, he will have a strong incentive to minimize the size of his estate by aggressively using his annual exclusion gifts and unified credit amount, and he may go even farther by engaging in a pattern of inter vivos, taxable gifts. Otherwise, Mr. Perot has three basic choices: (1) he can give the money to charity, now or upon his death; (2) he can bequeath 45% of the money to his children or other noncharitable beneficiaries and incur an estate tax of 55%; or (3) he can spend the money. Mr. Perot can combine any of these strategies. By using the “marital deduction,” he can postpone the tax or charitable contribution until the later of his or his wife’s death. He can also engage in various strategies, some of them of dubious propriety, to reduce the

---

Table I. Average Estate Tax Paid, by Size of Estate, 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Gross Estate</th>
<th>Average Estate Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5-10 million</td>
<td>$1.7 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10-20 million</td>
<td>$3.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over $20 million</td>
<td>$10.1 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

59. Actually, there is some uncertainty about Perot’s net worth. One estimate puts it at “at least $2.4 billion.” Billionaires, FORBES, Oct. 18, 1993, at 112, 121. A media estimate from May 1992, confirmed by a Perot campaign official as accurate, was $3.3 billion. Randall Lane, What’s Ross Really Worth?, FORBES, Oct. 19, 1992, at 72. I assume a net worth of $3 billion, although neither of the other figures would alter Perot’s marginal incentives. The Perot example in part suggests that all consumption expenditures under a back-ended wealth tax share the structure of “tax expenditures” under an income tax. That is, the government loses money by virtue of taxpayer action. When an individual receives a nontaxable fringe benefit, for example, the tax expenditure logic argues that the government has thereby foresworn revenue that it would have received had the taxpayer received ordinary salary instead. The same is true whenever a wealthy taxpayer consumes under a back-ended wealth tax. This wealth would have been subject to a 55% estate tax but for the expense, and we could therefore think of this as a “tax expenditure.” (There is no need to engage in any present value discounting of the tax burden, because if the wealth were not consumed it would presumably grow at the discount rate). I mean to avoid any lengthy discussion of the normative status of various claims under traditional tax expenditure analysis, which would lead us too far astray in an already weighty project. See generally Stanley S. Surrey & Paul R. McDaniel, Tax Expenditures (1985); Boris I. Binker, The Tax Expenditure Budget—A Reply to Professors Surrey and Hellmuth, 22 Nat’l Tax J. 538 (1969) (criticizing tax expenditure analysis)

60. See discussion infra part IV.A.1.

61. By “spend,” I mean a final use of resources—i.e., spending by dining in fine restaurants or traveling the world, as opposed to “spending” on assets, such as yachts, that would then stay in the estate. Of course, the depreciation in value of assets like cars, yachts, and houses would count as estate-tax-avoiding “spending.” See, e.g., William D. Andrews, A Consumption-Type or Cash Flow Personal Income Tax, 87 Harv. L. Rev. 1113, 1155–57 (1974) [hereinafter Andrews], Consumption-Type] (discussing treatment of “consumer durables” under a consumption tax ideal)

perceived value of his estate. These latter techniques are not necessarily anything to sneeze at: Taxpayers and their advisors spend a good amount of time and money devising strategies to avoid the estate tax.

At some quantum of wealth, and barring a change in the tax laws, these choices become the only meaningful ones available to the truly wealthy taxpayer. To the extent that such taxpayers are altruistically inclined or able to create nonaltruistic linkages across generations, the law encourages frequent, early, and generous use of all available exceptions, which can result in the transmission of sizable fortunes inter vivos. At the same time, the law discourages work and savings and encourages large-scale spending among the rich. While the government has a large stake in all of these decisions, the current law constrains it to wait by idly to see how it all comes out.

B. Revenue Effects

The revenue effects of the gift and estate tax regime are certainly not my major concern. Nevertheless, a discussion of these effects nicely frames the analysis, in part because some commentators have relied specifically on revenue-raising as a principal justification for estate taxation. A discussion of revenue effects also illustrates the practical and political limits of the estate tax, and it moves us further into a consideration of empirical and behavioral issues. To that end, this Section examines revenue effects in a cash-flow or partial-equilibrium sense. That is, I shall look to immediate, observable consequences without accounting for any long-term, dynamic, or behavioral responses that would further complicate matters. A partial-equilibrium analysis, for example, assumes that the tax rate or structure will not affect basic individual decisions regarding work versus leisure or savings versus consumption, and so on.

The strongest way to see that revenue is not the central concern is to consider the claim that the gift and estate tax might actually be losing money

63. For example, Mr. Perot could create a difficult-to-value family business and use common law principles such as "minority discounts" to get excess value out of his estate. See generally COOPER, supra note 2 (criticizing estate tax as easily avoidable); SCHOLES & WOLFSON, supra note 55 (discussing various tax avoidance strategies). This point illustrates other biases generated by an estate tax—toward certain types of assets and certain forms of ownership.

64. See Ascher, supra note 2, at 93 ("Depriving rich parents of the right to decide who will own their property after death is a similarly painless and appropriate way to raise revenue."); see also MILL, supra note 48, at 822; Eisenstein, supra note 2, at 238–52, 256–57. See generally JEREMY BENTHAM, SUPPLY WITHOUT BURDEN (1795), reprinted in 2 THE WORKS OF JEREMY BENTHAM 585 (John Bowring ed., New York, Russell & Russell, Inc. 1962).

65. The next section, Part III.C, broadens this discussion by relaxing the ceteris paribus assumption to determine the real, bottom-line revenue effects of having a wealth tax in place. Specifically, Part III.C adds potential capital stock effects to the mix. Because the analysis in Part III.C covers many other issues, I have chosen to separate it structurally from the more narrow discussion of short-term revenue effects contained here.
for the government. The federal government may collect more revenues from repealing the tax, regardless of any indirect effects through variables such as work effort or the capital stock. Proof of this claim, of course, does not alone doom the estate tax under the liberal egalitarian ideal, although it would indeed raise troublesome questions and knock out at least one basis for the tax's support; Rawls, for example, explicitly advocated wealth transfer taxes "not to raise revenue." But a practical, commonsensical wisdom might make us skeptical of taxes that do not raise revenue, even if the very absence of revenue may sometimes suggest that the tax is working—as conceivably ought to be true in the case of "sin" taxes on cigarettes and alcohol.

Why might the gift and estate tax regime lose money every year? Begin with the fact that the actual yield of the taxes is low. Gift and estate taxes brought in $7.6, $8.7, and $11.5 billion in 1988, 1989, and 1990, respectively. Although these numbers might seem large, they represent only 0.2% of gross domestic product (GDP) and less than 1% of federal revenues for the years in question. (The jump in revenues between 1989 and 1990 was largely due to increased gift taxes, itself an interesting development that I discuss below.) These taxes have always had a low yield, despite their high marginal rates. While gift and estate taxes once accounted for a larger share of total federal revenues, their share of GDP has always been meager, although, to be sure, both of these values are now below their historic highs.

---

67. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 277; see also supra note 31 and accompanying text.
68. During the years 1988, 1989, and 1990, gift and estate tax receipts as a percentage of total federal government receipts were 0.836, 0.878, and 1.12, respectively. As percentages of gross domestic product, the figures were 0.159, 0.169, and 0.213, respectively. See OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT & BUDGET, BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, FISCAL YEAR 1992, HISTORICAL TABLES, tbls. 1.1, 1.3, 2.5 (1991) [hereinafter HISTORICAL TABLES].
69. The following table shows the changing magnitudes of the gift and estate tax burden over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Taxes Paid ($ millions)</th>
<th>% Federal Revenue</th>
<th>% GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>3644</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>4611</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6389</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>6422</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Gift and Estate Tax Revenues, 1940–1990
From this humble base, we ought to subtract the administrative costs of collecting the tax. I was unable to generate an actual figure for the cost of administering the estate tax, and the IRS itself could not furnish the statistic. Nevertheless, the figure is apt to be substantial. The estate tax is expensive to monitor. Questions of valuation and ownership structure are persistent and complex, and taxpayers often choose to litigate because of the large stakes and the basic indeterminacy of the valuation and other questions involved. The IRS maintains a separate estate tax examination unit in each of its district offices. Congress has also devoted considerable time and attention to this area of the law recently. The government’s costs, whatever they are, obviously reduce the estate tax’s effective yield.

In addition, tax avoidance incentives might lead to more significant losses. Commentators have long noted the plethora of planning devices that have made the estate tax “voluntary.” These induced transactions come with their own revenue and normative costs. The economist Douglas Bernheim has argued that the transactions generated by an awareness of the estate tax lose more revenue for the government, in the form of forgone income tax receipts, than the gift and estate tax regime raises. Bernheim’s original model proceeded under the greater rate-bracket discrepancies obtaining before 1986, although he did update it to include the 1986 changes. The main conclusion of his model is that charitable donations and gifts from high-bracket taxpayers to low-bracket taxpayers, each motivated at least in part by the estate tax, cost the government significant income tax revenues.

Bernheim’s story is complicated to prove, and his conclusions are in some ways overstated. One must establish that the extra estate tax savings caused private parties’ saving in income taxes, which roughly would mean that own consumption is preferred to other consumption by more than the income tax margin but by less than the combined income and estate tax one. A variant

These numbers indicate that, while the yield of gift and estate taxes is no doubt below its historic high, it has always been rather meager, and that looking only at the taxes as a percentage of revenue overstates their magnitude. For an example of a commentator who focuses on the percent of revenue figure, see Eisenstein, supra note 2. Because there is no indexing of the unified credit or rate brackets under the gift and estate tax, the rates tend to trend upwards after reforms. For example, budget estimates for the years 1991 and 1992 predicted that the tax as a percentage of GDP would increase to 0.218 and 0.222, respectively. See Historical Tables, supra note 68, tibs. 1.1, 1.3, 2.5. In fact, the actual gift and estate tax collections as a percentage of GDP for 1991, 1992, and 1993 were 0.196, 0.188, and 0.2, below the estimates. Office of Management & Budget, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1995: Historical Tables, tibs. 1.2, 2.5 (1994).

70. See, e.g., Donaldson, supra note 1, at 548–50 (discussing various costs of gift and estate tax); Hudson, supra note 1, at 32 (discussing difficulty of measuring costs).

71. Donaldson, supra note 1, at 548–49; see also Robinson, supra note 2, at 44 (suggesting that legislative attention should shift away from estate taxes to other, more pressing, problems); cf. Janet Novack, Taxation Without Representation, Forbes, Oct. 1, 1990, at 220 (discussing minor adjustments in estate taxation of foreigners who invest in United States).

72. See, e.g., Cooper, supra note 2, at 12–63; see also infra part VI.A.

73. See Bernheim, supra note 2, at 135. Of course, the normative propriety of charitable contributions is rather different from that of inter vivos transfers, as I discuss later. See infra part V.C.3.

74. In formal terms, this would mean that agents had marginal utility functions such that
Wealth Transfer Taxation

of this story would involve nonaltruistic, linked gifts: situations where members of an older, wealthier generation transmit wealth downstream with the explicit or implicit understanding that they can receive help later, if needed. If the benefits generated by the combined income and estate tax savings are greater than the transaction costs of making these arrangements, standard microeconomic theory predicts that the deals will transpire. Obviously, these matters are difficult to pin down, but Bernheim at least concludes that the net revenue effect of the estate tax is apt to be small and possibly even negative. While this strong conclusion of a negative revenue effect seems improbable, the estate tax clearly is not a significant source of revenue, as even its most thoughtful advocates acknowledge. Further, Bernheim's story is a partial-equilibrium one, in the sense that he does not consider the impact of diminished work or savings efforts under the estate tax. In this regard it is likely that Bernheim's analysis strongly overestimates the revenue gain from the estate tax; diminished productivity unequivocally costs the government tax revenue.

\[ MU_1^e(C(w - it)) > MU_2^e(C(w)) \]  
\[ MU_1^e(C(w - it)) < MU_1^e(C(w - et)) \]

where \( MU(*) \) is the individual's marginal utility function; the subscript 1 represents Agent 1's utility (Agent 1 is the potential donor); the superscript 1 or 2 represents the person consuming (Agent 2 is the potential beneficiary); \( C(*) \) is the consumption function; \( w \) is wealth and \( it \) and \( et \) are the income and estate taxes, respectively.

76. Even without large rate disparities—Bernheim almost certainly exaggerates the extent to which inter vivos gift recipients are or remain in the 15% bracket—the idea that estate-tax-motivated transactions lose income tax revenue for the government is still plausible. The gift and estate tax regime affects the choice of investment vehicles just as it does the timing of gifts. Downstream gifts are apt to be placed in less income-generating assets. A paradigm case is insurance. For example, much evidence indicates that the estate tax is a major part of the pitch employed by insurance agents to wealthy taxpayers. See Karen Slater Damato, Insurance Agents Find Profit in Estate-Tax Fear, WALL ST J., May 21, 1993, at Cl. An insurance trust is, indeed, the ultimate tax-sheltered vehicle—forever immune from both income and estate taxes when properly designed. See I.R.C. § 2042 (1994) (excluding income tax proceeds from gross estate unless deceased retained "incidents of ownership"), id. § 101 (generally excluding life insurance proceeds). Similar effects obtain from charitable gifts and the complex "split interest" trusts that are a staple of sophisticated estate tax planning. For further discussion and some planning techniques, see Scholes & Wolfson, supra note 55, at 575-98 (describing planning techniques). Both insurance and charitable strategies are widely advertised and promoted in vehicles targeted to wealthy audiences. There is also something to the thought that taxpayers who are estate-tax-wise are also income-tax-wise. Advisors who are consulted for estate planning purposes are apt to recommend income-tax-minimizing strategies as well. See Bernheim, supra note 2, at 132-35
77. See Duff, supra note 2, at 7; Graetz, supra note 2, at 269-70. But cf. Ascher, supra note 2, at 72.
Whatever one thinks of the Bernheim analysis, two points are important. First, the fact that the estate tax does not raise significant amounts of revenue is an aspect of our actual practices that we ought to take seriously. The relevance of this fact derives not merely from the estate tax's failure to raise more revenue, but also from the deeper set of facts concerning why the tax is such a limited revenue raiser, and why there is so little popular or political will to extend it. This situation informs the interpretive case against the estate tax. Second, the estate tax's "loopholes," exceptions, and exclusions work alongside, and must be considered together with, parallel "loopholes" in the general income tax. Regardless of whether Bernheim's strong hypothesis of net revenue loss is ultimately sustainable, any attempt to shut down the estate tax's gaps without simultaneously considering income tax gaps may generate counterproductive results. We must think more comprehensively about all of our various taxes, as I attempt to do in Part V.

C. Capital Stock Effects

Another part of the consequential aspects of estate taxation concerns the tax's effects on the capital stock. By "capital stock," I am referring to the aggregate level of social savings, measured in various ways. I want to make clear from the outset, consistent with a liberal egalitarian focus, that I am not arguing, as others might, for capital formation as the "trump"—that is, the decisive concern that tips the balance of arguments against estate taxation. Rather, I discuss capital formation for two distinct reasons. First, I believe that capital formation is relevant, even if not decisive, for all but the most purely rights-oriented liberal egalitarians. Capital formation has important effects on intra- as well as inter-generational well-being—a point that some liberal egalitarians have often missed or misunderstood. Rawls' conditional acceptance of inheritance suggests that he is aware of advantageous social effects from inter-generational savings, for example, and he elsewhere directly acknowledges the importance of capital for a liberal state. Perhaps most important, citizens in a political liberal state may reasonably like capital and what it provides. They might objectively decide that the accumulation of private capital is worth its costs, especially if, as I shall argue below, an appropriate tax policy can contain these costs by constraining the nominally private possession of wealth. Second, the reasons why estate taxation affects

---

78. See generally Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6 (discussing various means of measuring aggregate savings level currently in use); B. Douglas Bernheim & John Karl Scholz, Private Saving and Public Policy, in TAX POLICY AND THE ECONOMY 73 (James M. Poterba ed., 1993) (same).
79. The phrase derives from Graetz, supra note 2, at 278, who is both critical and skeptical of capital formation arguments.
the capital stock are relevant to the liberal egalitarian case, even if we are not concerned with capital formation *per se*. The behavioral responses suggested by back-ended wealth taxation—*inter vivos* giving and increased leisure and consumption—cast doubt on even the rights-oriented liberal egalitarian's case for estate taxation.

The general subject of capital formation and its relationship to estate taxation is controversial. While commentators have long noted the possibility that a wealth transfer tax might adversely affect the capital stock, advocates of wealth transfer taxation have responded with two sometimes intermingled lines of attack. One is the categorical claim that the aggregate capital stock does not matter, or alternatively that the stock is ample at any particular moment in time. A second line of attack features skepticism about the empirical effects of the tax on actual private decisions.

The first response raises complex issues of inter-generational justice. Economists since Keynes have noted that it is possible to oversave, and political and moral philosophers similarly remain divided over questions of optimal savings policy. Moreover, it is often difficult to determine where a society stands relative to its optimal savings rate or its optimal capital stock. Still, there does seem to be a present consensus that the United States' capital stock and savings rates are both too low at the moment. Perhaps more important for the present project, both our current practices and contemporary tax theory have been tilting toward a consumption tax model, in part because of the consumption tax's greater inducement toward saving. If liberal society simply wants more capital for reasonable political reasons, then parts of our tax system may be operating at direct cross-purposes. We must figure out whether and why we want more savings and analyze all aspects of public finance more consistently on this score.


82. Keynes himself noted earlier economists who believed that oversaving was possible *JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES, THE GENERAL THEORY OF EMPLOYMENT, INTEREST, AND MONEY* 358-71 (1936), see also Graetz, *supra* note 2, at 279 (questioning need for more savings); *The US Economys May Dominate for Years*, WAll ST. J., Jan. 10, 1994, at A1 ("Japan's experience suggests a country can invest too much.").


86. To compare apples with apples, it may be sensible to view policies that change the estate tax
There are other puzzling aspects about the how-much-savings question. Whatever one thinks of the complicated social question of the optimal savings rates and capital stock, more savings would help reduce the cost of capital and increase productivity, ultimately resulting in higher wages.\textsuperscript{87} Since wages are the key element of the tax base, and indeed the only element in the increasingly important payroll tax system,\textsuperscript{88} capital enhancements should increase the general tax base. More important, capital stock may improve intra-generational opportunities. There is this enduring paradox in tax policy: On the typical assumption that the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is less than unity, increased capital stock decreases the return of capital and increases the relative share of labor.\textsuperscript{89} The normative propriety of savings is ambiguous. Capital itself may help all of society, perhaps especially the working classes, even though it is apt to be concentrated in the hands of the wealthy. At this point, the distinction between the use and possession of wealth becomes relevant, even decisive. Liberal society ought to look for a way to facilitate the private possession while minimizing the risk of the distortionary

\textsuperscript{87}. There is an important caveat about these effects in an open economy, however, where capital can flow into other countries. In such a case, the productivity enhancements may take place abroad. See Joel Slemrod, \textit{Effect of Taxation with International Capital Mobility, in Uneasy Compromise: Problems of a Hybrid Income-Consumption Tax} 115 (Henry J. Aaron et al. eds., 1988) [hereinafter \textit{Uneasy Compromise}]; see also Frank Levy & Richard J. Murnane, \textit{U.S. Earnings Levels and Earnings Inequality: A Review of Recent Trends and Proposed Explanations}, 30 J. Econ. Literature 1333, 1372 (1992) (explaining that one effect of trade deficit is to reduce jobs in manufacturing). Of course, there is an interesting but seldom-asked normative question of whether we should be concerned solely with \textit{American} prosperity. In an open economy, greater capital will help wage earners throughout the world.

\textsuperscript{88}. On the increasing importance of social security and other payroll taxes, see generally McCaffery, \textit{Cognitive Theory, supra} note 10.

\textsuperscript{89}. As Stiglitz explains, the reason that the estate tax may not increase the equality of income is the following: the estate tax may reduce savings; the reduction in savings and capital accumulation will, in the long run, lead to a lower capital labor ratio; and the lower capital labor ratio will, if the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is less than unity, lead to an increase in the share of capital.

private use of wealth. This is exactly what a progressive consumption-without-
estate tax aims to do, as I shall argue more fully in Part V.

I address the skeptical component of the second criticism, that the estate
tax is unlikely to affect savings in any event, in discussing issues of empirical
uncertainty later. As an aside, it is important to note a common mistake in
the tax policy literature. The fact that the wealth transfer tax system has a low
revenue yield does not by itself mean that its effects on behavior or the capital
stock are also small. We need to explore why the revenue yield is so low. If
the low yield results from behavioral adaption to the tax regime, we would
have both large behavioral effects and scant revenue—just as we might have,
for example, if we drastically raised the cigarette tax. In any event, the
estate tax might affect the capital stock for one of two different reasons. One
is the behavioral effect on the consumption-savings and work-leisure decisions
of the donor class, and on the timing and extent of inter vivos gifts. If, as I
argue in Part IV, these induced effects are themselves illiberal, then the capital
loss may be merely an insult added to the injury of inequality. The second
effect comes from the different employments of capital made by the parties
who receive the donor’s wealth—that is, the government and private donees.
If these recipients are less likely to save, capital will be lost, even without
donor-level behavioral effects.

The question of these two empirical effects depends, in turn, on our
understanding of why people save and, relatedly, why they make gifts. A brief
foray into intellectual history reveals that ideas about wealth taxation have
always been linked to theories of savings. Although both Adam Smith and
David Ricardo opposed any form of wealth transfer tax, specifically on the
grounds that such taxes impair capital and therefore hurt social wealth, most
eyear discussions of such taxes in the literature, including Jeremy Bentham’s
and John Stuart Mill’s, were characterized by a naive sense of the motives for
saving. Bentham, Mill, and others assumed that bequests were made out of
fortuitous leftovers, so that levying the estate tax could not cause adverse
incentive effects at either generational level. Bentham and Mill accordingly

---

90. See infra part VI.B.
91. See Go On, Tax the Real Killer, ECONOMIST, Nov. 27, 1993, at 28, 29 (reporting Senator
Moynihan’s proposal to tax handgun ammunition at rates ranging from 50% to 10,000%, in attempt to
raise revenue while simultaneously taxing the most dangerous bullets out of existence); Scott R.
that found sin taxes no longer good sources of revenue); Rick Wartzman, Clinton’s Proposal for “Sin
Taxes” May Stumble by Turning Too Many Americans into Saints, WALL ST. J., Apr 14, 1993, at A16
(discussing tobacco and alcohol taxes and trade-off between behavior modification and revenue
production goals); see also Edward J. McCaffery, Taxation and the Family: A Fresh Look at Behavioral
Gender Biases in the Code, 40 UCLA L. Rev. 983, 1044 n.229 (1993) (noting that former President
Gorbachev of Soviet Union lost money by overtaxing alcohol on moralistic grounds)
92. 2 ADAM SMITH, THE WEALTH OF NATIONS 391-92 (Edwin Cannan ed. 1976) (1776), DAVID
Library 1911) (1817); see also Graetz, supra note 2, at 282–83 (citing MAX WEST, THE INHERITANCE
TAX (2d ed. 1908)).
viewed death taxes as the best possible tax.

This early sense of motives for saving received an intellectual boost from the speculations of John Maynard Keynes and, later, from the work of Nobel laureate Franco Modigliani. Keynes hypothecated a fixed savings-to-consumption ratio: a rule of thumb that an individual consumer adopted and then, rather inexplicably, followed for the rest of her life. Modigliani and others advanced and developed this speculation into the “life-cycle” theory of saving. Under this theory, individuals are concerned only with their own generation’s consumption. They save early in their lives, during periods of peak earnings, solely to achieve a smooth consumption path throughout their lifetimes; the life-cycle (or “permanent income”\(^9\)) theory holds that individuals annuitize their private wealth.

Life-cycle theory persisted as the dominant, indeed nearly exclusive, model of savings until the early 1980’s, and it continues to inform discussions of the estate tax in the tax policy literature.\(^9\)4 Beginning in the late 1970’s, however, further research into savings behavior, led by Laurence Kotlikoff and Lawrence Summers, began to question the life-cycle hypothesis. Kotlikoff and Summers found that not all of the data fit an exclusively life-cycle model: Individuals were not completely annuitizing their wealth, even where they could, and many who did save passed significant sums inter-generationally.\(^9\)5 The elderly wealthy often continued to save, not dissave as the life cycle model had predicted. The authors concluded that 50% to 80% of all national wealth represented inter-generational savings. Although the debate over the motives and determinants of savings is continuing, even neutral observers concede that a high proportion—at least one-fourth—of national wealth is held as inter-generational, or bequest, savings.\(^9\)6

---


96. See, e.g., Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 132 (finding that inherited wealth accounts for at least 30% of national net worth); Barthold & Ito, supra note 94, at 44 (finding that 25–40% of capital stock in U.S. and Japan represents inter-generational transfer). But cf. Hurd, supra note 94, at 298, 306–07 (questioning existence of bequest motive, although finding significant midlife inter vivos
Wealth Transfer Taxation

This brief survey indicates that actual economic behavior is more rich and complex than handy *a priori* explanations would suggest. There are undoubtedly many diverse motives for saving, both across people and within individuals. The important point for wealth taxation theory is that various means of taxing wealth can have very different effects, depending on why people save. For example, estate taxation poses no severe disincentives under a life-cycle savings model, but disincentives can be severe under a bequest savings one. Any change in our understanding of why people save should thus change the way we think about the estate tax. In 1916, it might have appeared that the estate tax could have given us our cake while allowing us to eat it, too: We could have served the liberal egalitarian equal-opportunity ideal and raised revenue, all with no significant adverse effects on behavior or capital stock. The life-cycle model lent intellectual support to this neat package of virtues (and on this account alone ought to have raised some skepticism). The new and emerging theories on why people save have destroyed the happy convergence.

A question related to why people save is why they make gifts or bequests. The early, Mill-Bentham view, continued under the life-cycle hypothesis, was that bequests were mere "accidents" owing to the uncertain timing of death and the absence of perfect annuity markets. A second view, typically invoked by Gary Becker and others in the neoclassical economic tradition, is that bequests provide direct utility to the donor, because the utility of related parties (i.e., donees) enters into one's own utility function; this is an altruistic

transfers). Hurd also notes the absence of the very wealthy from the data, due to their reluctance to be interviewed. *Id.* at 307.

97. "Ricardian equivalence" might seem to dictate that estate taxation would have no net effect on saving. Ricardian equivalence is the theory that the government's choice of debt or tax financing is irrelevant. Altruistically linked generations simply save more if the government chooses debt financing to make up for the rationally anticipated future taxes required to pay down the debt. See generally Robert J. Barro, *Are Government Bonds Net Wealth?*, 82 J. POL. ECON. 1095 (1974) (articulating theory that debt/tax ratio is irrelevant). Although the theory may seem implausible on its face, aggregate macrodata tend to support its general validity. See, e.g., John J. Seater, *Ricardian Equivalence*, 31 J. ECON. LITERATURE 142 (1993) (finding some econometric support for Ricardian equivalence). B Douglas Bernheim, *Ricardian Equivalence: An Evaluation of Theories and Evidence*, in *MACROECONOMICS ANNUAL* 265-91 (Stanley Fischer ed., 1987) (finding some econometric support for Ricardian equivalence, but concluding that it is unlikely). There are, however, some important differences in the case of estate taxation. First, the Ricardian effect may in fact be largely due to imperfect or risk-averse life-cycle saving; individuals may anticipate or fear the increased tax burdens coming in their own lifetimes. Second, since the estate tax does not raise enough revenue to have any meaningful effect on general tax rates, there is no meaningful income effect at work, present disposable income would not increase from the repeal of estate taxation, as it would from a choice of large-scale debt financing over current income taxation. (Another way to see this idea is to understand Ricardian equivalence as a constant consumption hypothesis: When debt substitutes for taxation, the rational consumer's consumption is unaffected, so she simply saves the increased disposable income from the choice of financing vehicle. If, however, consumption remains unaffected by the choice of estate tax, so will savings, and equivalence will not hold.) Finally, it seems intuitively implausible that Ricardian equivalence would govern the behavior of the very rich taxpayers under the shadows of the estate tax. Indeed, if equivalence does hold at this level, it would seem to be a feature of consumption satiation, as the prior point suggests.
explanation. Attempts to fit the simple, apparently selfless act of gift-giving into a narrow, self-interested theory have had predictable consequences. The latest, emergent theory, borrowing from game theoretic ideas, is that gifts are strategic; that is, they are made to further one's own, purely self-regarding interests. There are two strands to this new view, not always properly differentiated in the literature. One holds that a donor uses the allure of bequests and the threat of their withholding to control the behavior of others—to get children to be more attentive, for example. A second type of strategic motive is more subtle: Family and other interrelated groups form an informal annuity or insurance pool, to which donors make contributions with the at least implicit understanding that the donees will care for them if the donor's resources run out.

Like the life-cycle versus bequest-savings debate, these various motives are not incompatible. All no doubt exist, not only across society but also within individual donors. Once again, sorting through these motives may have decisive consequences for predicting and evaluating the likely effects of a changed tax regime. If, for example, family members use gifts to create intrafamilial annuities, encouraging such gifts may not do much even to break up concentrations of wealth; Bernheim's speculation about income tax savings would also become more compelling. At a minimum, our more sophisticated knowledge of why people save and make gifts should lead us to rethink basic paradigms of estate taxation.

In any event, capital will likely decrease due to behavioral effects on work and consumption decisions at the donor level; I discuss this issue more fully in Part IV, but it is initially hard to believe that high tax rates do not have disincentive effects, at least once we move beyond the life-cycle/fortuitous leftover view of large bequests. There is still the further question of what the government or the induced donees might do with the revenues generated. As it turns out, this area is another one in which primitive views, again harking back to Bentham and Mill, have impeded sophisticated normative analysis. The early view was that as long as governments ran deficits, a tax on capital could have no negative impact on total capital stock. As Mill explained, "the produce of the tax, thus applied, still remains capital, and is merely transferred from the tax-payer to the fundholder."  


99. See generally B. Douglas Bernheim et al., The Strategic Bequest Motive, 93 J. POL. ECON. 1045 (1985) (discussing gifts as means of compensation for services rendered); Donald Cox, Motives for Private Income Transfers, 95 J. POL. ECON. 508 (1987) (comparing altruistic and exchange models of transfers and finding evidence supports latter).

100. MILL, supra note 48, at 822-24; see also Ascher, supra note 2, at 110-11 (quoting Mill with approval); Graetz, supra note 2, at 282-83 (citing MAX WEST, THE INHERITANCE TAX 209 (2d ed. 1908), and describing West's comments on Mill).
This theory, however, is surely too simplistic. A capital tax undoubtedly would affect individual savings incentives. No one could plausibly argue that a confiscatory income tax would have no effect on capital so long as its proceeds were used to pay down the national deficit. Moreover, it is far from clear that the government would use all of the capital tax to reduce its deficit. Indeed, it is rather unclear what such specific allocations or “earmarkings” even mean. Modern public choice scholarship has argued forcefully about the effects on total government spending of new revenue sources. It seems likely that the government, or the beneficiaries of the government’s redistributive program, will be less intensive savers than the very wealthy whom the tax directly impacts. The economist Joseph Stiglitz relied exclusively on this effect in surmising that the gift and estate tax regime is costly in terms of the capital stock; he posits that the tax effects a transfer from those with higher propensities to save to those with higher propensities to consume. Adam Smith made essentially the same point more than two hundred years earlier. If this Stiglitz-Smith conjecture is true, then total national wealth decreases under any estate tax, even if the elasticity of capital accumulation to the estate tax rate is zero.

If restated as a variant of the Ricardian hypothesis, the idea is harder to refute. An extreme version of the Ricardian hypothesis maintains that savings is completely independent of the means and extent of government financing, thus mooring any question of the effect of taxation on capital. But there appears to be little support for such an extreme view. See Bernheim, supra note 97 (finding reason to support Ricardian hypothesis in the aggregate, despite questions on individual level). See Seater, supra note 97 (finding some econometric support for Ricardian equivalence). I believe that there is some reason to be especially skeptical of the Ricardian hypothesis as applied to the estate tax. See supra note 97. This question calls for close empirical analysis, not easy a priori speculation.

The technique of earmarking has been studied in connection with state-run lotteries in America, where it is often found that direct use of funds for a specified purpose is at least partially undermined by indirect cuts in general appropriations toward the same end—the so-called “front door/back door” effect. See CHARLES T. CLOTFELTER & PHILIP J. COOK, SELLING HOPE: STATE LOTTERIES IN AMERICA 227–28 (1989) (“[I]t is unlikely that lottery revenues have much effect on the pattern of expenditures.”). This effect is related to the so-called “flypaper” effect, under which lump sum grants to certain governmental agencies “stick” to their first recipient rather than being passed on to the ultimate, intended beneficiaries. See Wallace E. Oates, On The Nature and Measurement of Fiscal Illusion: A Survey, in TAXATION AND FISCAL FEDERALISM 65, 77–78 (Geoffrey Brennan et al. eds., 1988).


See Stiglitz, supra note 86, at S138.

See 2 SMITH, supra note 92, at 391 (pointing out that wealth taxes shift capital from productive private to unproductive public sector: “They are all more or less uninfra taxes that increase the revenue of the sovereign, which seldom maintains any but unproductive labourers; at the expense of the capital of the people, which maintains none but productive.”).
when it comes to capital accumulation—to work or save. All such redistributions will also involve moving wealth in the direction of those with lesser propensities to save. Therefore, the argument runs, a concern over capital proves too much and is doomed to be "conservative" or illiberal.

I do not accept this argument. It reflects a failure to think through the normative distinction between the possession and use of wealth. If we progressively tax the use of wealth, we will not necessarily chill its private accumulation. Nor will we necessarily move capital into the hands of those with greater propensities to consume. As we shall see later, a progressive consumption tax is a way of protecting a "frugal capitalist class" while penalizing only the "self-indulgent aristocracy." Indeed, taxing the use of wealth changes the very meaning and dangers of private possession. Under a progressive consumption tax, Mr. Perot would have had to pay vast sums of money in taxes on his presidential bid; under our current income-plus-estate tax, the campaign saved the Perot family some $33 million in estate taxes. Compared to the current tax system, a progressive consumption-without-estate tax will provide society with a better balance of what truly matters. I return to these issues in Part V.

IV. THE (LIBERAL) FAILURES OF THE ESTATE TAX

Part III set out the details of the current estate tax and showed that they might not be sensible in several immediate ways. The law is very complicated and porous. It raises little revenue and may even cost the government money. It almost certainly negatively affects the capital stock, both by inducing important potential savers to save less and by putting money in the hands of more spend-happy parties. Yet these suggestions, however troubling, do not seriously undermine the strongest liberal case for wealth transfer taxation. Rawls, after all, specifically advocated such taxes "not to raise revenue," but

---

106. See infra part V.C.2.
107. These terms are derived from Rawls. See THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 298–99 (arguing that society should allow wealth accumulation "only in special circumstances, including the frugality of the capitalist class as opposed to the self-indulgence of the aristocracy"); see also infra note 232 and accompanying text.
108. See infra part V.C.3.
109. This figure assumes a $60 million campaign cost and a 55% estate tax rate; there is no reason to adjust the figure to take into account the time value of money because the $60 million, and hence the tax on it, would grow at the social discount rate. See George Skelton, Capitol Journal: Deep Pockets and a New Day for Voters, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 10, 1994, at A3.

Interestingly, as this Article was going to print, the Perot phenomenon was playing itself out, on a slightly smaller scale, in the California Senate race. Republican challenger Michael Huffington, with a net worth of about $70 million or more, was said to be spending $20 million or more of his own money challenging the incumbent Democrat Dianne Feinstein, herself a wealthy woman. See id.; Dan Balz, High Rolling in California: Anti-Government Challenger Pours Millions into Senate Race, WASH. POST, Oct. 6, 1994, at A1; Kathy Kiely, Ex-Houstonian Pouring Gold into Them Thar Hills: Huffington Challenges Feinstein in California, HOUS. POST, Oct. 6, 1994, at A1.
to correct for the essentially political problems of wealth concentration. Further, even if our laws fail to live up fully to their ideals or are a bit senseless in practice, where is the harm? What is there to suggest either that the current regime is bad, or that the appropriate response to the law’s actual, practical failures is not to strengthen it, as the calls for confiscatory wealth transfer taxation explicitly seek to do?

This Part shows that the current estate tax is misguided on purely liberal grounds—the first argument against estate taxation from Part II—and begins pressing the second argument, namely that any stronger or confiscatory alternative is likewise ill advised. This Part moves into a dynamic or behavioral focus, looking at the underlying, individual psychic reasons why the effects of the prior Part obtain. Section A examines two critical sets of behavioral incentives, involving *inter vivos* giving and work-leisure and consumption-savings decisions, and Section B discusses distributive consequences generally. The central theme of this Part is that any scheme of wealth transfer taxation encourages an earlier-in-life transmission of wealth and/or induces increased consumption and diminished work and savings by the wealthy, and that these effects can be decidedly illiberal.

A. *Behavioral Incentives*

The conclusion that taxes affect behavior is typically assumed in the general case of income taxes. It should not surprise us that the very wealthy, who are among the most sophisticated and elastic taxpayers, react strongly to the gift and estate tax laws. The evidence is overwhelming that they do. The wealthy spend a good deal of legal and other resources on avoiding the estate tax or mitigating its effects. An informal estimate by a pair of prominent public economists is that the private expenditure on estate tax advice may amount to a sizable percentage of revenue generated. Seminars on developments in the estate tax are extremely common, and a number of professional publications are devoted exclusively or significantly to the subject of estate tax avoidance. Even the popular press often writes about techniques for minimizing or avoiding estate taxes. There is documented evidence that estate tax changes have led, directly and quickly, to changes in the patterns of interspousal transfers. There is also the somewhat curious fact of the high and increasing amounts of gift taxes paid—evidence of complex, savvy gift

---

110. *Theory of Justice*, supra note 19, at 277
and estate tax planning. Any lawyer with experience planning estates for moderately to very wealthy families knows that such clients do, indeed, take advantage of the various means of making gifts to get out of the shadows of the estate tax.

Such tax avoidance efforts hold significance for the liberal egalitarian. This Section examines two such sets of behavioral effects that are decidedly illiberal: (1) *inter vivos* gifts, and (2) consumption-savings and work-leisure decisions.

1. Inter Vivos Giving

The gift and estate tax system encourages frequent, early, and large giving among the very wealthy for three primary reasons. First, the annual exclusion has an automatic use-it-or-lose-it feature that induces wealthy individuals to take advantage of it every year (and early in the year, at that). The effect can be substantial. At a conservative 6% rate of return, a child of the Perots, say, who receives $20,000 a year from her parents, will amass a personal net worth of over $735,000 by the time she turns twenty years old. By the age of forty, her fortune will have grown to well over $3 million.114 At a more aggressive but hardly ridiculous 10% rate of return, these nominal values are $1.1 and $8.8 million, respectively. These numbers double if the Perot child is married and if the Perots feel comfortable bringing their in-law into the wealth transmission process, and the numbers quadruple if the other set of parents (the parents-in-law) are so inclined. Moreover, the receipt of these gifts is free from all income and social security taxation. Married couples who receive $80,000 from their two sets of parents on January 1 of each year have as many after-tax dollars for the entire year as someone earning approximately $130,000 in annual wages.115 This earnings level is solidly upper class. Medical and educational expenditures are an entirely separate class of exceptions from the gift tax base that can add significantly to the total wealth transmission.116

114. Throughout this Article, the hypothetical examples assume that there is no spending out of principal or income and no taxes on the yield, and the examples do not discount figures to take account of inflation. The first two assumptions are not especially severe; as noted throughout, the current hybrid income-consumption tax allows for numerous ways of avoiding current taxation on the yield to capital, and many trusts are indeed designed to limit spending out of principal or income. (In addition, even if wealth is consumed, the figure gives an accurate sense of the value of the consumption stream.) While the absence of any inflation adjustment does indeed create a “fiscal illusion” effect, the conservative 6% figure in fact reflects the long-term return on equity investments above the inflation rate. See Roger G. Ibbotson & Rex A. Sinquefield, Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation 81–87 (1989).

115. The $80,000 figure results from each of the four parents giving $10,000 to each of the two spouses. The $130,000 figure is derived using a 31% federal income tax rate plus a 7.65% social security payroll tax. Taxes would be higher if state taxes were included or if the employer’s share of payroll taxes were imputed to the employee. Note that the funds given by the parents are not necessarily after-tax amounts. For example, the parents could have borrowed against their currently untaxed appreciation to make the gift. I discuss further this type of intra-generational arbitrage between income and consumption in Part V.C.

116. See generally John H. Langbein, The Twentieth-Century Revolution in Family Wealth
Second, the law encourages early use of the $1.2 million unified credit, since not only the gift but all subsequent appreciation of it will be out of the estate. This technique is the distilled essence of the popular estate "freeze" maneuver. The law even allows these first two inducements, toward frequent use of annual exclusions and early use of the exemption amount, to skip over generations, because the complex generation-skipping tax (GST) has even more generous exceptions. Thus, a grandmother can make just moderately large gifts to a grandchild, and such gifts will likely be seventy years away from a wealth tax at the grandchild's level. To put some perspective on this effect, a gift of $100,000 will grow to over $6.6 million in seventy years at a 6% rate of return, and to over $106 million at a 10% return. A gift of the full $1.2 million, passed tax-free, would grow to just under $1.3 billion in seventy years, at a 10% return. It is possible to set up a trust for a child that remains intact for the grandchildren as well, while skipping any wealth transfer tax at the child's generation. Indeed, it is possible to play this game as long as the rule against perpetuities allows. The complex GST is designed to limit abuse, but it also has its own generous exemption levels, including a basic exemption of $1 million per donor ($2 million for a married couple).

Finally, the push toward early gifts is exacerbated by the fact that the gift tax is a tax-exclusive tax—the tax is levied on a base that does not include the gift. Thus, to give $100,000 under a 50% gift tax, a donor must have a combined $150,000; $100,000 goes to the donee and $50,000, or 50% of the net gift, goes to the government. The estate tax, in contrast, is, like the federal income tax, a tax-inclusive tax—the tax itself is part of the base. To bequeath $100,000 under a 50% estate tax, a donor must have a combined $200,000; $100,000, or 50% of the aggregate estate, goes to the government, and the


117. See generally Scholes & Wolfson, supra note 55, at 584–98 (describing planning techniques, including paradigmatic estate freezing); Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 134–37 (same); Anderson & Howard, supra note 55 (same); Edward J. McCaffery, The Iceman Cometh Again Return of the Estate Freeze?, 46 Tax Notes 1327 (1990) [hereinafter McCaffery, Estate Freeze] (describing wealthy taxpayers' attempts to minimize their gift and estate tax). The unified credit is not indexed for inflation, explaining part of the effect; fear of losing the exemption may be important here, too. See Kathy M. Kristof, For Your Heirs' Sake, Put Assets in a Living Trust, L.A. Times, June 13, 1993, at D4 ("[M]any Americans . . . have shifted into high gear in an effort to take advantage of current estate planning rules before they're made substantially less generous, tax experts say.").

118. The GST law is set out in I.R.C. §§ 2601–2663 (1994). For exemptions, see § 2611(b) (listing excluded transfers, including payment of medical and educational expenses), § 2612(c)(1) (defining "direct skip" as taxable transfer under chapter 11 or 12, thereby effectively exempting annual exclusion gifts); § 2631 (creating $1 million GST exemption). The "Gallo" amendment, which accompanied the GST in 1986, represents an interesting bit of political history. This amendment established a transitional rule allowing direct skips of up to $2 million per grandchild to be exempt from the GST for a limited period of time. See Edward J. McCaffery, The Holy Grail of Tax Simplification, 1990 Wis. L. Rev. 1267, 1285 n.88. The fact that there was lobbying pressure for such a provision indicates the degree of interest in making large bequests.

119. I.R.C. § 2631.
residual $100,000 is left for the heir. In reality, the gift tax simply has a lower rate structure than the estate tax, although the two systems are nominally unified. This feature creates a further inducement in favor of gifts over bequests.  

The incentive toward early and frequent inter vivos gifts among the very wealthy is not merely speculative. Although data on the gifts, bequests, and even consumption patterns of the very wealthy are notoriously difficult to acquire, behavior is undoubtedly sensitive to the tax regime. The law has developed to accommodate early transfers by approving of devices, such as the popular Crummey Trust, that effectively circumvent the requirement that the annual exclusion be of a present interest. By immunizing the wealth from an offspring's imprudent consumption choices, such techniques allow the donor to give away wealth without parting with effective control. Such techniques thus serve as ideal vehicles for the type of "strategic" gift discussed above. Every year, between two-and-a-half and three times as many gift tax as estate tax returns are filed, and these estate tax returns indicate that many decedents have used up some or all of their lifetime credit before death.

120. Cutting in the other direction is the fact that gifts take a carry-over basis, under § 1015, whereas bequests receive a fully stepped-up basis that eliminates any built-in capital gain for income tax purposes, under § 1014. Id. §§ 1014–1015. Even this apparent problem is rather easily avoided, however, by the careful selection of assets, borrowing against appreciated assets and giving cash, or the skillful use of recapitalization or intrafamily installment sales, and so on. See generally COOPER, supra note 2 (explaining how estate planning can be used to avoid estate taxes). One easy suggestion to deal with the rate preference is to make the tax on gifts tax-inclusive, like the estate tax. See 2 U.S. DEP'T OF TREASURY, TAX REFORM FOR FAIRNESS, SIMPLICITY, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 377–78 (1984); Donaldson, supra note 1, at 553. Since few people actually pay gift taxes, however, and since gifts are in any event favored under the current system, there is little reason to believe that this adjustment would make a substantial difference.

121. See JOSEPH M. DODGE, WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATE PLANNING 629–31 (1988) (discussing Crummey v. Commissioner, 397 F.2d 82 (9th Cir. 1968)).

122. See I.R.C. § 2503(b) (limiting annual exclusion to present interests in property).

123. See supra note 99 and accompanying text.

124. In 1990, 123,500 gift tax returns were filed, compared to 55,800 estate tax returns. INTERNAL REVENUE SERV., 1991 ANNUAL REPORT 26 tbl. 12 (1992). In 1991, the numbers were 147,700 and 60,800. Id. at 24 tbl. 11. No gift tax return has to be filed for annual exclusion or medical or educational gifts (except in rare circumstances, such as the splitting of a gift made by one spouse between both spouses), so the gift tax returns indicate significant giving. The IRS makes no systematic study of gift tax returns, however, even where gift taxes are paid. In 1991, 4048 of the 24,767 taxable estate tax returns (16.3 %) indicated that the decedent had made taxable lifetime gifts; the average lifetime giving was just over $361,000. But, once again, the figures rose dramatically with wealth, as Table 3 shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Estate</th>
<th>% Showing Taxable Lifetime Giving</th>
<th>Average Lifetime Taxable Giving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5–10 million</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>$481,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10–20 million</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>$910,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over $20 million</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>$2,095,095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Patterns of Lifetime Giving Among Taxable Estates, 1991
Another intriguing piece of data is the significant percentage of the gift and estate tax revenue that the gift tax produces every year. In 1990, taxpayers paid over $2 billion in gift taxes. At an average tax-exclusive rate of, say, 40%, this $2 billion tax figure translates into $5 billion of net gifts, for a total of $7 billion in transferred wealth. What is most striking about these numbers is that a taxpayer cannot even pay a gift tax until she has used up her $600,000 lifetime credit. Thus, taxpayers are making large transfers beyond the substantial gifts allowed by the unified credit and the annual, medical, and educational exclusions. Almost by definition, such transferors are passing on significant sums of wealth in an efficient manner, given the gift and estate tax regime. Bernheim estimates that in 1983 alone, taxpayers transferred \textit{inter vivos} as much as $20 billion (in 1983 dollars)—an amount that roughly equals three-and-a-half times the gift and estate tax revenues, and $40 billion in 1993 dollars—because of the estate tax. These large transfers represent a far cry from the image of bequests as fortuitous leftovers.

There are other data to support the effects. Some evidence, for example, suggests that charitable contributions are sensitive to the estate tax rate. This fact is not at all intuitively obvious or predictable. Gift and estate taxes

See Johnson, supra note 56, at 91 tbl. 1. The table indicates that the very wealthy estates were actually going well beyond the unified credit amounts. Causality in these matters is difficult, if not impossible, to make out; one might expect gifts to increase in magnitude and frequency along with wealth, even without wealth transfer taxation. Taxable gifts, however, are clearly much more common and extensive in taxable estates. Nontaxable estates, most of which are nontaxable because of the marital deduction, have much smaller numbers, as Table 4 illustrates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Estate</th>
<th>% Showing Taxable Lifetime Giving</th>
<th>Average Lifetime Taxable Giving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5–10 million</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>$264,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10–20 million</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>$310,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over $20 million</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>$486,167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{TABLE 4. Patterns of Lifetime Giving Among Nontaxable Estates, 1991}

\textit{Id.} These figures differ dramatically from those shown in Table 3, indicating that those persons who face an imminent estate tax, say following the death of their spouse, are much more likely to make sizable gifts. This behavior is, to some extent, also to be expected, although I believe it reflects some of the incentives toward \textit{inter vivos} giving generated by the gift and estate tax.

125. \textsc{Internal Revenue Serv., supra} note 124, at 15 tbl 1

126. \textit{See Rev. Rul. 79-398, 1979-2 C.B. 338. It is necessary to require this result because some donors would prefer to pay a gift rather than an estate tax, due to the former’s tax exclusivity.}

127. Bernheim, supra note 2, at 126–27. I adjusted for inflation by doubling the amounts. Cf. David Altig & Steven J. Davis, \textit{The Timing of Intergenerational Transfers, Tax Policy, and Aggregate Savings}, 82 \textsc{Am. Econ. Rev.} \textit{1199, 1200–01} (1992) (noting prevalence and magnitude of \textit{inter vivos} intergenerational transfers); Wolff, supra note 6, at 557 (suggesting that large \textit{inter vivos} gifts are major factor in wealth inequality).

128. Bernheim, supra note 2, at 131–32. This fact is not necessarily intuitive because an individual generally needs a charitable inclination to make a contribution, since she rarely makes money by giving. Of course, the tax rate could affect the relative weighing of charitable motives. As the tax goes up, a
have had a consistently low yield, almost irrespective of the generosity of the exceptions and exclusions, which the government has periodically tightened or loosened through the course of the present century. While some scholars have interpreted this low yield as evidence of the porousness of the legal regime, an equally plausible inference is that taxpayer behavior is adapting to the gift and estate tax’s varying incentives. In fact, every year taxpayers transmit more than one-and-a-half times as much wealth by *inter vivos* gifts as by bequests, and this disparity does not reflect the hard-to-value, but highly important, transmission of intellectual capital and opportunities.\(^{130}\)

No doubt, the statistics here could be both more and better, and causality is difficult to establish. I strongly suspect that the estate tax causes much *inter vivos* activity, although certainly some of this activity takes place for reasons unrelated to tax. But putting aside for now these empirical issues, three conclusions arise from this discussion of the incentives for *inter vivos* gifts. First, the incentives for tax avoidance can lead to income tax losses that swallow up at least part of the estate tax gain. This is Bernheim’s point, although it is not especially important to my argument. Second, these incentives are of dubious normative propriety; the social costs of the early transmission of wealth may outweigh whatever social benefits flow from breaking up large concentrations of wealth. Indeed, the estate tax will not even necessarily break up wealth concentrations if strategic gifts are involved, such as those facilitated by *Crummey*-type devices. Third, the problem underscores the unpopularity and impracticability of gift and estate taxation, and thus points to a tension between such taxation and liberal egalitarian theory. The problems highlight the necessity of a search for alternatives, which I attempt in Part V.

### 2. Consumption-Savings and Work-Leisure Decisions

The relationship, or lack thereof, between the traditional tax policy views of estate and income taxation is rather odd. The literature on income taxation has long questioned the wisdom, efficacy, and fairness of levying taxes on capital.\(^{131}\) Increasingly, the literature has questioned the wisdom of upwardly graduated marginal rates, even as a means for furthering the goals of progressivity, noting that there are ways to make the tax system redistributive without such a rate structure.\(^{132}\) The literature has reached a rough consensus

\[^{129}\] See, e.g., Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 132–39.

\[^{130}\] See generally Langbein, supra note 116 (discussing transmission of intellectual capital to young children as 20th-century revolution in wealth transmission).

\[^{131}\] MILL, supra note 48, at 165–66, 173–74, 178; see also SMITH, supra note 92, at 809–15; Summers, supra note 89, at 542. But cf. Atkinson & Sandmo, supra note 89, at 546 (concluding that “there is no strong reason to suppose that the exemption of saving is desirable on efficiency grounds”); Feldstein, supra note 89 (noting complexities in measuring welfare costs of tax on capital).

\[^{132}\] See generally Joseph Bankman & Thomas Griffith, Social Welfare and the Rate Structure: A
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on the perils of high marginal rates, and this consensus has taken practical shape, at least for now, in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Rates have come down, and a special sensitivity toward the effective rate on capital appears most recently in the 1993 Tax Act’s holding the line at a 28% capital gains rate.

In contrast to this debate and the parallel developments in the income tax arena, the estate tax remains a steeply progressive tax that is levied only on capital, and there is even periodic talk of raising it. Liberal egalitarianism, with its potentially sharp distinction between intra-generational use and inter-generational transmission of wealth, might explain the apparent tension. So, too, might the early, naive theories on why people save. It seems implausible, however, that the incentive effects so dreaded in the general comprehensive tax area could be wholly absent from the estate tax field, especially given our richer understanding of savings behavior. The estate tax may be exerting adverse incentive effects on the consumption-savings and work-leisure decisions of the very wealthy, an extremely important class for purposes of both capital accumulation and prior liberal principles. Once again, this raises problems on specifically liberal grounds.

Consumption-savings and work-leisure effects stand in some type of trade-off with the inter vivos gift incentives discussed above. To the extent that we allow escape valves from the wealth transfer tax regime, we do not necessarily chill taxpayers who are motivated by a desire to leave bequests. Nor do we deter even those purely self-regarding taxpayers making strategic inter vivos gifts. We may not want these escape valves, however, because of their normative and economic costs. But if we somehow close the loopholes and make it impossible for a taxpayer to pass on her wealth to her heirs, we face another problem: We will impact consumption-savings and work-leisure decisions. Stiglitz argues that the best that we can hope for when implementing a tightened estate tax along with other changes designed to keep the capital stock constant is a greater equality of wealth and income purchased at the cost of a greater inequality of consumption. This trade-off raises a difficult “equality of what” question, to which I presently turn.

\[\text{New Look at Progressive Taxation, 75 CAL. L. REV. 1905 (1987) (discussing, inter alia, means of achieving progressive taxation without progressive marginal rates, through use of a lump-sum transfer or "demogrant").}\]


136. The “equality of what” question has been a central theme in the work of Amartya Sen See AMARTYA SEN, INEQUALITY REEXAMINED 12–30 (1992); see also G.A. Cohen, Equality of What? On
For the very wealthy, the economic effects of any estate tax regime favor consumption over savings, and leisure (which can be considered the consumption of nonwork) over work. Many tax policy commentators, especially those who argue for more progressive estate taxation, presume that the very wealthy accumulate wealth for its own sake; that is, that they are wholly inelastic to any tax rate. An equally compelling story, however, is that the very wealthy are negatively elastic, as suggested by the behavioral responsiveness evident in large-scale inter vivos giving. One senses that the idea of complete inelasticity, reminiscent of the naive Mill position on savings behavior, would no longer have any place in income tax discussions. We have had experience with top marginal rates above 90% in the United States, and on a worldwide basis we appear to have learned our lesson: Overly high rates are inefficient and ultimately wasteful, precisely because high earners are highly elastic. Yet the present 55% estate tax rate, together with a combined federal and state income and payroll tax rate of approximately 50%, means that a taxpayer such as Mr. Perot faces an effective tax rate of 77.5% on earned income that he bequeaths to his heirs.

Furthermore, the antiwork and antisavings incentives may extend down to the donee level. By encouraging inter vivos gifts, the wealthy young receive their wealth, or become certain of its ultimate receipt, early in life. This wealth may undercut their incentives to work and save. Indeed, this phenomenon may be one reason why earnings revert to the mean—that is, why the children of the wealthy are apt to earn less than their parents. One study has shown, contrary to the prediction of the fully rational expectations model under which heirs correctly anticipate their ultimate bequests, that the receipt of sizable inheritances does indeed undermine work effort. Assuming that there is a

---


137. See, e.g., Ascher, supra note 2, at 100-01. In Professor Ascher's view, "[t]he incentives of status and social power inherent in commanding a large fortune suggest that restricting the ability to pass one's fortune at death would have little effect on the work ethic." Id. at 101; see also Mill, supra note 48, at 174.

138. See Slemrod, supra note 133, at 166 ("[A] key message of the optimal progressivity literature, that high marginal rates may not be appropriate even for egalitarian social welfare functions, has apparently won the day.").

139. The inter vivos rate reflects a top marginal federal income tax rate of 39.6%, along with other payments such as state and local taxes, social security taxes, and medicare contributions. The 77% figure is derived as follows: The lifetime tax reduces wealth by 50%, and the estate tax reduces that wealth by 55%, leaving 50%(45%) = 22.5%, for a tax rate of 77.5%. There is no need for present value discounting, because the real tax burden remains constant across time.

140. See generally Gary Solon, Intergenerational Income Mobility in the United States, 82 AM. ECON. REV. 393 (1992) (questioning earlier studies by Gary Becker and others that found correlation of children's earnings to parents' to be 0.2 or less and finding more accurate figure to be 0.4); David J. Zimmerman, Regression Toward Mediocrity in Economic Stature, 82 AM. ECON. REV. 409 (1992) (same). There are, of course, several possible explanations for this phenomenon: Children of the able are likely to be less able than their parents; children of the rich become lazy and underproductive; children of the rich are able to develop talents and capacities not necessarily rewarded in the marketplace.

141. See Douglas Holtz-Eakin et al., The Carnegie Conjecture: Some Empirical Evidence
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bequest motive, the heirs will receive their wealth in any event. Nevertheless, it may be better for them to receive their wealth later in life, say when they are fifty-five years old, than for them to receive it earlier, when their work incentives will be more affected and when their propensity to consume is greater.

On the other hand, a complete and efficacious shutting down of wealth transfers may increase work and savings incentives at the lower generations, with possibly beneficial effects on capital. Such a complete confiscation, however, would surely impact incentives at the donor level. Mr. Perot would now be comparing $3 billion spent on himself with nothing given to his heirs; in this situation, he might decide to run an even more expensive campaign for President. As I develop more fully in Part V, there are very sound, objective political reasons why liberal society may especially fear such large-scale use by the rich—reasons that sound in prior liberal principles, as of the fair equality of opportunity. A separate and distinct argument against the loophole-shutting approach is based on pragmatic skepticism: Improved wealth transfer systems appear to be wildly unrealistic. It is worth noting that most supporters of estate taxation concede that generous exemptions will continue. We have never, for example, taxed gifts under the present income tax, and the gift and estate tax regime has always had fairly generous exemptions for annual exclusion, medical, educational, interspousal, and other gifts. Less visible matters, such as the transmission of business opportunities, pose another set of problems. There is convincing evidence, discussed below, that tighter transfer taxes are not popular, and that there is little political support for moving in the direction that most liberal theorists suggest. This raises the question of why the many might be opposed to a tax on only the privileged few. Envy and greed cannot provide an answer. Perhaps wealth transfer taxes get our objective social judgments wrong. Society actually likes work and savings, and only or at least especially dislikes excessive private use; the estate tax gets this all backwards. I return to this theme in Part V.

18–19 (National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. 4118, 1992); see also Anil B Deolalikar & R.P. Singh, The Impact of Bequests on Lifetime Wealth Accumulation. An Econometric Study of Two Generations of Rural Households in India, 36 REV. INCOME & W’EALTH 353 (1990) (finding results that suggest adverse impact of bequest receipts on wealth accumulation of recipients). This effect may be perfectly rational. Even if an individual correctly anticipates receipt of a large inheritance, she may be unable to act presently on this anticipation for fear that the parent, upon seeing the behavior, will change the bequest. This result is akin to Gary Becker’s “rotten kid” principle, which holds that even a truly bad child will have to hide his badness while his parents are alive. See BECKER, TREATISE ON THE FAMILY, supra note 98, at 287–96. But cf. James M. Buchanan, Rent Seeking, Noncompensated Transfers, and Laws of Succession, 26 J.L. & ECON. 71, 83 (1983) (arguing that potential heirs engage in inefficient rent seeking to extract bequests from their parents).

142. See, e.g., Ascher, supra note 2, at 121–49; Duff, supra note 2, at 7–8; Graetz, supra note 2, at 269–70; Haslett, supra note 3, at 137–40.
B. Distributive Effects

Perhaps the estate tax does not raise money, even in a cash-flow sense. Perhaps it negatively impacts the aggregate capital stock. Perhaps it encourages large *inter vivos* gifts and discourages work and savings among the wealthy. We may still want it. Liberal egalitarian theory, especially in its most rights-oriented incarnations, is often unmoved by these types of practical concerns. Other commonly stated justifications for estate taxation also reflect an indifference to capital and revenue effects. For example, some commentators have argued that the estate tax is concerned with "breaking up large concentrations of wealth."143 A twist on this goal is an antihoarding position that has the arguable virtue of embracing existing loopholes: The estate tax is designed to discourage senior generations from storing up private wealth, even if this means encouraging its early, gratuitous transfer. (I know of no commentator, however, who explicitly adheres to this latter theory, which is in tension with more traditional liberal egalitarian concerns over wealth inequities extending to subsequent generations.) A common thread running through these diverse ideas is that the estate tax is primarily about questions of distribution rather than allocation, efficiency, or government revenue.

There are two distinct types of problems with such distributive concerns. One set is practical, the other more theoretical. The practical problem with most liberal egalitarian discussions is that they assume first-best taxation: Once we have figured out the right level to bar wealth transfers, we can effectively do so, damming whatever material consequences might follow. A nagging practical question, however, is whether we can truly bar the transmission of wealth. If we cannot, a gift and estate tax regime may not make sense. We have seen that the present regime *encourages* frequent, early, and aggressive gift giving as a way to beat the estate tax. This fact of induced tax avoidance undercuts the equal-opportunity goal, and possibly even the concerns about wealth concentration.144 The law may have a perverse, prodynasty effect, all the while diverting our attention from more productive avenues of reform.

The second, theoretical set of difficulties with distributive concerns

143. *See, e.g.*, Bernheim, *supra* note 2, at 113; cf. Boskin, *supra* note 17, at 65 (arguing that estate and gift taxation should be less concerned with reducing inequality in distribution of wealth and more concerned with "preventing extreme concentrations of wealth from being passed from generation to generation"). *But cf.* Graetz, *supra* note 2, at 271 ("In fact, however, the estate tax has done very little to dilute the greatest concentrations of wealth."). Professor Graetz, however, considers only the concentration of wealth, and not the possibility of inter-generational turnover in the identity of the wealthy themselves. *See* Solon, *supra* note 140, at 393–97, 403–05; *cf.* Alan S. Blinder, *Inequality and Mobility in the Distribution of Wealth*, 29 *Kyklos* 607, 619 (1976) [hereinafter Blinder, *Inequality and Mobility*] ("A doubling of the tax rate, which must be considered as barely (if at all) within the realm of political feasibility, reduces both the average level and inequality of inherited wealth—but by very modest amounts. Even the ridiculous 60% tax rate has effects which are far from revolutionary. The reformer eyeing the estate tax as a means to reduce inequality had best look elsewhere.").

144. Professor Wolff suggests that *inter vivos* transmissions are the primary cause of wealth inequalities. Wolff, *supra* note 6, at 557.
involves both the space in which we measure equality and the interplay between egalitarian and aggregative concerns.\textsuperscript{145} If we tighten the gift and estate tax by closing the loopholes, we run the risk of harming capital accumulation, which itself will have adverse distributive effects. If we take steps to protect the capital stock, the combined policy may increase inequality of consumption. We have not necessarily achieved a better, fairer society if the ownership of assets is more equal, but the use of wealth is less so. This outcome is especially difficult to accept under consumption tax norms, as I discuss at some length in Part V. Estate tax theory has typically focused on possession, but there are good reasons to think that unequal use is of greater moral and ethical concern for liberalism. Liberal society may reasonably conclude that the equality it seeks is most compelling when it comes to the private use of resources, where the urgency of wants has its clearest meaning. Unequal use might also correlate positively with less aggregate wealth. In any event, a properly calibrated monitoring of private use changes the nature and dangers of private possession insofar as there are distinct liberal concerns over ownership alone. The case for the estate tax on strictly liberal, progressive grounds is thus far from clear under either nonideal or ideal conditions. Indeed, the liberal economists Joseph Stiglitz and Alan Blinder, who together represented two-thirds of President Clinton's initial Council of Economic Advisors, each, independently, questioned the wisdom of gift and estate taxes some twenty years ago.\textsuperscript{146}

Whatever one might think of these theoretical and design-based arguments, there is solid evidence that the gift and estate tax regime is not effectively fostering a better overall distribution of wealth.\textsuperscript{147} In the United States, wealth concentration generally has been constant throughout this century, despite the presence of a nominally steep gift and estate tax regime.\textsuperscript{148} The level of wealth concentration is remarkably similar across most advanced Western societies, regardless of the details of their wealth transfer regime, and also regardless of whether they even have one.\textsuperscript{149} Most commentators have interpreted this data to mean that we should tighten the gift and estate tax system.\textsuperscript{150} It is of course possible to argue that a stronger wealth transfer tax
system would not have led to the current state of affairs, or that a weaker system would have left things worse. Yet it is not clear that we can improve the gift and estate tax system, and it is not implausible that the current system actually causes some of the real problems of maldistribution, at least by constraining the evolution of better, more liberal tax systems.

The current tax regime may be helping to break up very large concentrations of wealth; it may be somewhat effective at the very rich end, as noted above in Table 1.\textsuperscript{151} But the connection between breaking up large wealth concentrations and equal opportunity, or the Rawlsian "fair equality of opportunity" norm, is not at all that clear. Even if we agree with Rawls and concede that some sense of equal opportunity is lexically prior to the consequentialist concerns of the difference principle,\textsuperscript{152} the dissolution of high concentrations of wealth via wealth transfer taxation occurs at least at the partial expense of perpetuating a very wealthy elite, because of the induced inter vivos gifts. It may not be better for society to have one thousand millionaires, many of them quite young, than a single billionaire.\textsuperscript{153} Even this claim is undercut by the possibility of strategic gifts and bequests, which effectively keep the donor's power intact. There are also some reasons to believe that such wealth would dissipate, even without the tax.\textsuperscript{154} Finally, there is the even more troubling possibility that the current estate tax, or any confiscatory cousin, might induce the kind of large-scale personal use of wealth exemplified in the Perot presidential bid. We might be effecting the dissolution of large concentrations of wealth by inducing citizens to spend vast sums of money, perhaps by running for elected office. Such excessive personal consumption surely implicates the Rawlsian concern with "power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and the fair equality of opportunity."\textsuperscript{155} Yet under a back-ended wealth tax, far from checking Perot's bid, the fisc served as a de facto partner in his campaign. It is high time to consider better alternatives.

\textsuperscript{151} See Boskin, supra note 2, at 90-111 (suggesting more comprehensive reforms beyond improved enforcement of existing gift and estate tax regimes); McNulty, supra note 28, at 94 ("Much could be said in favor of repealing transfer taxes altogether and enacting nothing to replace them.").

\textsuperscript{152} See THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 89, 300-01; see also KYLMUCKA, supra note 22, at 53-54 (noting schemes of lexical priority within A Theory of Justice).

\textsuperscript{153} On a trivial level, most wealth transfers are equality enhancing, because the parent-transferors are wealthier than the children-transferees. See Stiglitz, supra note 86, at S147-48. Such transfers nonetheless raise hard questions, because they create intra-generational disparities at the transferee level.

\textsuperscript{154} See Boskin, supra note 17, at 65-66 ("While multiple heirs, regression toward the mean, and other forces tend to make voluntary bequests a force for equality—not inequality—in our society, perhaps reducing the tax incentives to trust formation would speed up somewhat the dissipation of large fortunes."); Solon, supra note 140, at 393-94 (finding tendency to revert to mean, though weaker than previous authors had found); Zimmerman, supra note 140, at 409-10 (same). Kotlikoff suggests that altruistic linkages across extended family networks may be quite significant. Kotlikoff, WHAT DETERMINES SAVINGS?, supra note 94, at 41-42.

\textsuperscript{155} THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 277.
V. LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVES: TOWARD A POLITICAL THEORY OF TAX

Part III argued that the estate tax is complicated and porous, may lose money, and almost certainly negatively affects the capital stock. Part IV argued further that the behavioral incentives toward inter vivos gifts and consumption, and away from work and saving, call into question the liberalism of the tax regime. There is little evidence or hope that an improved distribution of resources justifies the tax. Nor is there much practical or theoretical support for responding to problems by strengthening the tax. Dilemmas abound; if we tighten the tax, we increase the incentives to consume while causing a decrease in the capital stock. This Part turns to a search for better alternatives. In particular, I argue for comprehensive reform, featuring a progressive consumption-without-estate tax.

Recalling the five liberal arguments against wealth transfer taxation set forth in Part II, this Part assumes that the first argument has been established—that is, that the current estate tax is ineffective at best and counterproductive at worst. This Part completes the second argument, implicit throughout Parts III and IV, that a confiscatory or strengthened alternative is neither popular nor practical. This Part then presses the related third and fourth arguments, namely that any form of wealth transfer tax is inappropriate as a matter of both nonideal and ideal liberal theory, while constructing the fifth argument, that a progressive consumption-without-estate tax is the best political liberal tax system.

A word on semantics and organization is in order. Although I believe that there is nothing magic in the labels of "income" or "consumption," and my preferred alternative intentionally blurs the distinctions, framing the subsequent discussion in these familiar terms will facilitate connections with both classical and contemporary tax policy theory. Section A discusses the role of wealth transfer taxes under a traditional income-plus-estate tax. It argues that small or incremental changes to the status quo, such as raising rates or tightening one or both taxes, are apt to fail. Section B discusses the possible roles of wealth transfer taxation under a broad-based consumption tax. While emphasizing that many of the norms of consumption tax theory are both independently attractive and already implicit in our practices, I argue that these norms require a departure from the traditional liberal case for flat-rate consumption taxation, as seen in Mill and Rawls, and also call into question the practical wisdom of any wealth transfer tax. These consumption tax norms counsel for a consistent and objective focus on the use of wealth, as opposed to its mere possession.

Finally, in Section C, I explicitly consider the reform proposal that best comports with the underlying norms of consumption tax theory and our observed practices: a progressive consumption-without-estate tax. This proposal brings together all of the themes of the preceding discussions and seeks to
unify the ideals of liberal theory with the often-inchoate spirit of our actual settled practices. It also reemphasizes that the best and most feasible tax system on liberal grounds is one that does not include any wealth transfer tax at all.

A. An Income-plus-Estate Tax

The most commonly touted liberal tax system is a progressive income-plus-estate tax, which is what we already have, at least in name. But problems with the income tax exist on both a theoretical and a practical level. In theory, an income tax is based on one's "ability to pay." Income, however, is a poor proxy for ability, even in theory, and this incongruence might partly explain why liberal egalitarian philosophers from Mill to Rawls have tended to favor a consumption tax. In practice, we have never come very close to a true income ideal. The realization doctrine, pension taxation, the rules for owner-occupied homes, human capital, insurance provisions, and many other deeply embedded aspects of the law, including the entire payroll tax system, have moved us squarely toward a consumption tax model. Society seems to have accepted much of the logic of the consumption tax, though we remain troubled by wealth and its unequal distribution. Thus, we have an "income" tax that is actually a complex hybrid of income and consumption taxes, supplemented by an estate tax.\(^{156}\)

It is clear, however, that a motivating factor behind any advocacy of an income ideal is the thought that the mere possession of wealth matters.\(^{157}\) If use alone were the concern, then consumption tax theory would suffice.\(^{158}\) Similarly, if efficiency were the primary concern, then the consumption tax would seem to prevail under a technical analysis involving elasticities, general equilibrium, and so on.\(^{159}\) Thus, we may evaluate the income-plus-estate tax vis-à-vis my preferred progressive consumption-without-estate tax, or vis-à-vis any other alternative, based on its relative ability to attack privately held but unspent wealth.

\(^{156}\) Andrews has emphasized the hybrid nature of the income tax. See Andrews, supra note 61, at 1117, 1120–21. See generally UNEASY COMPROMISE, supra note 87; McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5.


\(^{158}\) The same point can be understood with reference to the accounting identity that gives form to the Haig-Simons definition of income: Income equals consumption plus savings. See Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation 50 (1938). The income base differs from the consumption one solely in its inclusion of unspent, or "unused" wealth.

\(^{159}\) See generally Alan J. Auerbach et al., The Efficiency Gains from Dynamic Tax Reform, 24 Int'l Econ. Rev. 81 (1983) (suggesting large welfare gains from not taxing capital); Don Fullerton et al., Replacing the U.S. Income Tax with a Progressive Consumption Tax, 20 J. Pub. Econ. 3 (1983) (same); Summers, supra note 89 (same). But cf. Feldstein, supra note 89 (questioning welfare costs of tax on capital).
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It is therefore a significant problem that the present income-plus-estate tax seems not to be curtailing the private possession of wealth in practice or in theory. Even advocates of the current regime concede that the system is doing little if anything to lessen the unequal distribution of wealth. The flawed income tax allows large amounts of wealth to build up intra-generationally. Very few individuals or families pay any gift or estate tax at all, and, as I have noted repeatedly, the total yield of the gift and estate taxes is quite low. Such taxes may succeed in preventing an excessive concentration of wealth, but only by pushing people to give to their descendants inter vivos, to give to charity, to consume, or simply not to earn wealth in the first place. In any event, the relative distribution of wealth in society seems to be rather constant across time and throughout various advanced Western cultures; it matters little, either temporally or cross-culturally, whether any form of wealth transfer taxation is in place.

Given these problems with existing methods of attacking private wealth, some change would appear to be needed on liberal grounds. Suppose, first, that we tried to tighten the estate tax, keeping the present income tax in place. Higher estate tax rates would further discourage work and saving and encourage conspicuous or large-scale consumption. At the same time, the gift and estate tax system has, and likely will continue to have, holes of such magnitude that it will continue to encourage the inter vivos transmission of significant amounts of wealth. Any such move to tighten estate taxation would also face significant political and practical difficulties. Estate and inheritance taxes are not especially popular, here or in other cultures, now or ever.

The present income tax has never included gifts or bequests within the tax base. A popular uproar of opposition greeted George McGovern’s proposal for a radical tightening of the wealth transfer taxation regime. After

160. See, e.g., Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 119; Graetz, supra note 2, at 271 ("In fact, however, the estate tax has done very little to dilute the greatest concentrations of wealth.") For other views that criticize the current regime and question the estate tax’s effects on wealth distribution, see Blinder, supra note 143, at 618–19; Boskin, supra note 17, at 63–64; John K McNulty, Public Policy and Private Charity: A Tax Policy Perspective, 3 VA. TAX REV. 229, 252 (1984).


162. See, e.g., Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 132–39; Graetz, supra note 2, at 284–85; Haslett, supra note 3, at 142 ("[T]he simple truth is that Americans are solidly against [abolishing inheritances]."). One commentator who favored estate taxes mused about why they are not used more extensively: “A possible explanation is that equalization of the distribution of wealth by taxation is not yet accepted in the United States.” PECHMAN, supra note 1, at 236.


Congress drastically reduced gift and estate taxes in 1981, a poll revealed that 57% of Americans favored the change. In 1982, fully 64% of Californians voted to repeal the inheritance tax, which applied potentially to only 5% of them. More recently, 49% of the respondents to another poll said that an increase in gift and estate taxes was an "unacceptable" way to pay for national health insurance, while only 14% said that it was a "good" way to do so. Australia, Canada, and Israel, all Western democracies where liberal egalitarian ideals may be said to have some sway, have recently eliminated their wealth transfer tax systems. A recent House of Representatives resolution, cosponsored by 162 legislators, opposed any increase in the effective rate of estate taxation, in part "because such measures contradict the fundamental goal of the United States Government of encouraging long-term private saving."

While there are various potential interpretations for the unpopularity of wealth transfer taxes—my preferred interpretation, of course, is that the people are right on strictly liberal grounds—I mean to emphasize here only that the fact of popular opposition poses problems for a potential reformer.

---

(text of McGovern’s remarks); see also THEODORE H. WHITE, THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 1972, at 118–19 (1973); Graetz, supra note 2, at 285.


166. California legislators abolished the gift and inheritance tax, leaving only a "pickup tax," a device for returning some of the federal estate tax to the state fisc. See CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE §§ 13301–13304 (West 1994).

167. Telephone Poll by Peter D. Hart Research Associates (Apr. 20–23, 1992) (polling 1004 registered voters). Thirty-one percent indicated that an increase in estate and gift taxes was "acceptable if necessary." Among other potential methods of financing that the poll mentioned, the respondents considered only two taxes more "unacceptable" than the increased estate and gift tax: an increase in the tax on gasoline (60% said "unacceptable") and an increase in the tax on Social Security benefits that the high-income elderly pay (63%). The respondents considered all other methods of financing to be less "unacceptable" than estate and gift taxes: an increase in liquor and cigarette taxes (23% said unacceptable), an oil import fee (40%), an increase in payroll taxes for employers (46%), a national sales tax (44%), an increase in payroll taxes for employees (47%), an increase in personal income taxes for households earning more than $50,000 a year (24%), and an increase in personal income taxes for households earning more than $20,000 a year (48%). Id.

168. See INTERNATIONAL TAX SUMMARIES: A GUIDE FOR PLANNING AND DECISIONS at A-47, C-9, 1-73 (George J. Yost III ed., 1993) (Australia, Canada, and Israel, respectively). In Australia, the government abolished estate and gift duties in 1978, despite the fact that the Labor Party had argued for the taxes "to combat undue concentration of inherited wealth, to promote equality of opportunity, and to provide needed revenue . . . ." Willard H. Pedrick, Oh, To Die Down Under! Abolition of Death and Gift Duties in Australia, 35 TAX LAW. 113, 116 (1981).

In Canada, the federal government abandoned estate taxes in 1971. Richard M. Bird, The Case for Taxing Personal Wealth, in REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-THIRD TAX CONFERENCE, 1971, at 6 (1972). One reason that Canada abolished the federal estate tax was that "the revenues were small and the aggravation enormous." Douglas G. Hartle, Some Analytical, Political and Normative Lessons from Carter, in THE QUEST FOR TAX REFORM 397, 418 (W. Neil Brooks ed., 1988). Although many provinces continued to tax wealth transfers on death for a while, they have all since abandoned such taxes. Id. On the Canadian experience with wealth transfer taxes, see generally ROGER S. SMITH, PERSONAL WEALTH TAXATION: CANADIAN TAX POLICY IN A HISTORICAL AND AN INTERNATIONAL SETTING (Canadian Tax Paper No. 97, 1993).


170. See Duff, supra note 2 (noting and discussing problems generated by unpopularity of taxes).
Beyond this political opposition, there are practical problems. Attempting to tax small gifts, whether under the income tax (to the donee) or under the gift and estate tax regime (to the donor), poses significant problems of valuation and administration. Much wealth transmission takes place in the form of hard-to-police opportunities and the passing on of knowledge. It is almost certain that some provisions—for example, for gift exclusions of some amount and for transfers for education and medical needs—would survive any reform. It is noteworthy, though not surprising, given the above, that virtually every advocate of a tightened estate tax, including those who argue openly for “confiscatory” taxes, concedes that rather large exemptions will survive.171 Many of the changes advocated in the existing tax literature, such as a tightening of “estate freezes” or GSTs, have indeed been enacted, but in a form that preserves many planning opportunities. These changes may even aggravate existing problems by establishing a clear means for minimizing the tax.172 The net effect of any tightening that left some exemptions in place, especially

---

The common explanation for popular opposition to gift and estate taxes is that the ordinary citizen believes that she might one day inherit a large sum of money or come into a large sum that she will want to pass on. See Ascher, supra note 2, at 119–21 (quoting presidential candidate George McGovern’s press spokesperson explaining public reaction to McGovern’s proposal to severely limit inheritance “It would wipe out the dream factor—every slob in the street thinks that if he hits the lottery big, he may be able to leave half a million to his family . . .”). (alteration in original). Graetz, supra note 2, at 285 (“The only convincing explanation of estate tax’s unpopularity that has occurred to me lies in the optimism of the American people.”); Kirchheimer, supra note 3, at 1233 (noting that “George Cooper, a former tax law professor at Columbia University, said the only satisfactory explanation for the outcry against estate taxes is the ‘lottery mentality’ of the American public,” and that Canadian economist Richard Bird attributed opposition to Canadian estate taxes to “‘a lot of mythology,’” because “‘[m]ost people were afraid of a tax they never would have been exposed to’”). Quite a different explanation, of course, is that people do not like the estate tax for many of the same reasons why economists do not like it—for example, because it penalizes thrift and virtue. People’s intuitions may well favor the careful bequest saver over the conspicuous spender, and they may feel that inheritance is a natural and salutary process, at least within very wide ranges. The estate tax’s unpopularity casts doubt on an envy explanation, unless the particularly strong envy of a relatively small number of individuals can explain the presence and persistence of the tax. See discussion infra note 259.

171. Professor Ascher, for example, sets the limit at $250,000 and would seem to allow educational and medical transfers, along with a $5000 annual gift exclusion. Ascher, supra note 2, at 126–35. A one-time transfer of $250,000 would grow to over $266 million over a 70-year life at a 10% rate of return. An annual gift of $5000 would grow to over $2.2 million over a 40-year period at a 10% rate of return. For a 70-year period, which is what grandparents and parents might be able to sustain, $5000 a year at a 10% rate of return would grow to over $39 million. Once again, we double the numbers if both parents are involved.

172. Commentators have long advocated restrictions on generation-skipping gifts. See, e.g., Cooper, supra note 2, at 94; Max Gutierrez, Jr., Taxation of Wealth Transmission Problems and Reforms, in DEATH, TAXES AND FAMILY PROPERTY, supra note 2, at 71, 76–78. The result was the promulgation of the GST in 1986, see I.R.C. §§ 2601–2663 (1994), which has numerous holes that I have already mentioned. Similarly, discussion of estate freezing has increased in recent years, see, e.g., Dodge, supra note 2, at 309–16; McCaffery, Estate Freeze, supra note 117, resulting in the passage of a new Chapter 14 in 1990, I.R.C. §§ 2701–2704. Practitioners have quickly developed various devices—most prominently GRITs (grantor retained income trusts) and GRATs (grantor retained annuity trusts)—to deal with these laws. See, e.g., Thomas W. Abendroth, Grantor Trusts Are Now Useful Planning Tools, 20 TAX’N FOR LAW 81 (1991); Benton W. Strauss & James K. Shaw, Final Chapter 14 Regs Clarify GRATs, Business Planning, 19 EST. PLAN. 259 (1992). Donaldson discusses some of the reform proposals that have not yet been enacted; he, like me, is skeptical of how much improvement they would in fact generate. Donaldson, supra note 1, at 552–57.
with continued high marginal rates, would be to put an even greater premium on taking advantage of all such escape valves. Unproductive planning costs might rise. Lurking around the corner from any tightening may just be increased consumption and decreased work effort and capital.

The type of practical, administrative concerns mentioned in the preceding paragraphs may seem out of keeping with the sometimes symbolic focus of the present law or of ideal liberal theory. To draw a contrast, however, many of the consumption tax advocates discussed in the next Section, including Nicholas Kaldor and William Andrews in particular, favor the consumption tax largely because of the unattainability of a pure income tax ideal, and because of the distortions that flow from an only partial embrace of income taxation. Yet such authors and many others are quick to tack on a gift and estate tax, with barely a word on the practical difficulties of such taxes, or on the distortions that imperfect, real-world wealth transfer taxes produce.

Practical problems are relevant and possibly decisive as a matter of nonideal theory, and, under an interpretive turn, are also relevant for ideal theory. There comes a time when policy ought to learn from practice, as it did in the move from income tax toward consumption tax theory. In the case of the gift and estate tax, we might learn something from both its deep unpopularity and its many exceptions, here and in other countries, now and for a long time past, most of which are deeply grounded in settled intuitions and practices. Popular opposition and practical constraints, often popularly compelled, have vitiated the effectiveness of wealth transfer taxation. There is little reason now to have confidence in even tightening the regime; it is time to look for new and different answers to old problems.

Problems would also arise on the income tax side of any income-plus-tightened-estate tax scheme. Contrary to its apparent underlying ideal, the present income tax actually tolerates significant inequities of wealth. Rates today are not terribly high by historical standards. Indeed, a large practical and political problem with our fidelity to an ostensible income tax has gone all but unnoticed in the literature, perhaps obscured by the conceptual link between consumption and flat-rate taxes: The adverse effects on work and savings incentives constrain the income tax rate structure, whereas it is primarily the adverse effect on consumption incentives that constrains rates under a consumption tax. A consumption tax can therefore tolerate higher

173. See Nicholas Kaldor, Comments, in WHAT SHOULD BE TAXED: INCOME OR EXPENDITURE? 151–57 (Joseph A. Pechman ed., 1980); William D. Andrews, Fairness and the Personal Income Tax: A Reply to Professor Warren, 88 HARV. L. REV. 947, 947 (1975) [hereinafter Andrews, Fairness]. Of course, it seems a little odd that supporting the consumption tax on second-best grounds should lead to an insistence on a “pure” consumption tax, although support has not led to such insistence by Andrews, who advocates progressive rates. Id. at 956; see also infra part V.B.

174. The current top marginal income tax rate is 39.6%. I.R.C. § 1(a)(1). This figure is low by historical standards. See PECHMAN, supra note 1, at 313–14 tbl. A-1 (showing historical top bracket rates); Slemrod, supra note 133, at 166.

175. This point depends to some extent on the absence of adverse incentive effects under the
rates on higher dollar levels, as I discuss below. Income tax theory gets tangled up in the same paradox that plagues the gift and estate tax: Short-run distributive goals may be in tension with macroeconomic and independent normative goals that have their own long-term, liberal distributive benefits. Indeed, we can now see the basic outlines of a dynamic of political counterproductivity. If tax is in the end all politics, as I am arguing, we would expect at least the broad features of our tax system to reflect objective social values. But there is tension if the experts hand down to the people institutional tax systems that themselves conflict with sound liberal judgments. The people cannot be overly “progressive” under an income-plus-estate tax, because this regime punishes behavior that a liberal society reasonably condones (work, savings, and bequests), and it induces behavior that a liberal society reasonably suspects (leisure, consumption, and large inter vivos transfers).

Somewhat ironically, liberal advocates of both income and estate taxation sometimes cite “progressivity” as a reason to support these taxes. The reasoning is elementary: Since only the wealthy pay estate taxes, such taxes appear to add to the overall system’s progressivity. But there are at least three severe and related problems with this reliance on progressivity. First, progressivity is not obviously an end in itself, particularly if we rule out envy as a legitimate concern. Rather, progressivity must play whatever role it is to have as a component of a larger theory of justice. Rawls himself opposes excessive reliance on progressivity, believing instead that progressive rates are best limited to wealth transfer taxes, without even invoking the difference principle: “It may be better, therefore, to use progressive rates only when they are necessary to preserve the justice of the basic structure with respect to the first principle of justice and fair equality of opportunity . . . .”

Second, progressivity is hard to measure. The argument that estate taxes are “progressive” is a decidedly static one. The ostensible burden of the progressive consumption tax. See discussion infra part VC.2. Note that Professor Graetz, an open advocate of more progressive tax systems, favors tightening the estate tax over raising income tax rates, see Graetz, supra note 2, at 270–78, 284, because of the adverse incentive effects of the latter. Id. at 273 (“High income tax rates both create marginal disincentives to productivity and stimulate legal and illegal noncompliance.”). Later, I suggest that we can escape from this particular dilemma under a progressive consumption tax.

176. E.g., Graetz, supra note 2, at 273; Gutman, supra note 2, at 1188. See generally Donaldson, supra note 1, at 543–45 (discussing progressivity as rationale for estate tax).
177. Graetz, supra note 2, at 271.
178. See THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 530–41. See generally Robert Young, Egalitarianism and Envy, 52 PHIL. STUD. 261 (1987). For an excellent example of an attempt to ground progressivity on clear and independent normative foundations and to illustrate varying means of implementing progressive norms (including, paradigmatically, through a non-progressive marginal rate structure), see generally Bankman & Griffith, supra note 132.
179. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 13, at 279 (emphasis added). Later on the same page, however, Rawls notes that “even steeply progressive income taxes” may be appropriate “given the injustice of existing institutions.” Id. Rawls’ use of the word “even” underscores the extent to which he considers a progressive income tax to be far removed from ideal theory. To drive the point home, Rawls adds explicitly that “[t]wo wrongs can make a right.” Id.
income tax, for example, fails to reflect the imputed and psychic income from leisure. Looking at the estate tax is even more problematic, because its visible burdens do not reflect the increased consumption, leisure, and *inter vivos* giving of its putative targets. The very rich who spend all of their wealth on themselves do not add to the static progressivity figures, and yet these parties may be the ones of greatest concern to the liberal. If Mr. Perot were to spend all of his $3 billion running for office, say, we would get no part of our “progressive” result from him.

A third and related problem is that even if we want progressivity as an end and are prepared to accept some real-world measurement as a suitable proxy for what really counts, it matters where we get it. Use of the estate tax to provide progressivity burdens those manifestly few individuals who want to leave bequests but do not plan well for it; at the same time, it ignores and even encourages greater lifetime consumption and *inter vivos* gifts among those who do plan. An estate tax may not be the most effective way to achieve whatever progressivity we do desire in the tax structure. It may be better, as I argue below, to levy the burden of progressivity on the act of private, preclusive use within an essentially consumption tax structure. This option acts on what the people and our evolved practices are trying to tell us in resisting any real, effective estate tax, in moving toward a consumption base, and in maintaining at least moderate progressivity.

In any event, the (relatively) low rates of the present income tax, combined with the numerous ways of escaping taxation on the yield to savings, allow for significant private accumulations of wealth over the course of a lifetime. The H. Ross Perots, the Michael Milkens, the Bill Gateses, and countless other first-generation, highly wealthy individuals of this world are at least anecdotal testimony to the ability of individuals to amass private fortunes under the current tax regime. Combining the present income tax system with a tightened estate tax runs the risk of significantly accentuating conspicuous or large-scale private consumption. Arbitrage between the consumption and income models is a simple matter within a lifetime. The Perots or the Milkens are free, under the income tax, to build up large stores of private wealth, using, say, appreciating property. If the estate tax were our only “backstop” to the holes that the income tax generates, these individuals could spend down their wealth, perhaps by borrowing against it, without triggering any income tax consequences. Our current tax plan promotes large lifetime accumulation of wealth along with its rapid dissipation during that lifetime, all the while

180. In fact, the wealthiest estates are far more likely to have debt—and to have much larger average debt—than those closer to the taxable threshold. See Johnson, *supra* note 56, at 92-95 tbl. 2. Over 62% of the wealthiest estates (gross estates over $20 million) had debt, while less than 26% of estates in the lowest category (under $1 million) had debt. In fact, this percentage rises monotonically with wealth brackets. *Id.* There are, of course, several possible explanations for this effect, including the self-selection for risk preference and the importance of debt in accumulating wealth.
discouraging any form of long-term, inter-generational savings. Such an incentive structure hardly seems sensible. The Perot presidential run, for example, seems squarely to implicate Rawls’ concern with “concentrations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and fair equality of opportunity,”\(^1\) and yet the current tax system levies no tax on that act—indeed, it encourages it. Likewise, an income-plus-estate tax places no constraint whatsoever on the use of wealth by heirs.

The current tax system makes treacherous any arguments about leveling the playing field or promoting equal opportunity. Interestingly, the very ideal of income taxation calls into question the liberal egalitarian’s willingness to accept varying intra-generational outcomes as fair, as reflected in Mill’s and Rawls’ calls for a proportionate consumption tax. In moving away from this acceptance of intra-generational divergences, the income tax advocate implicitly calls into question any radical distinction between intra- and inter-generational outcomes. But then all inequality becomes suspect, whether or not traceable to individual lifetime efforts, and we ought to be asking more openly consequentialist (or at least different) questions about how to curb inequality. Once again, we can ground this inquiry in nonideal or ideal theory. Nonideal theory may lead us away from any meritocratic view of earnings; conversely, ideal theory may suggest that the income tax’s focus on earnings, even if earnings are indeed “fairly” come by, is misplaced. The ethical and political logic of progressivity under an income tax—at least within a liberal as opposed to a utilitarian conception—shows no logical stopping point. While some have concluded that this lack of a stopping point makes the case for progressivity “uneasy,”\(^1\) I conclude to the contrary that it means the case is political.\(^1\)

But if all tax is political, we need to look even more closely at our practices; the metaphysics of earnings do not afford us an easy way out. Ironically, perhaps, or at least counter-intuitively, an invigorated estate tax does not necessarily move us in any normatively attractive direction.

Rather than changing the estate tax, therefore, we might attack the possession of wealth through a tightened income tax. I believe that there are good reasons, once again grounded in liberalism and sound objective judgment, to reject a tighter income tax. These reasons have checked any real, practical implementation of the income ideal, much as a parallel set of reasons has blocked any meaningful estate tax; once again, interpretive and independent

---

1. Theory of Justice, supra note 19, at 277.

2. The leading statement of the uneasiness of the case for progressivity is found in Walter J Blum & Harry Kalven, The Uneasy Case for Progressive Taxation (1953), to which the title of this Article pays tribute. See also Bankman & Griffith, supra note 132 (criticizing Blum and Kalven and advancing utilitarian or welfarist defense of progressivity, along optimal taxation lines)

3. Arthur Ripstein takes a similar view about the political status of arguments for luck and responsibility evident in our tort system. See generally Arthur Ripstein, Equality, Luck, and Responsibility, 23 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 3 (1994) (arguing that concept of responsibility has been employed for liberal ends in tort law).
normative reasoning converge. But let us imagine, to flesh out this one point, that we did have a purer income tax. How would the estate tax fit under this ideal income tax regime? The answer is problematic. As the income-versus-consumption debate highlighted, an ideal income tax burdens deferred consumption relative to present consumption by penalizing work and savings, and pushing toward leisure and use. Any estate tax burdens bequests even further, doubling the push toward consumption and away from work and savings for the richest citizens, an important group when it comes to savings and consumption decisions. If a true income tax "doubly" taxes savings, as Mill alleged, an income-plus-estate tax triply taxes bequest savings.

Since the ideal income tax hits hard at wealth, there may be little need for the estate tax as a "backstop." In point of fact, the estate tax as a backstop to the current income tax works in two directions. At the donor's level, the estate tax compensates ex post for the failure of the income tax to have addressed wealth concerns. At the donee's level, it compensates ex ante for the failure of the income tax to get at the subsequent appreciation of the bequest. An ideal income tax solves these two problems and thus diminishes the appeal of, or need for, a tightened estate tax. More appealing is an ideal income tax without an estate tax. The ideal income tax provides for continuous taxation of the yield to capital; eliminating the estate tax simply moves toward putting bequests on the same footing as all other future consumption.

In sum, even if we are concerned about the possession of wealth, the present flawed income-plus-estate tax seems ineffective both in theory and in practice. Fixing or tightening the income tax seems to be a better way of addressing concerns over wealth than tightening the estate tax, because many of the problems of inequality are intra-generational ones; the estate tax is apt to be porous at best; and a flawed income-plus-tightened-estate tax runs the risk of encouraging large-scale consumption and early, frequent inter vivos transfers. If we instead tighten the income tax, then we weaken the reasons for having any estate tax at all. Including an estate tax with a tightened income tax

---


185. MILL, supra note 48, at 816–17. Commentators asserting that the double tax argument takes an ex ante perspective have strongly contested this claim. See Warren, Consumption Tax, supra note 157, at 1099–1101. It is beyond dispute, however, that an income tax hits savings harder than a consumption tax—that is the point of the distinction between an income and consumption tax.
undermines incentives to work and save for taxpayers with any bequest motive, and pushes, once again, toward excessive consumption and the earlier transmission of wealth. Since our accumulated practical wisdom lends little support to a stronger income tax regime in any event, all of this analysis mainly just serves to reaffirm the need for a continued, broader, and more imaginative search for alternatives that are more consonant with our ideals.

B. A Consumption-plus-Estate Tax

There has been increasing talk recently of moving toward a broad-based consumption tax system. Indeed, this is more than just talk; our comprehensive “income” tax is already more-or-less equipoised between an income and a consumption tax model. If we take into account the increasingly significant payroll tax system, essentially a proportionate consumption tax, the turn toward consumption taxation appears even more pronounced. This Section presents what is attractive in a consumption ideal while emphasizing that the inchoate spirit of our practices and the best reading of liberalism are both in tension with the typical consumption tax plan that liberal theorists have advocated.

As it turns out, a common recommendation for a comprehensive tax system is a broad-based consumption tax supplemented by a wealth transfer tax. Mill, Kaldor, Rawls, and Andrews have put forth variants of this proposal. The analysis of Part IV, in emphasizing that an estate tax encourages consumption, casts some doubt on this combination. As Alvin Warren noted in partial response to Andrews’ proposal, an estate tax is a tax on at least one form of savings and is thus in some tension with the consumption ideal. I explore and deepen this criticism, moving it in a different direction than Warren himself intended.

A difficulty with the consumption-plus-estate tax system is that the estate tax turns out to be in tension with many, and possibly all, of the underlying norms of consumption tax theory. As an aside, and to clarify terminology, I note that I am not interested in the question of whether gifts and bequests are,  

186. See, e.g., STRENGTHENING AM. COMM’N, supra note 85, at 91–93
187. McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5, at 1152–54.
188. For the comparability of a wage or payroll tax to a consumption or expenditure tax, see RICHARD A. MUSGRAVE & PEGGY B. MUSGRAVE, PUBLIC FINANCE IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 224–25 (5th ed. 1989) and Warren, Fairness, supra note 157, at 938–41. For a wage or payroll tax to be truly equivalent to a consumption or expenditure tax, there must be no net consumption out of bequests or inheritances, and the tax rate must be constant. If there is no net consumption out of these other sources, then all consumption must be ultimately traceable to earnings.
189. MILL, supra note 48; NICHOLAS KALDOR, AN EXPENDITURE TAX (1955), THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19; Andrews, Consumption-Type, supra note 61, at 1172. Andrews, Fairness, supra note 173, at 957.
190. See Warren, Fairness, supra note 157, at 942.
191. Warren is primarily in favor of an income tax and uses his criticism to deflate the perceived logic of Andrews’ case for a consumption tax. See id.
in some sense, "consumption" by the donor. Tax policy analysis has often bogged down in questions such as whether gifts constitute "income," or whether giving constitutes "consumption."\(^{192}\) Gifts are not consumptive in the technical sense of constituting a private, preclusive, and final use of resources, and yet a donor clearly receives some real, psychic benefit from making gifts, which we are free to call "consumption" if we want. But all of the norms supporting the consumption tax can, and I believe should, be divorced from merely semantic labels. If the consumption tax is attractive on the grounds of efficiency, fairness, or some other reasonable liberal value, then these norms, and not an appeal to prior definitions, ought to inform the debate. Unfortunately, many of these norms remain inchoate, particularly as they relate to fairness.\(^{193}\) Nevertheless, three classes of justifications emerge, each of which sits uneasily with an estate tax.

First, supporters of consumption taxation argue that the consumption tax is more "efficient" than the income tax. This efficiency claim, actually more of a utilitarian idea,\(^{194}\) consists of two separate strands. The major efficiency claim is that the consumption tax is efficient because it does not distort the savings-consumption decision. More technically, this claim reduces to the argument that there is less total deadweight loss under the consumption tax than under the income tax or any alternative tax regime. Within the welfarist or utilitarian tradition of optimal tax theory, this claim depends more particularly on the compensated elasticity of savings to the tax rate, and also on the general equilibrium effects of the move to a consumption tax on, say, the labor-leisure trade-off.\(^{195}\) In performing this delicate analysis, it is important to bear in mind that savings, just as consumption generally, is not a monolithic category.\(^{196}\) If bequest savings of the rich have an especially high compensated elasticity, then taxing such savings is especially distortionary. General equilibrium studies have shown large potential welfare gains from a shift to a consumption tax model.\(^{197}\) Combining these two points indicates that an estate tax may be a particularly inefficient levy. Contrary to Bentham's and Mill's early intuitions, bequest savings may be the very worst form of savings to tax, at least from a utilitarian, efficiency-

\(^{192}\) See, e.g., SIMONS, supra note 158, at 56–58, 134–36; Aaron & Galper, supra note 16, at 109–12; Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 119–21.

\(^{193}\) This point is clearly illustrated in Barbara H. Fried, Fairness and the Consumption Tax, 44 STAN. L. REV. 961, 961–67 (1992).


\(^{195}\) McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5, at 1166, 1170–71.

\(^{196}\) See id. at 1175–79.

\(^{197}\) See, e.g., Fullerton et al., supra note 159, at 4, 22; cf. Auerbach et al., supra note 159, at 98 ("A transition to a consumption tax is considerably more efficient than a transition to a wage tax; the first generates a large efficiency gain while the second induces an equally large efficiency loss."). But see Feldstein, supra note 89 (suggesting possibility of welfare losses from moving to consumption tax).
oriented, or welfarist perspective.

The minor efficiency claim is that there is market failure leading to an overly low savings rate. While commentators sometimes make this claim as a purely paternalistic point—that consumers are saving too little for their own good, whatever they may think—it fits more easily as an efficiency claim when made as a market failure argument. According to this argument, some cognitive error, such as an inability to make or understand the complex calculations needed to determine an optimal savings strategy, impedes individuals' attempts to act in their own interests. Social responses, such as the mandatory social security system, are then designed to respond to the particular error or failure. This second type of efficiency claim does not bear especially on estate taxation, since almost all such claims refer to life-cycle or precautionary savings and typically involve the lower or middle classes. Nevertheless, the point does underscore the inherent difficulties and costs of looking to any but the wealthy to increase private savings.

A second and distinct argument is that the consumption tax will increase the aggregate level of savings. This argument is not technically an efficiency claim because it does not look to some function of individual preferences. Rather, this second claim is more in the nature of a macroeconomic, merit-good argument: More savings will benefit society regardless of individual preferences at any moment in time. Consumption tax proponents often make this argument with an eye toward future generations, which are, at least arguably, inadequately cared for under a typically individualistic efficiency norm. But greater amounts of capital affect intra-generational matters as well, as discussed above. More capital would, for example, increase the returns to labor. Most important under a political and interpretive theory of tax, a desire to increase the capital stock appears to be a reasonable, liberal position, which is in fact fueling the movement toward consumption taxation.

---


200. To be an efficiency point under the common Kaldor-Hicks formula, the gains to the "winners" must be sufficient to compensate the losses of the "losers" and still leave all parties better off. See McCaffery, Slouching, supra note 194, at 636-37 (defining and describing Kaldor-Hicks efficiency). To pursue Kaldor-Hicks efficiency in any situation involving future generations, however, we would have to specify an appropriate discount rate and address the crucial question of whose discount rate should apply. See generally Sen, supra note 83 (discussing difficulties of getting optimal rate of savings under traditional welfarist or democratic principles).

201. McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5, at 1159-63

202. See STRENGTHENING AM. COMM'N, supra note 85, at 83-86, 96-102, see also H R Con Res 6, supra note 169 (opposing any increase in effective rate of estate tax specifically on grounds that tax harms long-term private savings); William G. Gale & Robert E. Litan, Saving Our Way Out of the Deficit Dilemma, BROOKINGS REV., Fall 1993, at 6 (discussing various ways to increase national savings)
A concern with the aggregate capital stock would look to the total, or uncompensated, elasticity of savings. Such total elasticities of bequest savings, however, may also be high. Thus follows an estimate that a confiscatory estate tax could decrease America's aggregate savings by one-half. Further, recall that the estate tax may affect the capital stock by distorting ex ante incentive effects and effecting a transfer from wealthy people to poorer persons and the government, both of which have higher propensities to consume. Bequest savings may once again be the best vehicle to look toward, and the worst to tax, in any effort to increase aggregate capital. Indeed, Stiglitz has recently suggested that it might be optimal to subsidize bequests.

A third set of arguments involves fairness claims, always the most controversial and least articulated in the tax policy lexicon. Perhaps the strongest moral argument for the consumption tax is the one that dates back to Thomas Hobbes, who argued that a consumption tax charges a levy on what a taxpayer removes from the public "pool" for her own, private, preclusive use: "For what reason is there that he which laboureth much, and sparing the fruits of his labour, consumeth little, should be more charged than he that liveth idly, getteth little, and spendeth all he gets...?" This statement has a certain cryptic quality, but the Hobbesian sentiment does seem to capture a commonly held set of beliefs about wealth and consumption. The Hobbesian position is consistent with a general aversion to excessive private consumption, found elsewhere in Hobbes' writings and throughout Western (and other) religious traditions, and picked up, centuries later, by Thorstein Veblen in his classic work, The Theory of the Leisure Class. The idea also resonates with liberal egalitarian, intra-generational norms. Rawls seems to have accepted its logic in A Theory of Justice, when he notes that a "proportional expenditure

204. See Stiglitz, supra note 86, at S138-45.
205. Stiglitz's reasoning here is based more on the nature of the social welfare function. See Joseph E. Stiglitz, Pareto Efficient and Optimal Taxation and the New Welfare Economics, in 2 Handbook of Public Economics 991, 1035 (Alan J. Auerbach & Martin Feldstein eds., 1985 & 1987) ("Since giving increases the utility both of the giver and the receiver, it is doubly blessed in our social welfare function, and the government will seek to encourage it, through a bequest subsidy.") (emphasis removed).
206. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan 238-39 (Richard Tuck ed., Cambridge Univ. Press 1991) (1651). The quote paradoxically continues: "seeing the one has no more protection from the Common-wealth, [than] the other?", indicating that Hobbes was thinking of a benefits principle of taxation. Id.; see Richard Musgrave, A Brief History of Fiscal Doctrine, in 1 Handbook of Public Economics 1, supra note 205, at 16-18. Hobbes may even have been thinking of a lump-sum, head tax. I believe that the normative position attributed to Hobbes is appealing, whether or not it is in fact consistent with Hobbes' own thoughts on the subject.
207. See, e.g., Fried, supra note 193, at 962-63 (criticizing Hobbesian or "foundational argument" in favor of consumption taxation).
tax may be part of the best tax scheme." Rawls continues:

For one thing, it is preferable to an income tax (of any kind) at the level of common sense precepts of justice, since it imposes a levy according to how much a person takes out of the common store of goods and not according to how much he contributes (assuming here that income is fairly earned).

Rawls cites Kaldor, not Hobbes, in support of this proposition. Kaldor himself thought that "spending power" was a more meaningful measure of normative taxability than income, for many of the same reasons, although he elsewhere notes problems stemming from wealth possession alone. But if liberals ought to look to private consumption, the estate tax's inducement of greater consumption, specifically by the rich, may be illiberal.

There is indeed a strong appeal to the position that use is a more important liberal concern than possession, which I take up again shortly. For now, my more limited claim is that if a concern about monitoring consumption indeed underlies the moral appeal of the broad-based consumption tax, tacking on an estate tax undercuts and counteracts that concern. If we have some moral or political reason for disliking private, preclusive consumption, perhaps particularly the excessive, conspicuous consumption of the very wealthy, it seems odd to be encouraging such consumption with an estate tax. The estate tax may increase inequality of consumption, presumably the precise social space of most concern to consumption tax advocates, while decreasing the productive contributions of work and savings.

Of course, it is possible that even the conspicuous, extravagant consumption of those whom we view as having earned their wealth is less offensive than any consumption of unearned wealth among their heirs; this idea reflects the liberal egalitarian's sharp separation of intra- from inter-generational concerns. This argument, however, is a more difficult road to travel than it at first might appear, since it depends, among other things, on the normative propriety of market outcomes. Recall Rawls' proviso in A Theory

---

210. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 278 (citing KALDOR, supra note 189)
211. Id. at 278 n.17. Interestingly, Rawls gives Hobbes credit for this point in his later manuscript.
212. Id. at 278 n.17. Interestingly, Rawls gives Hobbes credit for this point in his later manuscript. If income taxation might be avoided altogether and a proportional expenditure tax adopted instead, that is, a tax on consumption at a constant marginal rate. People would be taxed according to how much they use of the goods and services produced and not according to how much they contribute (an idea that goes back to Hobbes).

Justice as Fairness, supra note 29, at 130-31. Rawls appears to have an ambivalent view of his work's relation to Hobbes, who also adhered, broadly speaking, to a liberal contractarian tradition. For an interesting discussion of Hobbes and Rawls and some matters in between, see Duff, supra note 2. at 15-16 & n.67 (noting Kaldor's view that mere possession of wealth confers special ability to pay tax, but arguing that such taxable capacity does not justify inheritance tax).

213. Cf. Duff, supra note 2, at 15-16 & n.67 (noting Kaldor's view that mere possession of wealth confers special ability to pay tax, but arguing that such taxable capacity does not justify inheritance tax).
of Justice, qualifying his support for a proportionate consumption tax on the fact that income be "fairly earned." If lifetime income is not fairly earned—if, for example, market outcomes are suspect—then there are intra-generational inequalities that are not necessarily caused by inter-generational transmissions. As the third liberal argument in Part II suggested, this change in assumptions from ideal theory puts a good many issues on the table, including the effects of wealth transfer taxation on productivity, the capital stock, and intra-generational consumption. It now becomes possible that inequality in use is more offensive, even to prior liberal values such as the fair equality of opportunity, than is inequality in possession, as I discuss below.

To press an even stronger argument, earnings may be the wrong variable on which to focus. As stated in the fourth argument from Part II, even under ideal or just conditions, a consumption-without-estate tax may still be the best liberal tax scheme because it consistently looks to use, not earnings. Rawls believes it ethically appropriate to tax use, not "contributions," by which latter term we ought to include, as Rawls' language clearly does, both work and savings. (Commentators often seem to infer that "contributions to the common store" refer only to savings, but there can be no savings without antecedent work.) Hobbes' language echoes the thought: Hobbes means to reward (or not to punish) the industrious and the thrifty. These ideas suggest that use is a more compelling concern than earnings. We can go even further and make yet a stronger point. Under just transactional systems, earnings represent the preferences of autonomous others. Thus, a liberal political society wants Mr. Perot or Michael Milken or Madonna to earn their millions, because they are doing what society wants them to do; social preferences are setting their salaries. To meet any liberal concerns with unfair earnings, we set up social rules over transactional systems: for example, laws against monopoly, discrimination, fraud, or coercion. Earnings would then be fair precisely because they would respond fairly to individual preferences. If we then create incentives leading away from work, such as via the estate tax, we deny third

214. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 278 (parenthetical proviso that income be "fairly earned"); see also Joel Feinberg, Rawls and Intuitionism, in READING RAWLS 108, 116–24 (Norman Daniels ed., 1975) (discussing problems of "non-ideal theory" vis-à-vis Rawlsian theory); cf. DWORKIN, MATTER OF PRINCIPLE, supra note 20, at 205–10 (questioning fairness of market outcomes); Graetz, supra note 2, at 275–78 (questioning propriety of market outcomes, using example of Olivia Newton-John). Note that I am not making the argument, rightly criticized in Haslett, supra note 3, at 141–42, that because some inequalities will persist, none should be attacked. Rather, my argument is a more particular one, suggesting the need for a more comprehensive focus on the intra-generational use of resources.

215. Fried refers to this "common pool" argument as the Hobbesian or "foundational" one and puts it aside to concentrate her critique on what I am calling the subjectivist, or individualistic grounds of the consumption tax's fairness claims. Fried, supra note 193, at 962–63. Fried does specify two criticisms of the foundational argument: its ignorance of the psychic yield of possession and the power that investment decisions bring. Id. I refer to these as possession qua actual or potential use, and believe that a properly devised tax system can respond to them. Fried also notes that "[t]he argument raises a number of other problems as well, and an adequate treatment of it has yet to be undertaken." Id. at 963. On one level, I intend this Article to take a step in that direction.
parties a benefit for which they are willing to pay. Meanwhile, the putative millionaire can simply substitute leisure of equivalent psychic value for productive work effort.

Use presents a different, indeed opposite, paradigm from work or earnings alone. It is use that takes away from others—from third parties or from the “common store”—and diverts resources to private preferences. Use represents an imposition by the individual on the collective. Those who do not want to interfere with earnings under just systems may indeed care about use and be willing to interfere with it. At least up to the point where envy becomes an issue, the political liberal state may reasonably cede to this concern. In T.M. Scanlon’s terms, society may take an objective stance vis-à-vis use, at least at certain high quanta of expenditure, under which we can (and do) make moral judgments as to the urgency of wants. Thus, liberal society may well be glad that Mr. Perot did whatever he did to earn his billions (assuming again with Rawls that income is fairly earned), but still consider his ability to make rapid use of his fortune both relatively unimportant or nonurgent, and even dangerous to prior liberties. In both cases—approving earnings and disapproving excessive use—society is being objective and political, through and through.

Of course, there are questions and problems. If parties capable of high earnings insist on spending all of their earnings, society faces a choice between the good of work effort and the bad of excessive private, preclusive use; society must draw lines. All practical tax systems come down to some more or less arbitrary choices. But if an individual is willing to work and save and consume her high earnings prudently over many years, or even pass them on to her heirs, then society can avoid passing judgment on her earnings per se. We can, in short, minimize and alter the class of people as to whom we must make a trade-off between productivity (a social good) and inequality (a social bad); we can burden only the decadent consumers or spendthrifts among the most productive. Those productive parties not spending their wealth irresponsibly are serving the public good and need not be overly taxed.

The basic argument runs as follows: Once we abandon theories of merit or desert and adopt instead a more nuanced, political, and objective theory of distributive justice—one that systematically incorporates questions of incentive effects and social mores—then the simple mandate for steep wealth transfer tax systems, specifically on the grounds that inherited wealth is not “earned,” wanes or even disappears. We can arrive at this point through two different, though interestingly convergent, routes. First, we can conclude that “earnings” are not prima facie just in a nonideal, imperfect world. Second, we can
conclude that it does not matter whether "earnings" are just as a matter of ideal theory; the justice of earnings is not relevant to the justice of use. Even if earnings are fairly secured, liberal society has objective, political reasons to like earnings while disliking at least large-scale use.

There are fairness arguments for the consumption tax other than the various "common store" arguments. Perhaps the most common is the horizontal equity point that compares the saver to the consumer and asks why the former should be "double taxed."\(^{218}\) As Warren noted, however, tacking on the estate tax only adds another point of comparison: We are "penalizing" the bequest saver relative to both the lifetime saver and consumer.\(^{219}\) It is far from clear that this choice is sensible. Whereas Warren intended his comments as a critique of Andrews’ reasoning in support of the consumption tax, we can and shall take the comments the other way: as a critique of Andrews’, and by extension of consumption tax theory’s, embrace of a transfer tax.

Looking at the donor, as Warren’s analysis does, can help us to focus on some interesting aspects of the wealth transfer tax puzzle. Consider two individuals, Mr. Spendthrift and Ms. Thrifty.\(^{220}\) Suppose Mr. Spendthrift receives a small fortune of $2 million early in his career, when he is twenty-five years old, and imagine that he acquired it through one of the following scenarios: by earning it in the labor market; by making it in the financial market; by winning the lottery; or by inheriting it. Mr. Spendthrift spends most of his remaining days traveling around the world, eating at the best restaurants and drinking the finest wines. At some point he even purchases a private annuity and spends every cent from each year’s payment, so that he deliberately leaves nothing to his children.

Now suppose that Ms. Thrifty also receives $2 million at age twenty-five. To test intuitions, imagine that she receives it on account of the same reason Mr. Spendthrift acquired his. (The point of this mental exercise is to show that the justice of earnings is logically and ethically distinct from the justice of use.) Ms. Thrifty invests her money wisely and continues to work and earn and save more money throughout her life. She lives simply but well, teaching her children the importance of saving for the future, of working for its own sake and for what work can provide to others, and of not living ostentatiously. When she dies, she bequeaths sizable sums to her children, who are then well into the middle stages of their lives, established in their careers, and deeply engaged in raising their own children with the same simple virtues learned

\(^{218}\) See, e.g., MILL, supra note 48, at 815–16; Andrews, Consumption-Type, supra note 61, at 1167–68. \(^{219}\) But cf. KALDOR, supra note 189, at 79–91 (discussing and criticizing Mill’s “double tax” criticism); RICHARD A. MUSGRAVE, THE THEORY OF PUBLIC FINANCE 161–63 (1959) (same).

\(^{220}\) The next few paragraphs borrow from a work in progress, The Political Liberal Case Against The Estate Tax, in which I am exploring the more purely philosophical dimensions of the issues raised here.
from their mother.

The current estate tax applies only to Ms. Thrifty and her family. And it is a harsh tax, taking away up to half of the Thriftys' wealth. Mr. Spendthrift and Ms. Thrifty are equal in some morally compelling sense, since they each face, \textit{ex ante}, the same opportunity set (and, by hypothesis, each earned their wealth in the same way). Mr. Spendthrift, however, chooses a maximum consumption and leisure route, while Ms. Thrifty does not. In choosing to tax only Ms. Thrifty, the tax system seems to have adopted an \textit{ex post} perspective: It is looking backwards from the grave. Yet unlike other situations where such an after-the-fact perspective seems morally appropriate—for example, in compensating accident victims even if they had an \textit{ex ante} opportunity to insure but did not—the differing \textit{ex post} statuses of Ms. Thrifty and Mr. Spendthrift do not, in any compelling sense, turn on "luck." The different statuses result from conscious choices and come to pass, again unlike the accident or some other windfall setting, without ever changing the equivalence of the opportunity sets that both individuals face. We have posited that, throughout their lives, Ms. Thrifty and Mr. Spendthrift faced exactly the same choices, so that, in an important and meaningful sense, the value of Mr. Spendthrift's consumption equals the value of Ms. Thrifty's savings and consumption combined.

Of course, Ms. Thrifty's \textit{children} have an advantage, in terms of their \textit{ex ante} opportunities, over Mr. Spendthrift's children. Herein lies one of the puzzles of estate taxation: One person's "luck" in receiving inherited wealth typically relates to another person's, the benefactor's, conscious, \textit{non}-lucky decisions regarding work, saving, and so forth.\textsuperscript{221} By a natural process of backward induction, the decision to confiscate the donee's seemingly lucky windfall will affect the lifetime choices of the donor. We get a very different look at issues of estate taxation depending solely on our choice of analytical framework. That is, our view depends on whether we look at the estate tax from the donor's or the donee's perspective, \textit{ex ante} or \textit{ex post}. Analogously, our thoughts may change depending on the range of alternatives that we have

\textsuperscript{221} See generally Ripstein, \textit{supra} note 183. Ripstein's excellent essay draws attention to the irreducibly political nature of our concepts of "luck," and "responsibility." Ripstein tends to focus on \textit{bad} luck, asking where the onus of such luck should reside. He shows that the question of blame or perspective is vital. If an accident has occurred—a hammer I am using falls on your head, say—it matters on whom we focus. To say that it is not my fault is to say that it is your bad luck, to say that I (or society at large) should pay is to say that it is my (or society's) bad luck, not yours. If we view the estate tax as implicating the question of \textit{good} luck, we then have a parallel set of concerns. If we focus on the donee, we may see an unacceptable appropriation of good luck. But to deny that good luck to the donee is to put it somewhere. Like bad luck, good luck cannot just disappear. As it is, we do little under the current inefficient estate tax to divert the good luck at all. I am arguing further that, under a truly confiscatory tax, much of the good luck is apt to inure backwards to the putative donor. In contrast, the progressive consumption-without-estate tax solution is an attempt to allow the donee to hold her good luck in a fiduciary capacity for the body politic and thus, in effect, to share it. Once again, perhaps paradoxically, a more thoroughgoing skepticism about market outcomes, and a concomitantly more political treatment of wealth, might lead against, not in favor of, estate taxation.
in mind, which is a central theme of this Part. There are ways to address the advantages to Ms. Thrifty's children, for example, without unduly burdening Ms. Thrifty herself.

The estate tax works like the opposite of "sin" taxes on goods such as alcohol and cigarettes, which are (also) not designed to raise revenue, but to control behavior or to curtail certain vices. The estate tax is quite possibly an anti-sin tax, or, equivalently, a virtue tax. The estate tax is a tax on work and savings, on thrift, and on altruism. Now, the type of horizontal equity analysis embedded in the Thrifty-Spendthrift discussion is not necessarily decisive; indeed, this discussion is precisely the type of "metaphysics" that a political liberal theory of tax aims to avoid. The more important question of why savers and spenders ought to be considered horizontal equals vel non collapses back into the previously discussed concerns about liberal values: efficiency, distributive justice, virtue, and so on. But like other pair-wise comparisons, the Thrifty-Spendthrift example is best used to prod our moral intuitions. Here, the example illustrates once again that society may want to take an objective ethical stance in favor of thrift over consumption, or, more accurately, a stance against disfavoring thrift.

The bottom line of these discussions is that, while a consumption tax is attractive on liberal grounds and is supported by our practices' shift toward it, adding any transfer tax is highly questionable under the three broad sets of claims supporting the consumption tax model. The first two economic arguments clearly seem to counsel against tacking on an estate tax. Various fairness claims also counsel against the tax. A wealth transfer tax induces or rewards behavior that the consumption tax is intended to discourage: consumption, leisure, and inter vivos giving. It is thus hard to get to the consumption-plus-estate tax position from a consideration of consumption tax norms alone.

Perhaps for this reason, liberal advocates of a consumption plus-transfer-tax model generally proceed from a different direction. They accept the consumption tax, for one or another of the above reasons, despite what they perceive as its major vice: its tolerance of large stores of private, unevenly distributed wealth. The estate tax is intended to be an antidote to the consumption tax, since it supposedly reaches the lifetime accumulations of wealth that the consumption tax explicitly condones. Under this view, the estate tax is a means of "leveling the playing field" to preserve meaningful and prior notions of equality, quite apart from concerns about efficiency or wealth maximization. Rawls, Kaldor, Andrews, and Mill call for some type of wealth transfer taxation to respond to real or perceived criticisms of their consumption
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Wealth Transfer Taxation

There are, however, problems with this particular compromise. The consumption-plus-estate tax model becomes deeply schizophrenic, even oxymoronic; we are “saving” the consumption tax model from its critics by undermining exactly those reasons why we should have supported it in the first place. Under a political and interpretive theory of tax, the real-world fact that we do not seem to want any truly effective wealth transfer tax is also relevant. The more we move away from individualistic, subjective, and even metaphysical notions of earnings, entitlements, and desert, the more we begin to see the necessity or wisdom of taking objective stands, which favor work and savings and disfavor only, or at least especially, the excessive private preclusive use of resources. This reasoning suggests that progressivity, and not transfer taxation, is the most compelling answer to the liberal’s sense of unease with wealth accumulation under a consumption ideal. A progressive consumption-without-estate tax—my ultimate proposal, to which I now turn—not incidentally changes the very meaning, and hence the risks and dangers, of the private possession of wealth. Getting there via strictly political arguments also helps to inform the precise shape of the preferred liberal tax system.

C. A Progressive Consumption-Without-Estate Tax

We have made our way, finally, to a practical proposal that addresses liberal egalitarian concerns without including any estate tax at all. We have seen that the status quo, with its flawed income-plus-estate tax, is not working in theory or in practice. We have seen that there is much that is popular and normatively attractive in consumption tax theory, but that what is most appealing in this alternative tax scheme is in tension with any wealth transfer tax. We have seen that our practices have in fact resisted any meaningful estate tax. Finally, we have seen that an objective, political, liberal perspective approves of work and savings, while only or at least especially questioning excessive private use. All of these ideas lead to my fifth and final liberal argument against an estate tax: the desirability of a progressive consumption-without-estate tax.

The plan derives in part from economic thinking, which has shown us that any real-world scheme of wealth transfer taxation is apt to encourage *inter vivos* gifts, or to discourage work effort and capital accumulation among the wealthy, or to do both. The answer also draws in part from an exploration of the intuitions lying behind advocacy of the consumption tax model. I presume

---

that a basic intuition, from Hobbes on down, has been that the use of wealth, and not its mere possession, is what really concerns liberal society. This position is the core of what I am taking to be the consumption tax’s principal fairness claim. Indeed, if possession alone were a concern, there would be little reason to prefer a consumption over an income tax, as we have seen above. It is time to explore more deeply the reasons for being more concerned with the use of wealth than with its possession, to see if this inchoate idea is reasonable.

On the one hand, use of wealth represents the type of charge against common resources that angered Hobbes and concerned Rawls. Use can also be conspicuous, in Veblen’s sense, inciting envy (or worse). It reflects spending power, in Kaldor’s sense. It can corrupt political processes, as in the Perot example, and thereby interfere with the exercise of prior liberties. Excessive use can normatively distort the price system, an effect that can be especially important: It appears, for example, that certain basic commodities are more expensive in richer countries, both absolutely and relatively, because price levels reflect the consumption of the wealthy, whose expenditure decisions draw resources toward certain luxurious goods. A related reason why poverty can exist or even flourish in developed countries is the increased costs of simply keeping up with the consumption of one’s neighbor—of “appearing in public without shame,” as Adam Smith once put it. It is also interesting to note that, left more or less on their own, people seem to reach a consumption satiation level, as evidenced by the fact that the elderly apparently continue to save, not dissave, beyond life-cycle needs. This fact of satiation indicates that taxing excessive consumption may not run counter to ordinary behavior as much as taxing bequests.

On the other hand, private savings have some distinct virtues. Private

---


225. See SEN, supra note 136, at 114–16 & n.34. Frances Williams argues that because it is financially unattractive to service the needs of those who consume relatively little, the goods and services that the poor purchase are more expensive in an absolute sense. See Frances Williams, Conclusion to WHY THE POOR PAY MORE 235, 235 (Frances Williams ed., 1977).

226. See SEN, supra note 136, at 115 (discussing 2 SMITH, supra note 92, at 399). Peter Townsend has observed that “[p]overty can be defined objectively and applied consistently only in terms of the concept of relative deprivation.” PETER TOWNSEND, POVERTY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 31 (1979); see also id. at 50 (“Needs arise by virtue of the kind of society to which individuals belong. Society imposes expectations, through its occupational, educational, economic and other systems, and it also creates wants, through its organization and customs.”). See generally Richard H. McAdams, Relative Preferences, 102 YALE L.J. 1 (1992) (discussing problems of negative relative preferences such as competitive consumption).

227. See KOTLIKOFF, WHAT DETERMINES SAVINGS?, supra note 94, at 23; Kotlikoff, Intergenerational Transfers, supra note 94, at 48–51. But see Hurd, supra note 94, at 298, 306 (concluding from empirical data that, contrary to most cross-section studies, the elderly dissave after retirement, so that there is no evidence of bequest motive).
savings result from possession without use, which in turn implies productive work effort. As Keynes long ago noted, private wealth can undergird social, macroeconomic progress.\textsuperscript{228} Private wealth can also counterbalance government power, and private investment decisions are typically more efficient than public ones. Interestingly, in discussing the relative priority of the difference principle as compared to the fair-equality-of-opportunity principle (recall that the latter is lexically prior), Rawls looks directly at the Keynesian argument in \textit{A Theory of Justice}.\textsuperscript{229} Keynes had argued that the frugality of turn-of-the-century British capitalists was critical to England's social advances. Rawls seems to agree that capital \textit{per se} inures largely to the benefit of the working classes, although he continues to imply that questions of savings are largely inter-generational ones.\textsuperscript{230} But Rawls next notes that "there are more efficient and just ways of raising the level of well-being and culture than that Keynes describes."\textsuperscript{231} without specifying what these ways are. Rawls concludes his discussion of Keynes by asserting that "[i]t is only in special circumstances, including the frugality of the capitalist class as opposed to the self-indulgence of the aristocracy, that a society should obtain investment funds by endowing the rich with more than they feel they can decently spend on themselves."\textsuperscript{232}

To be blunt, Rawls may be wrong here. Repealing the estate tax may in fact be one of the most efficient and even just ways to increase capital, as I have argued throughout this Article. The very presence of the estate tax induces certain unjust behavior, such as large \textit{inter vivos} gifts and large-scale consumption by the rich. More to the point, what Rawls fails to see in the quoted passage is precisely the possibility that we can use the tax system to ensure, or at least to regulate, the "frugality of the capitalist class." The state can do what individuals otherwise might not, of their own accord: guarantee that only the frugal get to keep their large amounts of private wealth. Rawls' blind spot here no doubt has something to do with the fact that he already advanced, twenty pages prior, his own proportionate consumption-plus-transfer tax proposal, following in the footsteps of Hobbes, Mill, and Kaldor. Rawls also seems to believe that the point of the basic general tax system is solely to raise revenues\textsuperscript{233} thereby ignoring the large and inevitable behavioral distortions of modern tax systems and, as important, missing the unique possibility provided by tax systems to implement objective social values over the urgency of wants. In any event, the curtailment of self-indulgence without

\textsuperscript{228} See \textit{JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES}, \textit{THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE PEACE} 18-22 (1920).
\textsuperscript{229} \textit{THEORY OF JUSTICE}, supra note 19, at 298-301.
\textsuperscript{230} \textit{Id.} at 287-88.
\textsuperscript{231} \textit{Id.} at 299.
\textsuperscript{232} \textit{Id.} (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{233} \textit{Id.} at 278 ("The second part of the distribution branch is a scheme of taxation to raise the revenues that justice requires.").
a general burden on frugality or accumulation is, of course, exactly what the progressive consumption-without-estate tax aims to do. It aims to reward, to encourage, or at least not to deter the frugality of the capitalist class, and only to penalize or discourage the self-indulgence of the aristocracy. A progressive consumption-without-estate tax reverses the effect of current law: It penalizes Mr. Spendthrift, and not Ms. Thrifty. Separating consumption from possession is the essence of this move.

Recall the Stiglitz-Smith conjecture that the estate tax effects a transfer from those with a greater propensity to save to those with a greater propensity to consume, thereby lowering the capital stock. An initial instinct may be that this loss is an unavoidable feature of all redistribution; all ethically appropriate redistributions take from the rich and give to the poor. But this thinking is not true once we distinguish between use and possession. Taxing the use of wealth is a way of allowing the most efficient savers to hold on to their capital, while at the same time serving many, if not all, liberal egalitarian ends. Private savings may be the most efficient way to increase the capital stock, as Keynes saw clearly enough, and an increased capital stock will have progressive effects, intra- as well as inter-generationally. Moving toward a progressive consumption-without-estate tax may be the “best” way—the most fair and efficient—to increase private savings while still monitoring private use. In any event, under a political-interpretive theory of tax, it is not necessary to prove, decisively, the optimality of a practical program. Rather, it is sufficient to show that the program is at least implicit in our practices and reasonable from a liberal point of view. The progressive consumption-without-estate tax satisfies both prongs of this test.

To be sure, two rather large sets of problems remain. First, there appear to be equitable and political issues involving the concentration of power accompanying private wealth and investment decisions, and some benefits flow from possession alone. Second, as the liberal egalitarian case reminds us, the use of wealth by those deemed to have “earned” it may not be as offensive as any use of such wealth made by subsequent generations, although skepticism over the relevance or meaning of “earnings” weakens this point, perhaps fatally. These objections are common and well founded; the key response is that we do not need an estate tax to deal with either issue.

As to the first point, a combination of progressive rates and investment regulation under a nominal “consumption” tax can check the liberal dangers of possession alone. A progressive consumption tax changes the very meaning and hence the risks and dangers of private “possession.” Many, and maybe all, of the normative problems with the private possession of wealth turn out to relate to possession qua actual or potential use. The Perot example is once

234. See supra notes 104–05 and accompanying text.
235. See, e.g., Fried, supra note 193, at 962 n.7 & 963 n.8 and citations therein.
again helpful. The actual use, or even the mere threat of use, of Mr. Perot’s billions poses a vivid example of what Rawls refers to as “power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and fair equality of opportunity.” A progressive consumption-without-estate tax, however, checks precisely this kind of use, and even the threat of it. It restrains Mr. Perot from being able to spend his billions quickly or in large units, without necessarily discouraging Mr. Perot from earning ab initio. On the other hand, one might consume or exercise power directly through investment; this is possession qua use. Think, for example, of William Randolph Hearst buying up newspapers. But we can readily enough deal with that problem by compelling the private saver to save in certain forms—a blind trust is a limiting example, but any qualified form of savings accounts will do—in order to get the benefits of the nontaxation of savings. Such vehicles can preserve the efficiency of decentralized decisions while checking abuse, much as the loose form of government oversight of the current pension and charitable activity sectors now does. In both of these responses, the progressive consumption-without-estate tax plan aims to make literal the common pool metaphor of Hobbes and Rawls. Possession is no longer narrowly “private.”

As to the second problem, of inheritance and inequality, we can deal with the issue of use by later generations through modifications in the consumption tax’s rate structure. Society may actually have a greater concern with the inequities of inherited wealth. I have not denied that there might be such a concern; I have simply emphasized that a crude attempt to choke off inter-generational transfers may: (1) interfere with important intra-generational norms, in part by its dependence on a naive division between intra- and inter-generational spheres of activity; and (2) clash with settled and normatively appropriate practices and beliefs evincing more of a concern with the use than with the mere possession of wealth. Indeed, we can see that the use-possession distinction extends down through the generations. While society no doubt has some concerns over the possession of unearned wealth by later generations, and such concerns may be greater than those over possession alone at the earlier generation, the concern vis-à-vis the later generation may once again be even greater when it comes to use. Society may have some worry over imprudent investment decisions by heirs, say, but we can again deal with this point by regulating the favorable consumption tax treatment. Moreover, it is not clear that the alternative uses of that capital—now understood to be either

236. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 277.

237. See, e.g., William A. Klein, Timing in Personal Taxation, 6 J. LEGAL STUTS 461, 480 (1977) (“Since the government has forgone current taxation of income it seems plain that the government has a direct financial interest in how such funds are managed.”). The current retirement system in Chile works along illustrative lines; individuals are compelled to save from among a menu of government-approved accounts. See James Brooke, Quiet Revolution in Latin Pensions, NY TIMES, Sept 10, 1994, § 1, at 37 (Late Edition).
investment decisions by the government or increased consumption by the prior
generation—are any better. In contrast, society may have a much heightened
concern with the decadent use of wealth by the later generation, and here may
decisively prefer the alternatives of any other use. Yet under current law,
society places no burden on the act of consumption by an heir; we exert no
control whatsoever over how or when heirs spend their wealth. Under a
progressive consumption-without-estate tax, this hands-off attitude would
change, and we can change it even more fundamentally with a separate rate
schedule on spending out of inherited wealth.

Details as to the precise rate schedule will of course need to be worked
out, and they may require difficult and ultimately somewhat arbitrary decisions.
For now, I seek mainly to illustrate where a consistent liberal egalitarian focus
on use, implicit in consumption tax theory, might naturally lead: to a
progressive consumption-without-estate tax. Such a structure responds to
concerns over possession alone by changing our conception of what
“possession” means. This tax plan is also what our practices seem to be
suggesting; we can go a long way toward resolving many problems by making
the inchoate themes more conscious and deliberate. Let us take now a closer
look at some specifics.

1. A Modest Proposal

The above discussion has led to a specific comprehensive tax reform
proposal: a progressive consumption-without-estate tax, possibly supplemented
by a separate and higher rate structure on spending out of gifts or bequests,
and a regulatory regime loosely monitoring nominally private investment
decisions. This Subsection fleshes out a few details. I begin by clarifying a
semantic point: This tax proposal is actually a step toward the wealth-based
norms of the income tax; it is a hybrid tax, situated between an income and a
consumption model. Typical consumption tax theory has rested on a
subjectivist or individualistic basis, explaining the invocation of concepts such
as “earnings,” horizontal equity comparisons between savers and spenders, and
so forth. A political liberal proposal, in contrast, rejects this logic, either
because of its inapplicability in a nonideal setting or on ideal but objective
ethical grounds. The tax proposal follows consistently from the idea that liberal
society likes work and savings, but has liberal suspicions over excessive
consumption.

To see the point that a progressive consumption tax is not really a pure
consumption tax, it helps to review a few doctrinal features of the income
versus consumption tax debate. Typical consumption tax theory, as advanced
by Mill, Rawls, and others, calls for flat-rate taxes.\(^{238}\) The reason is that

\(^{238}\) See Mill, supra note 48, at 806–08; Theory of Justice, supra note 19, at 278–79; Warren,
otherwise, money saved in a low tax rate period may be taxed later at higher rates, thereby penalizing the saver vis-à-vis the consumer: an outcome precisely opposite to a central individualistic theme in consumption tax theory. To assure that the income from capital bears no tax, therefore, consumption tax advocates could adopt the “prepayment,” or yield-exempt, model of the consumption tax: Tax wages as earned, and thereafter ignore all capital and its earnings. This form of consumption taxation would leave any burden of progressivity to fall exclusively on wages. Such a progressive prepayment model, however, would also violate some of the consumption tax’s underlying individualistic intuitions, because it would penalize those taxpayers with incomes spread unevenly throughout their lifetimes. Consider, for example, the case of a law student who sacrifices earnings potential in her youth in part to earn high wages over a concentrated period later in life. A progressive prepayment model penalizes this individual, and so implicates patterns of human capital accumulation and risk taking that do not necessarily differ in any normatively compelling manner from more traditional forms of savings. These objections might lead to income averaging, but at some

---

Footnotes:

239. See generally William Vickrey, Tax Simplification Through Cumulative Averaging, 34 LAW
point the practicalities simply call for a relatively flat-rate schedule. This position is, in fact, precisely the conclusion that Mill and Rawls reached. 243

This flat-rate, prepayment consumption tax model, however, might be in direct conflict with our better-considered objective, political normative judgments. There is nothing magic or sacred about a pure consumption tax; what is important are the underlying norms. There is no a priori reason why these norms would cut in the same direction, across all types or quanta of savings, for example. Indeed, it would be surprising if theoretical ideals translated perfectly into policies consistent with simple labels. We might, contrary to the above model, develop a consumption tax system featuring progressive rates, possibly even quite steeply progressive rates, and levy the tax on the “cash flow,” or qualified account, model—that is, as money was spent. 244 This plan would place the tax burden squarely at the time and place of private consumption, which is precisely what society may want to do on objective moral grounds.

Similarly, there is no conclusive a priori reason to tax all sources or uses of wealth under the same rate schedule. 245 As suggested above, we could modify the progressive consumption-without-estate tax plan by having separate rate schedules on earned income and inherited wealth. The earned income schedule might feature lower rates to be solicitous to labor-leisure trade-offs, and to isolate out the burden of higher rates for consumption out of capital, or noncurrent period earnings. The schedule on inherited wealth would feature steeper rates to discourage consumption out of this source and to serve liberal egalitarian goals of equality of opportunity. 246 Of course, we would need practical details such as tracing rules. I envision a simple scheme: Consumption is deemed to come out of current period earnings, savings attributable to prior period earnings, and inheritance, in that order. But I mean to leave precise details to another day. A basic idea is that a separate and higher rate schedule on spending out of inherited capital will actually move the proposal toward the logic of an accessions tax, i.e., one that taxes donees, not donors. In this sense, we can think of the proposal as a type of consumption-model accessions tax. Unlike an accessions tax, however, the tax is not levied


244. See BLUEPRINTS, supra note 238, at 122–25; KALDOR, supra note 189, at 49–53; Andrews, Consumption-Type, supra note 61, at 1120–21, 1126; McCaffery, Hybrid, supra note 5, at 1151.


246. In this regard, the proposal sounds like the “Rignano” plan. See McNulty, supra note 28, at 87–89.
on the act or at the time of transfer; instead, the tax is postponed, deliberately, until the time of ultimate consumption, consistent with an ethical focus on use.

Another way to understand or justify this latter aspect of my proposal is to see that it carries down the possession-use distinction to a later generation. Liberalism is more concerned with use than with the mere possession of wealth; its concerns with possession may be largely about possession *qua* actual or potential use, although there also may be a greater concern about a later generation's inheriting wealth. The concern with the later generation's use, however, may be greater than the concern with that generation's mere possession, especially since the "possession" of wealth is an essentially legal concept whose very meaning, and hence dangers, can change with the regime in place. Thus, we place a higher rate schedule on spending out of inheritance. But the inheritance itself—that is, the actual transfer of wealth—may in fact be the *proper* response to our objective concerns a generation earlier. We may actively want Mr. Perot (assuming again that income is fairly earned) to work and save, because we value whatever he does to produce that wealth and we appreciate his accumulation of capital, but we nevertheless may be afraid of his spending his billions personally and quickly. If we are concerned about curtailling his extravagant consumption, however, then we have to let him pass on the wealth. We cannot concede Mr. Perot his earnings while at the same time checking both his consumption and his savings: Something has to give. Under the progressive consumption-without-estate tax with a higher rate schedule on spending out of inheritance, we do not burden Mr. Perot's earnings or savings or wealth transfers *per se*. Instead, we monitor the use of the wealth, both at Mr. Perot's and later generation's levels, to make sure that such use is not decadent or offensive, without pushing Mr. Perot to consume it himself. This approach may be the best real-world balancing of competing values that we can achieve; it is also a thoroughly political liberal answer.

The effects of this progressive consumption-without-estate tax model should be the exact opposite of the current incentives for large *inter vivos* gifts and conspicuous consumption that the flawed income-plus-estate tax model generates. The proposal thus comports with liberal society's objective, political admiration of work and savings and its suspicion of extravagant personal use. This analysis shows, in the process, that wealth transfer taxation need not be an indispensable ally of equity.

2. *Rational Saving Under a Progressive Consumption Tax*

A few questions remain. For example, one might ask why any rational person would save in the first place, or not consume, knowing that a progressive consumption tax would constrain any future consumption by herself or her heirs. That is, why is not the chilling effect on capital accumulation or work effort equally strong under the progressive consumption-
without-estate tax (especially with a higher rate schedule on spending out of inheritance) as it is under the more commonly recommended consumption-plus-estate tax, or even under the income-plus-estate tax system? There are at least five possible answers to this question, all of which help to illustrate the appeal of the progressive consumption-without-estate tax proposal.

First, the rate structure would encourage dispersion among bequests, as donors saw the lower rates that were available to a wider range of donees. This aspect of the system would thus serve independent normative purposes: It would serve one of the goals of an accessions tax without all of its problems. As mentioned above, a separate and steeper rate schedule on consumption out of transferred wealth can be seen as a consumption-tax variant of an accessions tax. Second, and related, there is much evidence to support a general tendency for earnings to revert to the mean, inter-generationally. For whatever reason—and there are several possible reasons—exceptionally productive parents are not likely to have high-earning children. The rational saver might thus expect her child to be in a lower consumption tax bracket than she is in herself.

Third, the revised law could have provisions for the deductibility of certain expenses, such as medical and educational expenses, for oneself or for another. The rational donor (saver) would rest assured that these uses, which she might favor in any event, would both be more likely and less taxed. The law could thus create a sort of spendthrift trust, discouraging only wanton consumption among transferees. Indeed, this structure might even make inter-generational transmissions more attractive, by facilitating thrift among descendants of the thrifty. (The very existence and legal sanctioning of spendthrift trusts lend interpretive support to the proposal.) Differentiation among the uses of wealth is of course fully consistent with the political, objective, ethical focus that I have argued society can and should embrace in considering matters of taxation; certain uses are simply viewed as more urgent than others. Of course, it is not obvious that unlimited exclusions for medical or educational uses are consistent with the best reading of liberalism; where and how to draw the requisite lines will once again be a matter for sound and reasonable political judgment.

Fourth, there might be “fiscal illusions,” or benefits to a putative donor from being able to bequeath a large amount of money in nominal terms, that counterbalance the discounting of the ultimate consumption flow suggested by the tax system. This effect may not be wholly rational, but it fits with a mass of evidence from cognitive decision theory that people value wealth that they

247. See generally Solon, supra note 140 (discussing evidence of mean reversion); Zimmerman, supra note 140 (same). There are at least three possible explanations of varying normative statuses: (1) able parents may have less able children for normal statistical reasons; (2) wealth corrupts earnings abilities; and (3) wealth enables a non-materialist flourishing to transpire.

think they own more highly than wealth that they think they do not own.249 Cognitive theorists have also found that people are less willing to spend money out of what they think of as capital than out of earnings or cash flow.250 Fifth, a rational potential donor may even expect that tax rates might someday go down, as they might indeed if the law attained some of its goals, such as a greater capital stock. The donor thus anticipates a lower tax burden in the future. Saving under such expectations makes sense.

In addition, it is worth noting that individuals who save for life-cycle reasons, or simply out of some entrepreneurial, dynasty-building urge, need not be deterred by the progressive consumption-without-estate tax, although such parties are not necessarily deterred by the presence of an estate tax, either. The progressive consumption-without-estate tax will not encourage early inter vivos gifts, at least above and beyond what present consumption needs might suggest, or other complex manipulations to avoid its sting. Unproductive planning costs should thus fall. The incentive structure might also increase savings because the most committed savers could hold onto their wealth longer, and younger generations would not have the receipt of early wealth to skew their own incentives to work and save.

To be sure, the progressive consumption-without-estate tax will generate disincentives. Any real-world tax will. But the progressive consumption-without-estate tax will only deter those individuals who are working or saving primarily so that they can one day engage in rapid, large-scale consumption. Liberalism, however, has to put its foot down somewhere, and this place seems more reasonable than one that burdens all savers, and lets big spenders off the hook. Rawls and other liberals evince a consistent fear of the large-scale distortionary use of wealth; this is what leads to exercises of power detrimental to prior liberties. A progressive consumption-without-estate tax punishes only those individuals or families who insist on doing just that. If Mr. Perot had been planning to run for President all along, the tax would have hit him hard. But such tough taxation might be exactly the correct liberal result. The progressive consumption-without-estate tax clamps down only on the “self-indulgent aristocracy” while enabling a “frugal capitalist class” to flourish, again using Rawls’ language. The tax precisely reverses the effects of the current law by punishing Mr. Spendthrift and not Ms. Thrifty.

Of course, there are some lingering questions. Under the progressive consumption-without-estate tax, nominal wealth would rise, and this greater wealth would probably change elasticities (such as the elasticity of bequests to wealth). The rate structure might be complex, and its precise contours undoubtedly would be difficult to work out; society would have to decide at

what point and to what degree consumption becomes excessive. Setting different schedules for earned and inherited wealth would also be difficult, as would carving out medical expense and other deductions or modifications. Transitional concerns cannot be avoided. These details, however, do not challenge the basic point of these speculations: An awareness of the incentive structure generated by current law, and even by the consumption-plus-estate tax ideal, indicates that we might have our policy recommendations exactly backwards relative to our better-informed normative judgments. We should be looking at the use, and not the mere possession, of resources.

3. Charitable Contributions

Finally, a particular concern with the progressive consumption-without-estate tax may be that it undermines an important incentive to give to charity. Charitable contributions do indeed stand on a different normative footing than the \textit{inter vivos} incentives discussed above. Charitable deductions under the estate tax are also large: $6.2 billion in 1991, compared to the $9.1 billion yield of the estate tax itself. Although the reform proposal will undeniably remove the tax incentive to give to charity upon death, two responses to the potential problem are in order.

First, there are reasons to be skeptical about the magnitude of the shortfall. Under present tax laws, one needs a genuinely charitable motivation to give to charity, putting aside questions as to whether there are nontax instrumental advantages, such as publicity, from such gifts. Under a 55% estate tax, a person giving $10,000 to charity forgoes the right to make a $4500 bequest. The fact of this sacrifice indicates that tax incentives alone do not lead to the charitable contribution, even on death. Indeed, in 1989, only 19% of decedents in taxable estates made any charitable bequests at all, although the amounts given were substantial. Nonetheless, evidence has indicated that contributions by the wealthy are somewhat sensitive to both income and estate tax rates, and there are rational reasons why a potential donor might be somewhat, though not completely, philanthropic. Moreover, there are

251. This problem, which might seem severe, is actually not conceptually different from deciding when levels of income should be subject to higher rates, and what the rates should be, under a traditional income tax.

252. See generally Michael J. Graetz, \textit{Implementing a Progressive Consumption Tax}, 92 HARV. L. REV. 1575 (1979) (concluding that practical implementation difficulties militate against adopting consumption-based tax). Among other effects, there might be a large, one-time wealth transfer to those who had been anticipating an estate tax. Mitigating this effect is the fact that many parties facing such a tax have taken steps to avoid it, and that the progressive consumption-without-estate tax, especially with a higher rate schedule on inherited wealth, would continue to tax much of this wealth.


254. \textit{Id.} at 78.

255. See, e.g., Michael J. Boskin, \textit{Estate Taxation and Charitable Bequests}, 5 J. PUB. ECON. 27, 29 (1976) (discussing data suggesting that charitable bequests are highly sensitive to estate tax rate); see also Bernheim, \textit{supra} note 2, at 121-32.

256. Two basic ideas come to mind. One is that the donor may value her heir's consumption at
circumstances where even non-charitably-inclined taxpayers can benefit from the use of certain split-interest transfers. On the other hand, the generally higher tax rates and capital accumulation levels made possible by the progressive consumption-without-estate tax, combined perhaps with the fiscal illusions generated by the cash flow method, may lead to earlier and higher life-cycle charitable gifts. These questions are empirical ones that need to be studied.

Second, and more fundamental, there is no a priori reason why the tax laws must be limited to an exclusion vel non for charitable giving. We could imagine, for example, a negative tax rate: that is, a bonus for contributions above a certain threshold. If charitable contributions are a good—I leave this complex question aside—there is no reason why we cannot develop an incentive structure for encouraging them within any general system of tax. It matters not whether charitable contributions fit within neat analytic

more than a charity's, but at some quantum the reduction in wealth that can be transferred to the heir makes the charitable contribution more attractive. A donor might, for example, prefer leaving $75 to her heir than $100 to a charity, under a 25% transfer tax rate. But at a 50% transfer tax rate, the same donor might prefer to give the $100 to the charity than to give $50 to the heir. (See supra note 74 and accompanying text.) Second, and related, there might be what Sen has called the "isolation" paradox. A potential donor needs the assurance of other contributions that the deductibility of the payment in part provides. Under a 50% tax rate, the government is essentially "matching" the private donor's gift. See Sen, supra note 83, at 487-88.

257. See Scholes & Wolfson, supra note 55, at 577-83. The IRS does not maintain statistics indicating the form of charitable deduction taken, so there is no way to ascertain the prevalence of split interest gifts that may have strategic, noncharitable motives.


259. I also leave open the complex questions of whether a repeal of the gift and estate tax would in fact be supplemented with some countervailing provision favoring charities, and, if not, whether the status quo might be preferable. I am, however, somewhat skeptical of the at least implicit idea that we need to favor public charities by retaining the gift and estate tax. Aiding charities seems like a small benefit for the potentially large costs of gift and estate taxation. In any event, the question arises as to why solicitude for charities and the public charity lobby could be strong enough to help keep the gift and estate tax in place, but not to help generate a replacement for its charitable contribution deduction if we were to repeal the estate tax.

This discussion relates to the interesting question of why we do, in fact, have a gift and estate tax, if (as I am arguing) all of its traditional justifications fail. One set of reasons may indeed be political-economic: Actors who benefit from the existence of the tax agitate for its retention. Large public charities and the specialized gift and estate tax bar and other financial professionals come to mind. More attenuated, but still possible, is the thought that Congress itself likes the tax, since periodic threats to raise its rates create favorable rent-seeking opportunities. See generally Doenenberg & McChesney, supra note 133 (discussing rent-seeking model of tax legislation).

I am inclined to think that all of these factors play some role, and I am grateful to Michael Wachter for stimulating my thinking on these scores. But I believe that much of the puzzling persistence of wealth transfer taxation is due to inertia, to the seemingly unidirectional symbolism of repealing the tax, and to the failure to think systematically through both the problems with the present tax regime and the possibilities for a better liberal taxing plan. I do not think that envy is a very good explanation for the persistence of the estate tax in practice, nor is it necessarily a good explanation in theory, for the simple reason that the estate tax is not, in fact, popular. See Theory of Justice, supra note 19, at 530-41 (discussing problems of envy and of envy and equality); Young, supra note 178 (same); supra notes 162-70 and accompanying text.
definitions of “income” or “consumption.” What matters is the extent to which such contributions are attractive, and the efficacy of various means to induce them. Freed from debates over prior definitions, we can do much to improve the law. Questions of tax are political all the way down.

VI. THE CASE AGAINST DOING NOTHING

The above analysis has had two primary aims: first, to point out the rather severe problems with wealth transfer taxation, in theory and certainly in practice; second, to use a detailed consideration of wealth transfer taxation as a springboard to consider comprehensive tax reform along political liberal lines. On a much broader plane, the analysis has suggested the need to think through some basic questions about the dictates and practices of liberal theory in our real, imperfect world, especially, if not exclusively, vis-à-vis tax. At the end of the day, though, one of the greatest temptations, as always, will be to do nothing at all. This Part addresses two particular arguments for leaving the status quo in place: one, that the estate tax is a harmless “voluntary” tax, or even a positive symbol of liberal egalitarian values; two, that the case for change turns on empirical support that we do not yet have.

A. What’s Wrong with a Voluntary Tax?

One argument for doing nothing at all is that the current estate tax, with all of its flaws, is in fact a sensible balance of competing goals. This argument is of a type that a thoroughgoing interpretivism, which takes our actual practices seriously, might be thought to generate. It is a social, evolutionary argument against any kind of conscious change. It is indeed a rather curious paradox that, given the many escape valves that have effectively made the actual, imperfect estate tax a “voluntary” one, the regime might have backed its way into being an efficient tax, at least in terms of the capital stock. Those parties who care about making bequests find ways to do so, so that the only parties paying the estate tax are those who are inelastic—that is, those who amass capital with complete indifference about whether to pass it on intergenerationally. If this story were true, then the tax might not have adverse effects on productive work effort or capital formation, or on unproductive consumption. The current, apparently flawed estate tax may in fact be a good system.

I do not accept this story, for several reasons. First, even those parties who have stressed the avoidability of the estate tax have noted its binding effect on

260. COOPER, supra note 2, at 4–7; Kirchheimer, supra note 3, at 1233 (“[The estate tax] tends to be a tax, to some extent, on the unwary and the ill-advised, but that’s not necessarily a bad thing.”) (quoting Canadian economist Richard Bird).
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the very rich. It is too simplistic to say that the estate tax has no disincentive effects on those who pay it. The "voluntary" label or the low overall revenue yield of the estate tax often lulls commentators into maintaining that the likely incentive effects are apt to be small. This conclusion, however, confuses average with marginal effects. To the ultra-rich facing the estate tax, the disincentives at the margin are hardly trivial, as the numbers in Table 1 suggested, and as I have argued throughout this Article.

Second, there are costs from the means by which bequest-motivated taxpayers avoid the tax. Voluntary taxes are not always efficient. All real-world taxes, including the income tax itself, are in some sense voluntary: In the case of the income tax, taxability depends on the volitional act of earning income. In the case of wealth transfer taxation, the induced behavior may have adverse effects on the capital stock. These effects, however, are not the only or even the most important ones. If capital is diminishing because of increased consumption, increased inter vivos giving, and decreased work effort, then we ought to consider these effects on political liberal grounds as well. Effects may also derive from the incentives at the younger generation's level. Getting wealth early in life may deter heirs from working and saving. The gift and estate tax regime may encourage both early gifts and diminished work and savings. As it now stands, taxpayers can both pass on wealth and avoid taxes; the former is in fact a means to the latter.

Third, taxing the presumably inelastic savers who in fact pay estate taxes is not necessarily efficient, even relative to the question of the aggregate

261. COOPER, supra note 2, at 79–82.
262. See, e.g., Aaron & Munnell, supra note 6, at 126–32 (discussing data on wealth concentration). Recall Keynes' emphasis on the importance to England's historical development of the existence of a small class of highly efficient, aristocratic savers. KEYNES, supra note 228, at 19 ("The immense accumulations of fixed capital which, to the great benefit of mankind, were built up during the half century before the war, could never have come about in a Society where wealth was divided equitably ").
263. See, e.g., Graetz, supra note 2, at 279 ("The estate tax is such a small revenue source that its effects on savings and investment are no doubt dwarfed by the impact of other taxes and by fiscal and monetary policies."); Robinson, supra note 2, at 38 ("More than ninety-nine percent of the country's estates will escape wealth transfer taxation entirely [Such] taxes will therefore likely have only a limited effect on the macro- or micro-management of the nation's capital wealth "). id at 44 ("If the wealth transfer taxes only touch one percent of the estates in the country we should simply forget the wealth transfer taxes and concentrate on the more important problems facing the country "); see also Ascher, supra note 2, at 106.
264. Mr. and Mrs. Perot, for example, are facing an estate tax of approximately $1 65 billion. See supra note 59. Every 1% rise in the estate tax rate costs the Perot family $30 million. There is no reason to adjust any of these numbers for the uncertainty of death, because their present values hold regardless of the date of death.
265. This effect is somewhat mitigated if, as is usually the case, the form of the inter vivos transfer restricts the beneficiary's present use of the wealth—as with the popular Crumnes trusts, for example. Even here, however, the placement of the wealth in trust removes an important element of uncertainty regarding the ultimate receipt of the funds. See DOUGLAS HOLTZ-EAKIN ET AL., supra note 141, at 18–19 (concluding from empirical evidence that work effort falls after receipt of substantial inheritance), see also discussion of related issues supra part V.C.
capital stock alone. The capital stock effect is also a function of the
government's and inheritors' relative propensities to consume. Assuming
arguendo that we are concerned with aggregate savings, we have to ask if
savings would increase from allowing even taxpayers who are more or less
indifferent to leaving bequests to pass on wealth to their designated heirs, as
opposed to ceding much of it to the government. More data is needed, but the
Stiglitz-Smith conjecture about relative propensities to consume points to an
affirmative answer to this latter question.

A fourth and final problem with the notion that the voluntary tax can in
fact be a pragmatic ideal may be the most important concern, at least within
a political liberal framework. A voluntary estate tax is a limited tool for
furthering equal opportunity and redistribution, both in theory and in practice.
The estate tax's very low revenue yield and the continuing inequality of the
distribution of wealth suggest that the estate tax is doing little, if anything, to
level playing fields.266 A voluntary estate tax means that wealthy individuals
who are unconcerned with, or even opposed to, bestowing large material
advantages on their heirs will pay the tax, but all others will find ways to pass
on sizable inheritances or to consume wealth themselves. Is this a better
world? It is not difficult to mount a strong normative argument that a world
with fewer but still many well-endowed heirs, many of them quite young; less
aggregate production and capital; and more large-scale consumption by the
very rich is not an improvement. The relative advantage of those whose
benefactors have opted out of the tax regime is greater, and the lesser capital
and distortionary spending of the rich hurt all persons, perhaps especially the
working classes. Further, it is not clear that those who pay the tax would have
given their entire wealth to their heirs, anyway. It is at least possible that the
tax represents their choice of charity.

Perhaps the estate tax is mostly symbolic, a nod in the direction of liberal
egalitarian ideals. In that case, perhaps its voluntary nature is perfectly
acceptable. There may be little reason for symbols to have real effects. The
estate tax becomes a "non-problem problem": something too trivial to worry
about.267 There are difficulties, however, with this thought. Sometimes,
symbolic or ineffectual laws represent legitimate, important social responses
to deep, intractable problems.268 Other times such laws obscure important

266. See Donaldson, supra note 1, at 541 (discussing low revenue yield); G.P. Verbit, Do Estate
and Gift Taxes Affect Wealth Distribution?, 117 TR. & EST. 598, 602–07 (1978); see also Wolff, supra
note 6 (discussing empirical findings on wealth inequality).

267. See, e.g., Robinson, supra note 2, at 28 (suggesting that wealth transfer "taxes are simply not
worth worrying about in light of other pressing national needs").

268. This idea is a general theme in GUIDO CALABRESI & PHILIP BOBBITT, TRAGIC CHOICES (1978);
see also ROBERT STANLEY, DIMENSIONS OF LAW IN THE SERVICE OF ORDER: ORIGINS OF THE FEDERAL
INCOME TAX, 1861–1913 (1993) (arguing that progressivity of earlier income tax was largely illusory
and was intended to prevent more fundamental change); Marjorie E. Kornhauser, The Morality of Money:
discussing, inter alia, rhetorical effects of tax law).
questions and obstruct meaningful change. Still other times, symbolic laws make things worse by having counterproductive effects. Sorting out these very different cases is a critical task of policy analysis.

The failure of the estate tax to be anything other than an empty symbol may be telling us something important about what we should be doing in its stead. Indeed, the puzzle of ineffective and unpopular wealth transfer taxation demands some answer. One answer is that the people have been duped. A different and far more respectful answer is that the people and our implicit practices are right. Dealt an inefficient and unattractive institutional answer by well-intentioned liberals, our actual practices—showing, in this regard, the same goals as the liberal theorists—have all but gutted the estate tax. It is time for political liberals to listen to what these practices are trying to say.

B. Living with Uncertainty

A final set of questions to address briefly is what to do in the face of empirical uncertainty, and perhaps even indeterminacy, of many key consequential variables. These questions are not decisively important for my enterprise, which is why I can place this discussion here, at the end of the day. What we plausibly know, coupled with an enriched sense of policy options, is enough to confirm that the present estate tax is not a good idea in our imperfect world, and that alternatives are worth considering. In moving toward stronger conclusions, however, such as a full acceptance of the progressive consumption-without-estate tax ideal, some perspective on empirical uncertainty becomes important. It is possible, for example, that the present estate tax loses revenue, constricts capital accumulation, diminishes work effort, and induces conspicuous or large-scale consumption. If true, such facts should give pause to all but the most obstinate supporter of estate taxation on symbolic grounds.

The problem, as anyone who has attempted to grapple with the literature on these questions knows all too well, is that what is "true" about such questions is difficult and perhaps impossible to ascertain.269 We have seen that Rawls, in A Theory of Justice, left the details of tax and other economic institutions in part to "plain hunch."270 By the time he wrote Political Liberalism, Rawls had grown even more tentative about institutional issues turning on "complicated inferences and intuitive judgments that require us to assess complex social and economic information about topics poorly understood."271 Dworkin similarly saw that "any practical program" mediating the sometimes opposing goals of ensuring equal opportunity and

269. See, e.g., Ascher, supra note 2, at 92; Graetz, supra note 2, at 279–80
270. THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 19, at 278.
271. POLITICAL LIBERALISM, supra note 8, at 229
respecting diverse choices and outcomes "will work imperfectly and will inevitably involve speculation, compromise, and arbitrary lines in the face of ignorance."\(^{272}\) In the particular case of wealth transfer taxation, many of the important economic variables, such as the relevant elasticities, are difficult to uncover; estimates of labor supply and savings elasticities vary widely. We have seen that there is much dispute over why people save or make gifts, and over the motives for their working and amassing of fortunes. What should real-world policy planners do in the face of this uncertainty?

Beyond dispute, the process of data gathering should continue and indeed accelerate. There is much that we simply do not know about the behavior of the very wealthy that seems unquestionably relevant to the questions before us. The IRS maintains no systematic studies or records on gift tax returns. We have little if any idea of the extent of use of the annual, medical, or educational gift tax exclusions. We do not know very much about the presumably quite wealthy individuals who are using up some or all of their unified credit in making \textit{inter vivos} gifts. The IRS also maintains no records on the type of charitable gifts qualifying for estate tax deductions, so that we do not know, for example, the extent or incidence of split-interest giving, or how much "charity" may actually be sophisticated tax minimization. Uncertainty about our ability to reach determinate answers is not a good reason for not trying, however, especially since \textit{ad hoc} assumptions and anecdotal evidence drive so much of the literature on wealth taxation.\(^{273}\)

But there is still more to say. The typical advocate of the estate tax reasons somewhat along the following lines: The data on contrary effects is inconclusive if not indeterminate, and therefore we should fall back on our best political instincts and intuitions, which favor taxation of the very wealthy in general and of wealth transmissions in particular. Rawls' reliance on "hunch" is perhaps the leading example of this type of reasoning.\(^{274}\) Estate tax advocates often begin with the tax as a means to an end, say of revenue raising or equal opportunity or progressivity, and then continue to cling to it even when its relationship to that end has been called into question. The means become an end, and we evaluate facts in light of existing patterns of belief. If popular opinion or our actual practices seem to conflict with the dictates of prior theory, the people must be wrong or deluded. I have tried to suggest that this way of thinking might be dangerously wrong.\(^{275}\) A happy invocation of

\(^{272}\) DWORKIN, \textit{Matter of Principle}, supra note 20, at 207.

\(^{273}\) I readily concede that many of the relevant pieces of information will be hard to uncover. \textit{See}, e.g., Robinson, \textit{supra} note 2, at 43.

\(^{274}\) \textit{Theory of Justice}, supra note 19, at 278.

\(^{275}\) In this regard, this Article parallels my arguments in McCaffery, \textit{Slouching}, supra note 194, an article that otherwise reflects a rather different set of concerns and a different normative and methodological approach. There I argued, in part, that focusing on the gender wage gap in salaries might also be a "dangerously wrong measure[] of what truly matters," \textit{id.} at 598; \textit{see also id.} at 674, and more narrowly that the equal pay aspects of Title VII might be means masquerading as ends to the detriment
*a priori* insights cannot allow us simply to dismiss what evidence we do have, nor can we ignore the possibility of significantly counterproductive results. We should, at the very least, engage in a more careful risk-of-error analysis. Which consequences seem worst, and for what reasons? What are our best-guess odds of various outcomes obtaining? What are the worst-case scenarios that can emerge from any particular reform option?

I believe that we can also go beyond this more sophisticated risk analysis. We do know some things. We know, for example, that wealth inequality remains rather severe, regardless of the presence of a nominally steep gift and estate tax. We know that the estate tax raises little revenue, in absolute or relative terms, with or without adjusting for administrative costs and possible income tax losses. We know that individuals are making large *inter vivos* gifts, and that they are taking many other steps to avoid the sting of the tax. We know that the tax features high marginal rates, against which general economic theory cautions. We know that large public and private resource costs are involved in implementation and enforcement of the estate tax. We know that there is general concern about the level of American capital accumulation, and that the capital stock has important intra-generational effects. And we know that wealth transfer taxation is not popular, even though it applies only to a tiny segment of society.

These known facts ought to cast some doubt on the received wisdom and heighten the call for alternative approaches. The case for a change of approach is all the more compelling when we can reason our way toward alternative means for furthering liberal goals and achieving some of the aims that matter to wealth taxation advocates, such as greater equality of opportunity and the improved welfare of the lower classes. Questioning the estate tax does not require that we fall into naive libertarianism or the comforting arms of trickle-down theory. We can design a tax system that constrains the private use of wealth without creating all of the perverse incentives and resource costs of the status quo. This is the point of the progressive consumption-without-estate tax. Is not this—or something—worth a try?

---

of more creative and structural reform. *Id.* at 655–56. Both articles reflect my quest for a richer political and moral theoretical basis for tax policy analysis. Here, I consider the more or less internal (to tax) logic of wealth transfer taxation, income versus consumption, and progressivity. There I looked at the interface between taxes and gender discrimination. It seems to me that a complete liberal theory of tax must do both things: look at the internal logic of tax and consider various interactive effects on a wide range of matters. In both cases we ought to be political: creative, imaginative, and free of metaphysical constraints in our search for alternatives, respectful of the often implicit and inchoate spirit of our actual practices, and always on guard against the seductive skepticism that would have us do nothing at all. The broader project of bringing liberal political theory to tax, present in both articles, is enormously challenging but, I believe, both necessary and promising.

VII. CONCLUSION

This Article began with a puzzle: Liberal egalitarian political theory has long advocated some form of wealth transfer taxation, but our settled practices and popular opinion in contemporary democratic societies are strongly opposed to any effective gift and estate tax. Working it through, we came to the curiously surprising conclusion that the people and our practices may just be right, on strictly liberal grounds. The estate tax penalizes the productive work and savings efforts of our wealthiest citizens, while doing nothing about, indeed even inducing, their large-scale consumption of resources. In contrast, a progressive consumption-without-estate tax, with certain sensible modifications, consistently implements the logic of a political concern over the private use of resources. Liberal society reasonably likes work and savings, but only or at least especially reasonably dislikes large-scale private consumption. This position emerges both interpretively, from a sympathetic reading of our practices, and normatively, from an objective ethical approach to the urgency of wants.

In conclusion, I want to generalize the story a bit, to move to an even larger plane. Here is a bigger puzzle: At the very time that our leading liberal political philosophers are telling us that it's all politics, our practical liberal politics are in disarray and retreat. Republicans and centrist Democrats have occupied the White House for nearly three decades, and an antigovernment, antitaxation fervor has been shaping state and national politics, with no apparent end in sight. This history is a bit odd, for a commonsensical view would predict that a reasonable liberal politics, say in a Rawlsian vein, would be redistributive—that, even if we did not take matters all the way to the radical redistributive point inherent in Rawls' difference principle, modern democracies would at least tend toward exacting a greater sacrifice from the wealthy. Yet our actual tax systems are at best only weakly progressive, and at worst not progressive at all.\textsuperscript{277} This Article suggests one rather large part of an answer to the puzzle. Practical liberal politics have gotten our objective social values wrong, have dwelled on poor institutional means for advancing the liberal program, have put the people to hard choices between progressivity and productivity, and have, most and worst of all, failed to listen. The people are not illiberal; their liberal leaders have failed them.

The estate tax illustrates the problem. While \textit{a priori} liberal theory supports the tax, and it was hardly negligent to implement it in 1916, the people's opposition and seventy-five years of increasingly settled practices have shown that democratic society does not want any meaningful wealth

\textsuperscript{277} I detail some of this movement—e.g., the trend towards reliance on payroll, sales and use, and corporate income taxes, and not on personal income ones—in McCaffery, \textit{Cognitive Theory}, \textit{supra} note 10. That article also presents what I take to be another part of the answer to the puzzle: Persistent cognitive error favors broad-based and regressive tax systems.
They have not been effective. Yet it is apparent that the liberal theorists and the people have an alignment of ends on this score. Opposition to effective estate taxation is not a case of the majority of the people acting out of envy or spite, and having to be checked by a noble liberal elite; the people are resisting a tax on the wealthiest minority of citizens. Rather than listening to the inchoate voices of the people and our practices, liberals have continued to insist on some form of wealth transfer tax, even moving recently to up the stakes and implement confiscatory taxes. The call for stronger wealth transfer taxes has come politically, from the likes of George McGovern, and theoretically, from philosophers and legal academics. But we ought to begin by presuming that the people are at least sensible, and entitled to respect, and it indeed turns out that there are good liberal reasons to oppose wealth transfer taxes. As mentioned above, such taxes hit at work and savings and induce consumption, especially the large-scale, distortionary consumption of the very wealthy. In contrast, a progressive consumption-without-estate tax—a system toward which our practices may best be seen as moving—reverses these effects, to punish only excessive use, while changing the very meaning and hence the dangers of private possession. A progressive consumption-without-estate tax makes literal—takes to the hilt, so to speak—the longstanding, objectively grounded metaphor of the common store or pool of social resources.

In the beginning and in the end, tax is politics. It is all politics, politics through and through. No dictionary definitions, no metaphysics of natural rights or entitlements theory, no quasi-science of individual utility functions, can see us through, can dictate the choices we must make. But while it is often thought or said that all reason and logic stop at the point where we reach the conclusion that something is all politics—as if all politics meant just politics, in some trivializing sense—the trend in modern liberal theory points decisively otherwise. If tax is indeed all politics, we have all the more reason both to probe our liberal reasons and to pay careful, respectful attention to our practices. This logic is even, and indeed especially, true where such attention to practices takes us to surprising, counterintuitive places, as in the case of estate taxation. If liberal politicians are to use the power implicit in the emergent program of political liberalism wisely and well, they must try harder to get it right. It is too important not to do so.